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Murray,Ky.,Tuesday Afternoon,June 21, 11T7

In Our 98th Year
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Jaycee Fair

Consumer Prices
.Up .6 Per Cent

To Open Here
On July 11
The 1977 Murray-Calloway County
Jaycee Fair is set for July 8-16, and will
feature several attractions each day.
Prior to the official opening of the fair
on Monday, July 11, the 1977 MurrayCalloway County Fair Queen will be
crowned on Friday, July 8, with the
beauty contest beginning at 7:30 pi,m.
in Lovett Auditorium on the Murray
State University campus. The new fair
queen will be crowned by last year's
winner, Miss Kathie Broach.
Monday will feature the 4-H rabbit
show at five p. m. and the official
opening of the fair at seven 13. m. The
highlight of the evenifit will be the fourwheel drive pull at seven p. m. in the
grandstand area.
A Jersey cattle show is set for 10 a. m.
Tuesday, with feature attraction of the
evening the Demolition Derby,at seven
p. m.
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On Wednesday, the Holstein-Friesian
cattle show will be held at 10 a. m., with
the open rabbit show at five p. m.
At seven p. m.on Wednesday,the AllAmerican Rough Riders will perform in
the grandstand area as the feature
attraction of the day. The All-American
Rough Riders show features precision
driving in a fleet of new 1977 Dodge
pickup trucks, with many intricate
maneuvers performed over and
between rampways.
Thursday is Kiddies Day at one p. m.,
with the 4-11 and FFA dairy show at six
p. m. The horse and mule pull will he
held at seven p. m. in the grandstand
area.
On Friday, the beef cattle shows will
begin at 10 a. m., with family night
beginning at five p. m. Alnusic show is
set for seven p. m. in the. grandstand
area.
The fair will conclude iaturday with
a full day activities, beginning with a
hog show at 10 a. m. and Farm Bureau
Day at 10 a. m. The annual tractor pull
will climax the week's activities,
beginning at6:30 p.m.Saturday.

SQUAD PLANS OPEN HOUSE — The Calloway
County Fire-Rescue Squad will hold an open house
at the squad
headquarters on S. 4th St. this Saturday and Sunday.
Members of the volunteer squad are, top row, left
Parrish, Lloyd Key, Floyd Garland, Roger
to right, L B.
Mathis, Ronnie Barnett, Dwain Iteyntlds, Robert Trenhol
m,center row,John MMton, Eddie Stone, Bernard Steen, Max Dowdy,Ricky
Edwards, bottom row, Hal Winchester, Dale M. Garland,
Jimmy D. Key,
Jerry Edwards, Danny Parrish, Bill Markham, Mark Elkins,
Steve Ladd and Kenny Collins. Members not pictured
are Rick
Larson, Carl Hosford, Roger Hughes,Bud Miller, Jim
Wolford, Charles Tubbs,and Mike Farley.

Open House Scheduled By
Rescue Squad This Weekend
An open house is being planned for
this Saturday and Sunday, June 25-26,
by the Calloway County Fire-Rescue
Squad at the squad headquarters on S.
4th St.
The open house will be held from 98.
m. to 5 p. m. Saturday and from 1 p. m.
to 5 p. m. Sunday at the headquarters
located across from Overbey Honda.
The public is urged to stop by the allvolunteer squad's headquarters to veiw
the approximately 9100,000 worth of
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fire-fighting and rescue equipment that
Also on display will be auxiliary
will be on display.
equipment used by the squad on its fire
The major pieces of equipment that
and rescue calls.
the 28-member squad utilizes in its fireSo far in 1977, the squad has
fighting and rescue efforts are a fire
responded to 226 fire calls, one
truck with a 1,000 gallon water tank, a
drowning and three search and rescue
van used for hauling equipment and
missions, according to squad records.
personnel to fire calls as well as pulling ' The 28 voluntee
rs on the squad have
one of the squads two boats, a 4-wheel
also put in 1,536 man hours of work and
drive field and forest fire fighting
training in addition to those calls.
vehicle, and two boats equipped for
The -major portion of the squad's
water rescue and dragging operations. \ funding comes
from donations from the
general public which amount to $12,000
to $15,000 per year. The squad also
receives approximately $8,000 from the
Calloway County Fiscal Court's
revenue sharing funds annually and
gets about $1,000 per year in state
assistance.
Squad officials estimate the annual
budget for operation of the volunteer
emergency service at $24.000 to 925,000.
Squad members do all maintenance
on the equipment and Professional
Ambulance Service personnel, many of
whom belong to the squad, provide
radio dispatching chores for the squad.
During the open house this weekend,
the squad will be giving away stick-on
labels that carry the squad's
emergency phone number. Also on
hand will be a donation box so that
persons who wish may contribute to the
purchase of a new fire truck for the
Fire-Rescue Squad.
Present officers of the squad are Max
Dowdy, chief; Hal Winchester, asst.
chief; Bernard Steen, captain of
trucks; Robert Trenholrn, -treasurer;
Ricky Edwards, „ secretary; Dwain
Reynolds, reporter; and Floyd
Garland, captain of water rescue.

OPERATION IDENTIFICATION—The Callowa
y County Farm Bureau is sponsoring "Operat
ion Identification"for farmers
and other prope4 owners in Calloway County.
Committee members include, from left, Ike
Allbritten, Carman Parks
farm bureau president; Larry Gilbert; Ted
Howard,county agent; and Jamie Potts. Others
include Max Hughes, chairman
Mrs. Michael Shelton, County Judge Robert 0.
Miller, and Richard Wright, public relation
s officer for the Kentucky State
Police, Post One. In the program,farmers and
other property owners can secure engravers
at the local Farm Bureau office to engrave their social security numbers
on farm equipment and other personal
property, to facilitate recover), I))
police in case of theft.

inside today

Two Injured
In Accident
Here Monday

One Section — 10 Pages
Garrott's Galley today features Rob Gingles and
a case
of mistaken identity. Check it out on Page Four,
the
Opinion Page, of today's issue.
June is Dairy Nionth, a time to pay tribute to the dairy
farmers of the nation. Calloway County is observing
this
annual tradition, and a special section in today's
issue
honors the dairy farmers of Calloway County.

clearing
Partial Clearing tonight,
Increasing
cloudiness
on
Wednesday with a good chance of
rain. Lows tonight in the low to
mid 60s. Highs Wednesday in the
mid to upper 80s. Winds light and
variable tonight. Rain chances 40
per cent tonight and 50 per cent
on Wednesday.
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Horoscope
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Two persons received minor injur.—
in a two-vehicle accident Morifla'..
according to Murray City Police.
The accident occurred at 9:12 a r::
Monday, at Eighth and Sycamore
Streets, and involved a car driver
Sandra W. Parrish, Route Three, and a
Murray-Calloway County Trans:t
Authority bus, driven by Robert
Hopkins, 1107 Larkspur, accordinL
police.
Both drivers were treated
;1 ,1
released at the MurrayCallowa
County Hospital for minor injuri,
,
according to hospital officials.
Investigating officers said the
Parrish vehicle was going west
Sycamore, and the bus was makir.,2
left turn onto Sycamore from
Street, wtien the accident occurred
Police said there wereo passeno'r,
onthe bus at the time of the accident

WASHINGTON (AP) — Sharply
Prices for commodities other than
higher food and fuel prices pushed food rose four-tenths of
one per cent last
consumer prices up six-tenths of one
month, matching the March and April
per cent in May, the fifth consecutive figures. and
was considered by
month of big price hikes, the economists
to be an acceptable
government reported today.
increase.
The increase, following April's rise of
Economists looked to prices of
eight-tenths of one per cent, shows
nonfood commodities for evidence of
inflation is continuing but not
the underlying rate of inflation in the
accelerating.
Food prices, which have sparked this economy, since these are.less volatile
than food prices which are subject to
year's surge of inflation, jumped
wide swings from month to month.
another seven-tenths of a per cent in
The cost of services rose seven-tenths
May. Although the increase was about
of
one per cent in May, a somewhat
half the rise in April, it exceeded the
increases posted in every Month of 1976 slower pace than the eight-tenths of one
per cent gain in both March and April.
except one — the eight-tenths of one per
The cost of medical care and
cent gain in May a year ago.
transportation each rose nine-tenths of
Prices for ground coffee jumped
one
per cent last month, while
another 10.3 per cent last month, while
mortgage interest rates increased half
instant coffee rose seven per cent, the
government Mid. Wholesale coffee a percent.
Grocery prices were up seven-tenths
prices declined last month but the drop
has not been reflected at the retail of one per cent in May, compared with
1.6 per cent in the previous month. The
level.
The May increase in consumer slowdown was largely due to a 13.5 per
prices, equivalent to an annual rate of cent declineIn fresh vegetable_prices.
Prices alsol dropped for fresh fruits,
7.2 per cent, is still above the six per
eggs
and beef but rose for poultry, pork,
cent level that administration
economists regard as the nation's sugar and dairy products. The cost of
restaurant meals and snacks increased
underlying rate of inflation.
During the first three months of the one per cent.
Among nonfood items, gasoline and
year, inflation,rose at a nearly 10 per
oil rose eight-tenths of one per
motor
cent annual rate, largely because of
surging food and energy prices that cent, and new cars were up nine-tenths
reflected the effects of the severe of one per cent.
The average price for a gallpn of
winter weather on crops and fuel
regular grade gasoline rose 1.1 per cent
supplies.
Government economists predict that in May to 62.6 cents per gallon.
spiralling food costs will slow down Premium prices also rose 1.1 per cent
later this year, easing the overall and averaged 67.6 cents per gallon.
All percentage figures are adjusted to
pressure on consumers' pocketbooks.
account for seasonal influences.
The Labor Department said its
Wholesale prices, an indicator of
consumer price index for May stood at
prices
that consumers eventually pay,
180.6 of the 1967 average of 100,
meaning that goods priced at $100 ten had increased faster than retail prices
before easing in May.
years ago cost $180.60 last month.
Consumer prices in May were 6.7 per • But economists note that while
overall wholesale price iricreases
cent higher than in Apri11976.
slowed, the wholesale prices of
In a separate report, the Labor consiuner-finish
ed foods rose 2.1 per
Department said the increase in cent
in May. These are prices of goods
workers' income offsetinflation and the
ready for sale on supermarket shelves .
purchasing power rose slightly.
and economists say consumers won't
Adjusted for the rise in consumer
get much of a break until these price
prices, the real average take-home pay
increases begin slowing.
of a factory worker increased one-tenth
The upward pressure on food prices is
of a per cent last month. However, real
expected to dissipate as spring and
earnings of the same worker were down
summer crops counter increases
four-tenths of one per cent over the year
related to the winter shortage.
because of higher taxes and inflation.
The winter surge in crude material
The May increase in consumer prices
prices, including energy products, also
followed an eight-tenths of one per cent
is expected to ease during the second
gain in April, six-tenths of one per cent
half of the year, further lessening
in March, one per cent in February and
pressure on prices.
eight-tenths of one per cent in January.
The Carter administration has
The Labor Department said that
forecast a 6.7 per cent inflation rate for
prices rose six-tenths of one per cent in
the year, a revision of its earlier
May if food and energy items were
forecast of 5.3 per cent.
excluded, about the lame as in each of
See PRICES,
the preceeding three months.
Page 10, Column Four

Congressional
Inquiry Set
For Club Fire
WASHINGTON
AP)
A
congressional inquiry into the May 28
fire at the Beverly Hills Supper Club is
scheduled to begira in mid-July,
according to Rep. Thoma4 A Luken,0Ohio.
Luken said Monday that the purpose
of the congressional review would be to
determine whe....ler circumstances of
the Southgate, Ky. fire that killed 162
persons indicate the need for federal
fire safety standards.
The House Consumer Products
Subcommittee also plans to send an
investigator to Kentucky to interview
officials who prepared the report
released by State Fire Marshal Warren
Southworth, Luken said.
Luken said he is awaiting an answer
from Kentucky Gov. Julian Carroll to a
letter requesting state cooperation
before one of the subcommittee staff
members visits the area.
"The purpose of any hearing will be
to examine the existing system of fire
and building codes, as well as the
feasibility of developing federal
standards," Luken said.
The hearings are scheduled to begin
in Washington when Congress resumes
work after its July 4 recess, Liwen said.

COMMUNITY THEATRE — Tom Sawyer (John Hassell,
below) and
Huckleberry 'Finn (Billie Etairell, above) are seen here in rehearsal for
the
Community Theatre's next production "Tom Sawyer" to be
presented this
Thursday, Friday and Saturday each evening at 730 in the
new city-county
park. The play will be performed outdoors at the site of.
the first courthouse in Calloway County. Admission is one dollar for
adults and young
people.
Photo. bv Kaye Peeblet
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Brown & Milam Vows
Planned For Saturday

wages COMMUNITY
CAIENDAR

To Marry In July

1

Tuesday, June 21
Thursday, June 23
Martin's Chapel United
The Cayce United Methodist
Following the ceremony the
Court Clerk's office
Circuit
!Methodist Church Women will
will be the reception will be held in the
Cayce
at
Church
and
day
the
will be closed for
meet at the home of Mrs.
setting for the wedding of Miss fellowship hall of the church.
no road tests will be given.
I inda Carter, 817 Bagwell, at
Cindy Ann Brown, daughter of Serving will be Mrs. Carol
Mrs. John D. Brown Rogers of Dyersburg, Tn.,
so en p. m.
Magazine Club will have a Mr. and
of Cayce, and Bruce Milam, cousin of the bride-elect, Miss
home
the
at
luncheon
Stripes potluck
and
Stars
son of Mr. and Mrs. Newton J. Kandy -Parnell, Mrs. Peggy
Homemakers Club will meet of Mrs. William S. Major at Milam of Murray.
McGinnis, and Miss Sherry
at Sirloin Stockade at 6:30 p. twelve noon
The Rev. Jerry Lackey will Pickett, all of Hickman, and
uith officers to be elected.
officiate at the ceremony at Miss Alicia Easley of
Junior golf will be at
p. m. on Saturday, June Seymour, Ind., cousin of the
3:30
nine
at
Club
Country
Murray Assembly No. 19 Murray
By Abigail Van Buren
nuptial music will be bride-elect.
The
25.
Order of the Rainbow for Girls a. m.
presented by Mrs. Gail
DEAR ABBY: I am going with a girl who has a twin
Only out of town invitations
will meet at the lodge hall at
Lackey,soloist, and Mrs. Dick
brother. We are verx;nuch in love and have talked about
Teens Social for ninth
been sent. All friends and
m.
have
p.
seven
Roberts, organist.
getting married one day, but that will have to wait because
through 12 th grades at Oaks
of the bridal couple
relatives
in
given
be
I am only IS and she is 17.
will
Miss Brown
will be from
will
Club
Club
TOPS
Country
'slurray
to attend the
invited
are
Someone told me that in the case of boy-girl twins, the
marriage by her father. She
meet at seven p. m. at the eight to eleven p. m. with
wedding and the reception.
girl has only a 5 per cent chance of having a child. Is that
Ouretha
Mrs.
chosen
Cheryl Dailey, Linda Adams, has
Health Center.
true?
Caffey of Hickman as her
and Burlene Brewer in charge
WORRIED
matron of honor, and Miss
Fast Calloway eighth
of arrangements.
Vickie Turnbow, also of Hicktly
for
past
school
graders
DEAR WORRIED: No! That misconception I no pun
man, as her maid of honor.
year will have kskating party
intended) must have originated from the fact that when a
Her bridesmaids will be Mrs.
cow bears twins and one is a male and another a female,
at the Murray- Roller Rink
Hardin Senior Citizens work
Carla Coffey. of 'Hickman,
the female I called "free-martin") stands only a 5 per cent
m.
from eight to ten p.
day will be from 9:30 a. m. to
chance of reproducing. That's no bull!
Mrs. Teresa Rose of Cayce,
Hardin Senior Citizens will three p. m.
and Mrs. Roxanne Hendrix of
DEAR ABBY: Our daughter ran away to get married
have breakfast from 7:30 to
Paris, Tn.
when she was 17. Two years later her husband left her and
Ellis Center will be open
ten a. m. and shopping from
The flower girl will be Miss
their small baby. The court awarded her sufficient support
from ten a. Tn. to three p. m. Kelly Hepler of Longview,
ten a. m. to four p. m.
so that she could maintain her own apartment, which she
Senior citizens activities with
Texas, cousin of the bride.
did until recently. She decided to take a practical nursing
the Lakes singing at 10:05 a. m., monthly
Between
Land
Serving Mr. Milam as best
course at the vocational school. so I agreed to take care of
activities will be Nature's clean-up atll:45 a. m., lunch
man will be Michael Stom of
her baby. It simplified matters by having her move in with
'Garden walk starting at at noon, and tablegames at
Murray. Groomsmen will be
dad and me.
Per Pose In living
Center Station at three p. m. one p. m.
Ricky Cook of Vaiden, Miss.,
Before she moved in I made a few rules. One was that
Draffenville,
night
visual
at
she was not to entertain any male guests unless dad or I
starting
and
Ted Kind of
North Calloway yearbooks
were home. The other night she had a male friend here,
Center Station at 8:30 p. m.
Howard Giles and Kenneth
Miss Sarah Elizabeth Sams
knowing we wouldn't be home. This upset me. Her father
will be sold from eleven a. m.' Duncan, both Of Murray.
For Each Original Print
the
announce
engagement
Sams
William
S.
Mrs.
Mr. and
claims she is 21, and we should trust her. It is a matter of
Phi Delta Kappa 'meeting to one p. m. at school.
Ushers will be Steve Brown of
Minimum 10 For $4.90
and approaching marriage of their daughter, Sarah Elizabeth,
principle with me. Do you think a 21-year-old divorcee
sill be at Winslow Cafeteria,
Cayce, brother of the bride•No Limit *All Ages
to Joseph Robert Sills, son of Mrs. Peggy Sills, Brownsville,
should be allowed to entertain male friends alone?
Land Between the Lakes
6:30 p. m.
at
NISI!.
and Mike Hawks of
elect,
•Groups Okay
AGAINST IT
Tn.,and the late Joe W.Sills.
include
will
activities
Fulton, cousin of the brideThe bride-elect is a 1973 graduate of Murray High School and
Kenlake State Park ac- discovery walk starting at
elect.
DEAR AGAINST. Yes. She was wrong to have violated
will receive a Bachelor of Music Education degrel from
will
include: Center Station at 3:30 p. m.
twines
Miss Suzanne Byars of
a "rule" she agreed to accept. But you were wrong for
The Professionals
Murray State University in August.
in
activity
Children's
having made such a rule in the first place. Why offer your
Mayfield, cousin of the bridegraduate of Memphis State University and is
a
Mr.
is
Sills
S. 12th 753-0035
118
guest
daughter a roof over her head and then raise it because she
recreation room and nature
elect, will keep the
band.
School
High
of
Murray
the
director
presently
Parking la ROW
Frs.
acwants to entertain her friends at home?
Kenlake State Park
walk at campground bath
register.
The wedding will be solemnized at two p.m. on Saturday,
Where else should a respectable woman entertain?
treasure
include
will
tivities
10:30
at
m.;
a.
house
July 16, at the Jonathan Creek Baptist Assembly. Only out of
Either change that rule. Mother, or tell daughter to change
hunt on hotel porch at 10:30 a.
volleyball at hotel tennis court
town invitations are being sent, and all friends and relatives
her address. You'll both be much happier.
m., decoupage at recreation
p. m.; burlap flowers in
1:30
at
are invited to attend.
at 2:30 p. m., ping pang
room
2:30
at
room
p.
recreation
m.:
DEAR ABBY: My daughter is 20 and her fiance is 21.
at 3:30 p. m.,
tournament
hotel
at
contest
limbo
They're planning a September wedding. All the plans are
huot in front of
egg
dinosaur
• playground at 3:30 p. m.;
made,and I have money downr everything. The problem
hotel at 4:30 p.\.,n., wateris thnt they fight constant1. Every other week ttre
kiddie walk, ages four to eight,
melon seed spit n hotel
wedding is off. They both have terrible tempers.
at hotel porch at 4:30 p.
I can't tolerate this fighting any more. Shouild I call off
terrace at 5:30 p. ix., slide
I akeside Singers at hotel
the wedding? What kind of rwirriage could this be?
presentation on Kenlalç State
meeting room at 8:30 p. m.
FED UP MOM
Park in hotel meeting r m at
Wednesday, June 22
seven p. m., and Lakeside
Murrelle U alker 1.4 Oak.s (;o1f
DEAR FED UP: It could be a total loss on a short-term
United Singers concert at iotel
High
Junior
investment.
was Steely, third flight, Barbara Methodist Youth Fellowship of meeting room at 8:30 p. m.
Walker
Murrelle
1 Group For Late
If the wedding is on now, go through with it. But if they
medalist at the ladies day golf McCuiston, fourth flight, and First Church will leave the
call if off again, tell them you're not footing the bills for a
held June 15 at the Oaks Burlene Brewer, low putts.
church at one p. m. for an
wedding that looks like it won't last.
Country Club, according to
to Panorama Shores.
outing
Golf will be played June 22
Adranced Group To
Ada Sue Roberts, hostess.
For Abby's new booklet, "What Teen-agers Want to
hostess.
as
Shepard
Betty
with
Other winners were Jeannie
Know," send SI to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr.,.
North Calloway yearbooks
Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Please enclose a long,
Morgan, first flight, Sandy and bridge with Kathryn will be sold from eleven a. m.
Play On Thursday
hostess.
as
Outland
self-addressed, stamped 1240 envelope.
Coleman, second flight, Freda
to one p. m. at the school.
See Our New
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Cub Scout Pack 76, North School, lkis Awards Night
Cub Scout Pack 76 held its
last pack meet for the year at
the Murray-Calloway- County
Park on Sunday, May 22. A
cook out was held by the
Scouts and their parents.
Each scout was presented a
kite by Cub Master Dan
Harrison. Awards were

presented by R. B. Barton,
Jr., co-cub master, as follows:
Michael Snyder, Bobcat;
Brooks Barton, Alex Dowdy,
Chris Lewis, Scotty Morris,
Timmy Morton, Joey Peay,
Robby Stephens, Mark Thorn,
and Mike Thompson, Wolf.
Mike Wells, bear; Anthony

Tonite!:
Bargain Nite
At These Theatres

Close-I Ceite"It

Held At Methodist Church
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presented the "Arrow of
Light," Cub Scouting's highest
achievement to Russ Turner,
Brad Haley, and Nick
Kirkland. He also presented
gifts to the den mothers for
their work during the past
year.
Mrs. Jane Barton presented
a trophy to the Co-Cub Master
and a palque with ,the inscription: "In appreciation to
Dan Harrison from Cub Scouts
1975-1977."

Golden Age Club Luncheon

•••
•••••:•:%.•

VIVA
oas chesthut

Cloys, silver arrow; Ricky
Harrison, silver arrow; Mike
Rogers, gold and silver
arrow; Ron Rogers, gold and
silver arrow.
Nicity
Webeloes
Kirkland, athlete, outdoorsman, scientist,
showman, sportsman, and
traveler; Russ Turner, artist,
outforester,
athlete,
doorsman, scholar, sportsman, and traveler.
Cub Master Dan Harrison
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A potluck luncheon was held
by the Golden Age Club on
Friday, June 3, in the social
hall of the First United
Methodist Church. The Rev.
Dr. James Fisher gave the
invocation.
The tables were decorated
by Mrs. Robbie Harrison with
spring flowers given by Mrs.
Roger Burgoyne, Mrs. Ovie
Sue Galloway, and Mrs.
Harrison.
Mrs. Joe Gertzen, president,
presided. Hosts and hostesses
were Mr. and Mrs. Roger
Burgoyne, Mrs. Calista
Robbie
Mrs.
Clanton,
Harrison, Mrs. Sadie Harrell,
and Mrs. Katie Overcast.
Visitors were Dr. and Mrs.
James Fisher, Lottie Bucy,
Lena Steed, Cartez Byers.
Melisa Baker, and Mary Rat,
the latter a new member.
Members attending were
Paul Kingins, Mesdames
Meme Mattingly, Edna
Holland, Thelma Parker,
Robbie Harrison, Katie
Overcast, Hildred Sharp,
Audrey Lange, Birdie Parker,
Gussie Adams, Ovie Sue
Galloway, Calista Clanton,
Sadie Harrell, Naoma Schwalm, Christine Thurman,

12: South

SILVER
[Thru wed1 STRERN
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"Personal,/ in black or brown

Pairings for the Advanced
Land Between The Lakes Group of the Women's Tennis
activities include macrame of the Murray Country Club
workshop at Empire Farm for play on Thursday, June 23,
from 12:30 to four p. m., and at nine a.m., are listed as
wildflower walk starting at follows:
Center Station at four p. m.
Terri Burke, Lou Ann
Philpot, Sharon Brown, and
Bowling for senior citizens Judy Nall.
will be at Corvette Lanes at
Kathy Burchfield,
1:30 p. m.
Moffett,
Georgianna
Rosemary Warner, and Lillie
Hardin Senior Citizens will Johnson.
have a work day from 9:30 a.
Donna Keller, Nancy
m. to three p. m.
Walston, Sharon Wells, and
Patsy Miller.
Kenlake State Park activities will include medicinal
plant walk at campground
bath house at 10:30 a. m., air
hockey tournament in game
room at 1:30 p. m., pool extravaganza at hotel pool at
2:30 p. m., fishing derby for
children at hotel playground
at 4:30 p. m., fishing seminar
in hotel meeting room at seven
p. m., and sing-a-long in hotel
garden room at 8:30 p. m.

Tennessee Outland, Ola
Bailey, Modena Bulterworth,
Frances Beach, Eunice
Shekell, Floy Caldwell, and
Ladies day luncheon will be
Lucille Rollins; Messrs and at Murray Country Club at
Mesdames Dan Mears, Roger noon with Mrs. Fred BradBurgoyne, Bryan Tolley, Joe shaw as hostess chairman.
Gertzen, Byron Isemingor, Tennis with Lynn Stout as
Clarence Hunt, 0. C. hostess and golf: with Carol
McI.emore, and Clarence Hibbard as hostess will be at
Horton.
9:30 a. m.

The

Clothes Closet
Southside Shopping Ctr.
753-9882

When the work
gets rough
Get the shoe
that's tough!
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Long Dresses
PADUCAH PATIENT
Mrs. K. G. Chapman of
Dexter Route One has been
dismissed fro1n the Western
,Baptist llospital, Paducah.
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Your Individual
Horoscope

Rev.& Mrs. Lee Are
SurprOe Guests Here

nogement Announced Oral History Program Is

FOR WEDNESDAY,JUNE 22, 1977
What kind of day will
stacks, you should do well now.
tomorrow be? To find out what
Work with those who are adept
By Mrs. R. D. Key
and baby of Louisville visited the stars say, read the forecast
at getting things done, and don't
June 6, 1977
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Holley given for your birth Sign.
squander your fine talents on
Bro. and Mrs. Warren Sykes last weekend. Mrs. Smith and
trivia.
got a great surprise when a baby stayed over until Friday
CAPRICORN
ARIES
ear drove up and sounded the and Mr. and Mrs. Holley took
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
Mixed influences, mixed
horn. They were surpkised to them home and spent the (Mar. 21(0 Apr. 20) erA
A better organised routine
possibilities. How you react,
see their daughter and family, weekend.
could help you to bring things up
how you meet competition and
Bro. and Mrs. Jerry Lee and
Mrs. Myrtice Nance spent to the mark you desire, maybe
how you cooperate with
daughter, Tabitha, from Sunday and Monday with Mrs. set a new record. Plan your day
associates will be telling points
well.
Roseville, Mich.
in day's results.
Holice Grooms.
AQUARIUS
Visitors in to see the Lee
Mr. and Mrs. Morris TAURUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
family at the Sykes' home Jenkins and son, Kenny, and (Apr. 21 to May 21)
A new prospect may be up for
You may not blaze any trails
were Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Mrs. Tommy Jenkins visited
consideration but, before acnow,
but
that
shouldn't
stop
you
Vandyke, Mrs. Pat Dalton, Mrs. Bertie Jenkins on Suncepting, ascertain whether it is
from being the dedicated inMrs. Glenda
McCurry, day.
really what you want
dividual you usually are. It will
Howard Morris, Mrs. Jessie
PISCES
Mrs. Jessie Paschall visited pay, too with gains of enduring
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Paschall, Mrs. Gloria Jenkins, Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Van- worth.
Thinking about new ventures
Mrs. Sadie Bucy, Mr. and dyke on Sunday.
GEMINI
will not be enough. Back good
Mrs. Tony Sykes and son, Mr.
Mrs. Bertie Jenkins and (May 72 to June 21) ampideas with aotion — after
and Mrs. Henry Sykes, Mr. Mrs. Jessie Paschall visited Some challenges possible but
determining their value,
and Mrs. Glynn Orr, Mrs. Rex Mrs. Maburn Key, Mrs. Ovie face them — unafraid. With the
feasibility.
Owen, Anissa and Lori.
Wilson, and Mrs. Lydia Foster Geminian's ingenuity and
foresightedness, you should
YOU BORN TODAY are a
Bro. and Mrs. Jerry Lee and
Wednesday.
solve all situations handily.
Gemini-Cancer cuspal and, as
daughter, Tabitha, spent part
Mr. and Mrs. Clerris Wilson
such, are endowed with the
of the week with the R. D. and daughter visited the CANCER
strongest traits of both Signs.
(June
to
22
July
23)
18
$0
Keys. Visitors in to see them Moburn Keys on Saturday.
You have the fine intellect,
Certain limitations to your
were Bro. and Mrs. Glynn M.
imagination and versatility of
Bro. and Mrs. Jerry Lee and success can be overcome if you
Orr, Rickie and Bryan, Mrs. daughter, Tabitha, along with take time to redefine your aims
the Geminian plus the practice lity,conserva tism and
Ruby Owen, Mrs. Jesse the rest of the children, were and expand operations so as to
meticulousness of the CanHopkins, Mrs. Bertie Jenkins, supper guests of Mr. and Mrs. make a wider use of your
cerian — a potent combination.
Mrs. Jessie Paschall, Howard Sam Lee on Wednesday. They talents
But you often lack confidence in
Morris, Miss Sheila -Barnhill, returned to their home in LEO
yourself; become easily
(July
24 to Aug. 23) 11242
Misses Dana and Denay Roseville, Mich., on Friday.
discouraged. Your love of home
Nighols, Mrs. Gail Herndon-. Bro. and Mo. Warren Sykes A fine outlook! Day will be
and family is outstanding, but
you may be too ?Viet a spouse
and -son, Paul, and Morris and son, Mitch, visited Mr. good for making profitable
deals and arrangements.
or parent. You svoutd mike an
Jenkins.
and Mrs. Wilburn Martin on Knuckle down to steady work,
excellent teacher but, here
Mrs. Holice Grooms, and Saturday.
forge ahead with a carefully
again,.you will have to guard
Mrs. Enloe Tarkington visited
Bro. and Mrs. Glynn Orr, prepared program.
against being too stern a
the Dolphus Paschall's Rickie and Bryan, were VIRGO
disciplinarian. Other lines in
Thursday.
which you could excel: writing,
supper guests of the Glynn Orr I Aug. 24 to Sept 23) IPtii
music, medicine, the theater.
Avoid a tendend toward
Mrs. Myrtice Nance visited family on Friday.
Birthdate of: Erich M.
friends in Crestview Nursing
Mr. and Mrs. Hollin Jones lethargy. You could make some
Remarque and H. Rider
unusual strides if you put your
Home Saturday.
visited Adolphus Paschall on talents to
Haggard, authors.
work. Stress your
Mrs. Ovie Wilson was Sunday.
innate adaptability in unusual
dismissed from the hospital on
Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon Morris situations.
Tuesday. She is recuperating visited Mrs. Nina Holley and
LIBRA
at the home of her daughter, Mrs. Jessie Paschall on (Sept.
24 to Oct. 23) an
Mrs. Maburn Key and Mr. Friday.
A test day ofsorts. Select your
Key.
own course if you prefer, but
avoid contention with those who
Mrs., Jessie Paschall and
have a prOgeltm on which you
Howard Morris visited Mr.
really should work. Cooperation
and Mrs. Gaylon Morris on
will pay off.
BUCY BOY
Friday.
and
Mr.
Mrs.
Kenneth
Bucy
SCORPIO
Mr. and Mrs. Cooper Jones
visited Mrs. Bertie Jenkins on of Benton Route Three are the Oct 24 to Nov. 22,
parents of a baby boy, Brad Some unforeseen changes
Saturday.
indicated.
all in stride. Be
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Hopkins Michael, weighing seven temperateTake
in demands, do not
and son of Chicago,Ill., visited- _pounds two ounces, born on expect the unreasonable and
with Mr. and Mrs. Rufus Friday, June 17, at eight a. m. tackle as much as you can
Hopkins and Mr. and Mrs. at the Western Baptist without overtaxing yourself.
SAGITTARIUS
Taylor Owen over the Hospital, Paducah.
They have one daughter, (Nov. '1.3 to Dec. 21,
weekend.
Despite a few minor obMr. and Mrs. George Susan Paige, age Vt. The
father
is
employed
at the
Whitford of Chattanooga, Tn.,
visited Mr. and Mrs. Charles General Tire and Rubber
Paschall over the weekend. Company, Mayfield.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Jackie Smith
Mrs. Woodrow Bucy of Pine
•
Bluff Shores and Mr. and Mrs.
Roy Rose of Kirksey. Great
MISS YOUR PAPER?
grandparents are Mrs. Patsy
Sobseribers who have net
Bucy of Murray and A. J.
received *sir beime-deflvered
Hughes of Paducah.
copy, of Tlie Norm Ledper &
Times by 5:30 p.m. liamaday-.
WHEELER BOY
Friday or by 3:30 p.n. on SearMatthew Thomas is the
The students of Mrs. Dan
name chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Ryan and Mrs.
days are urged to cal 753-1114
John G. Taylor
Thomas
D.
Wheeler, recently presented a
between 5:30 p.m. and • p.m.,
recital of
Mayfield, for their baby boy piano and violin
Meaday-Friday, if 3:30 p.m.
music in the
born on Thursday, June 16, at library of the First
sad 4 p.m. Satardays, to amen
Christian
.
111****
the Murray-Calloway County Church.
delivery of Hie eowspaper. Calls
Hospital.
meet be pieced by6 p.m. weekSelections emphasized the
Grandparents,are Mr. and program title
days if 4 p.m. Saturdays to
of "The Sounds
Mrs. John E. Wheeler of of
overawe* delivery
Summer" including
Paintsville and Mrs. Roy composers
Bastien, Clementi,
Evans of Mayfield.
Grissen, and others.
A violin duet, "Mayday,"
was performed by Branda
Conley and Mark Hussung.
Participation
certificates
were presented to Charla
Walston, Anne Miller, Terri
Tabers, Laura Pitts, Gay
Smith, Stacy Smith, Carolina
Schoenfeldt, Leigh Anne
Harmon,and Alison Marshall.
For participation in the
Murray Music Teachers
recitals, certificates were
•Oesa
awarded to Alison Marshall,
statiosi
Caroline Schoenfeldt, and
Stacy Smith.
Caroline Schoenfekft and
Alison Marshall were given
(110 POPULAR SQUARE
progress awards.
For efficiency in lesson
DIAMOND
MODERN LEAF
preparati
on awards were
CLUSTER
STYLE
presented to Charla Walston
Your choice
and Laura Pitts.
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Presented For The Alphas

Frances Drake

Brenda Kt#ve D(Ivis,
Mrs. Lillie Pace, 211 South Eleventh Street, Murray,
and
Thurman J. D. Pace of Hales Trailer Park, Murray,
announce
the engagement of their daughter, Brenda Kaye
Davis, to
William (Jack) Myrick, son ,of the late Mr. and Mrs.
Robert
Myrick.of Smithland.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mr. and
Mrs.
William Foster Stack of Bumphis Mills, Tn., and Mr. and
Mrs.
Frank Oliver Pace of Murray. Mr. Myrick is the grandson
of
Mrs. Annie Henson of Salem.
Plans are being made for an early fall wedding.

director of the library here for
thirteen years.
Mrs. 0. C. Wells gave the
invocation prior to the luncheon. Arrangements of
magnolias, pink spirea, and
ivy were used on the tables.
Hostesses were Mrs. Wayne
Williams, Mrs. 0. C. Wells,
Mrs. Irma LaFollette, and
Mrs. Henry McKenzie.

Era Wall 'fission
Group Holds Meet
Lalla Boyd npened her home
for the May meeting of the
Eva Wall Mission Group of the
Memorial Baptist Church.
"Brazil,
Sender
of
Missionaries" was the subject
of the program led by Laura
Jennings who was assisted in
the presentation by Lorena
Foser, 1.ottie
Bowden,
Margaret Taylor, Willie
Garland,
and
fhyra
Crawford.
Verna Mae Stubblefield
presided and 1.slla Boyd led
the opening prayer. Reports
were given by Willie Garland,
secretary, I.ottie Bowden,
treasurer, and Opal Reeves,
mission action.
The devotion and the call to
prayer were given by Mae
Foster. Another member
present was Geneva Belcher.

Buyin quantity!
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Music Pupils
Presented

In Recital
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Mrs. Ben Trevathan was the
speaker at the May luncheon
meeting of the Alpha
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club.
The speaker began her talk
on oral history in this section
of Kentucky by showing books
taken from tapes of peoples'
conversations including those
of Joe Creason's Kentucky,
Studs Terkel's Hard Times,
Shackelford and Weinberg's
Our Appalachia,and The Saga
of Coe Ridge.
Mrs. Trevathan said she
started about five years ago
going to people who liked to
reminisce about past days and
taped their conversations. She
said her interest is mainly in
those persons who can tell
about 75 to 100 years ago. She
used the recorder to present a
tape made by herself interviewing Quint Guier which
showed
a
remarkable
demonstration
of
his
moemory of earlier times and
situaions.
Dr. Mildred Hatcher introduced Mrs. Trevathan and
spoke of the articles on the
speaker in issues of McCalls
and Family Circle magazines
concerning her as an individual and her many
projects as librarian of the
Public Library. Dr. Hatcher
said Mrs. Trevathan was the
first librarian of the Public
Library. Dr. Hatcher said
Mrs. Trevathan was the first
librarian to establish an oral
history program,and has been

Six 32-ounce resealable/retumable bottles that
give you big ounce for ounce savings.
iedre.

The 6 Quart 6 Pak
Pepsi Cola's biggest carton
gives
biggest
savings Six 32
bottles
of great tasting Pepsi Cola at
remarkable ounce for ounce
savings Six returnable quarts
with reseal caps in one totable
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you Pepsi Colas
ounce

tarton that give you the sav
ings only quantity buying can
And the carry
carton is
the perfect way to
your
empties for a refund Enjoy the
double value of the 6
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the quality taste of
Pepsi Cola at quantity savings
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PADUCAH PATIENT
Mrs. Kyle Bebber of Murray
has been a patient at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
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Bel Air Shopping
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HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. Catherine Jones of
Murray has been dismissed
from Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah..
PATIENT AT PADUCAH
Miss Norma Thorn of
Murray has been a patient at
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
SURGERY PATIENT
Brian S. Murdock of Murray
has been dismissed from the
Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah, where he underwent
surgery. He is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Nelson Murdock.
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No one!
Admittedly June wasn't
originally chosen as a time to
salute the dairy industry
because school was out and this
milk outlet dried up temporarily. No, June was selected
back in 1937 because cows
grazing on green grass
produced more milk and dairy
farmers needed more markets.
In the beginning, the 30-day
National Milk Month straddled
June and July. Then in 1939, the
June Dairy Month celebration
was put on a calendar basis and
supported with a national campaign to promote greater use of
dairy products.
Since 1957, the American
Dairy Association has used the
JDM-promotion to salute the
nation's dairy industry and to
kick off the summer selling
season for milk products. This
campaign earns annual support
from all facets of the dairy industry, the food chains and
food
newspaper-magazine
editors.
The nationwide June Dairy
Month program reminds consumers of the nutritional importance of dairy foods in the

t
By M.C. Garrott
Men have been hanged, gone to jail
and even kissed strange women
because of mistaken identities, but few
family diet. It also reminds city ever came out of a situation with a fullconsumers of cows and country course dinner under his belt as Rob
Gingles did recently. It happened like
and dairy farmers.
Fanners, too, are reminded this.
Hoover, the new minister
during June that more than 80 atKenneth
the University Church of Christ, and
per cent of the milk they his wife,Sue,had been in Murray only a
produce is consumed by urban few weeks when they had a call from
Norman and Charlene Castleberry of
dwellers.
Benton.
Why is June Dairy Month?
Castleberrys were close friends
From this corner, we'd ofThe
the Hoovers' when Kenneth was the
suggest it's because this minister at the Benton church. Well
thanksgiving month during the known as a collector, at one time
summer is a good time to count Castleberry had assembled the only
your blessings. It's also a time complete Colt gun collection in
He recently sold it,
to consider stretching milk existence.
according to Kenneth, who contends he
month over the entire year for preaches the gospel truth, for a
the good of all concerned.
reported $265,000.
Do your part this June. If you
The Castleberrys were calling to
can't make a cow happy by invite the Hoovers to their home the
morning
taking her to lunch, at least following Sunday after theexclaimed
"Great!"
dinner.
service
for
drink a milk toast during June Kennth."We'll be there."
Dairy Month to the nation's
++++++
dairy farmers and their inOn Saturday, however, Kenneth and
Sue's daughter, Gwen, 10, became ill
dustry.
with a high fever. Sunday morning she
wasn't much better, so Kenneth
promptly called the Castleberrys to tell
By The Associated Press
them he and Sue would be unable to
Today is Tuesday, June 21, the 172nd
keep the dinner date.
Castleberry
day of 1977. There are 193 days left in
problem,"
"No
the year.
responded. "We'll just bring the food
Today's highlight in history:
over late this afternoon, go to church
On this date in 1788, the United States
with you and eat after' the service."
Constitution went into effect as New
Fine, Kenneth said.
Hampshire became the ninth state to
Across town at 508 Meadow Lag's,
ratify it.
Rob, who is a vice-president at the
On this date:
Bank of Murray, received a phone call
In 1834, the American inventor, Cyrus
about 5 p. m. He is a- deacon in the
McCormick, was granted a patent on
University Church and his wife also is
his reaping machine.
named Gwen.
In 1898, the first U.S. troops landed in
"This is Sue," a lady's vocie said on
Cuba in the Spanish-American War.
the phone. "How about you and Gwen
In 1919, part of a German fleet
coming by the house after services
interned at Scapa Flow in Scotland was
tonight for coffee and dessert?"
scuttled by the German crewmen.
"Fine," Gingles replied. "We'd love
In 1942, in World War 11,30,000 British
to."
soldiers were taken prisoner as the
++++++
stronghold of Tobruk in Libya fell to the
About this time, the Castleberrys
Germans.
were arriving at the Hoover home at
In 1945, Japanese forces on the island
1625 Loch Lomond, the trunk of their
of Okinawa surrendered to the
car laden with all kinds of good things
Americans.
to eat — chicken, turkey, vegetables,
In 1963, the Roman Catholic
rolls and the works.
Archbishop of Milan, Italy, was elected
Then off they went to church with the
Pope. He took the name of Paul VI.
Hoovers. When the service was over,
Ten years ago: The American
Kenneth had to stay behind for a
Medical Asociation, breaking 97 years
meeting, while Sue and the
of silence, adopted a liberalized stand
Castleberrys hastened home to prepare
on abortion, with only a minimum of
the dinner. Willard and Martha Ails
opposition.
also had been invited to come by.
Five years ago: A gunman killed six
"You've never seen so much food,"
persons, wounded six others and
Kenneth said. "They literally covered
himself in an office building in Cherry
our dining room table with good things
Hill, New Jersey.
to eat."
One year ago: Rioting broke out in
++++++
black townships around Pretoria in
Everything was just about ready and
South Africa.
they were all waiting for Kenneth to
French
birthdays:
Today's
show up when Rob and Gwen knocked
existentialist philosopher Jean-Paul
at the door and were invited in. Gwen
Sartre is 72. Actress Jane Russell is 56.
immediately spotted the food-laden
Thought for today: Love is a gross
table and was prompted to eliclairn,
exaggeration of the difference between
"Sue, I thought you were having coffee
one person and everybody else. —
and dessert! This is a regular feast!"
Playwright George Bernard Shaw.
That's strange, Sue thought, but

Today In History

"Low Down)!
FROM

Federal Level
U.S. See. Welter "Dee" Neidlestee(D)
3327 Winne Beiling
Weeltingtee, D. C. 20310
U.S. See. Wendell N. Ford (D)
4121 Dirksee leading
' Weeloissetee, D. C. 20510
U.S.I.Carroll Nehlker4, Jr.(D)
204 Canoe No... Office Inaliveg
'INosIntigtee, D. C. 211515
r
All U S Senators and Representatives
may be reached by telephone by dialing
202 224.3121 where a U S Capitol
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State Level
Stele See. Richert( Weissalierger(D)
Shiite Cepetel Seilding
frankfort, E.46601,
et
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Sr
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Sr
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Nothing Like A Good Dinner
Even At The Wrong Address

Why Is June
Dairy Month?

We don't think so.
From this corner, June Dairy
Month is a nationwide salute to
ope of America's most valuable
nktural resources, the dairy industry. Sure, agriculture consists of a small number of farmers producing foods and
goods and fibers for millions of
urban Americans. And the
dairy farmer is a pacesetter in
agriculture,too.
Who else uses breedingfeeding techniques to improve
production quality-quantity as
well as the American dairy farmer?

'OPINION IA GE

Garrott's Galley

EDITORIAL

Even though June Dairy
Month is 40 years old in 1977,
and the month still has 30 days
and it rhymes with "moon" and
"croon," everything else has
changed. May milk out-gushes
June on a day tb day basis, so
why is June Dairy Month?
Is it because a June Dairy
Month celebration is accepted
by food editors and expected by
consumers? Or that dairy farmers want to remind the nation
of their importance to the country's health-etonomic welfare?
We don't think so.
Is it a 40-year habit that's
hard to break or a time for city
folk to think of country people
during vacation time and warm
weather months?

ilitorials and opinionated and 14.s on this page arc presented for
the pi rpigse of prOVItillIg a 1011011 for the free exchange 4 differing
iipinions I eller. to the editor in response to editorials and
opinionated anwies are encouraged
Itie editors 4 this newspaper strunglv believe dud to Wild
opinionated articles to unit those which parralld the eittinibil
phiiiisophs of this newspaper would be d dISM'INICe to OW readers,
therefore we urge readers who du not agree with an editorial stand or
thr ideas presented bs an individual writer in a column, to respond
. t their fitelings iin the panic ular
(Wing

Column for Readers Who Haven't Time to
Review the Congresstonat Record Daily)

U.S. Dept. Finds Jobs
For Megal Aliens
REP. B.F.SISK (Calif.) "...I am sure
my colleagues will be as shocked as I
was to learn that the U.S. Employment
Service, at least in California, is
referring illegal aliens to jobs.
"If the situation were not so serious, I
would be inclined to laugh at the
absurdity of it all. But it is no joke...I
have written to the Administrator of the
U. S. Employer Service (Dept. of
Labor) and the Governor of California
to urge them to look into the problem
and take appropriate measures to
insure that illegal aliens are not
referred to jobs by State and Federal
employment offices...'
(Excerpts from an article that
appeared in the Fresno Bee)
Los Angeles. A federal effort to stem
the flow of illegal aliens into California
is meeting opposition from the Brown
Administration, federal immigration
official says.
Joseph Sureck, district director of the
Immigration and Naturalization
Service, (INS) has complained in a
letter to Gov. Brown that California
unemployment offices simply accept a
person's word on whether he is an
illegal alien.
Brown's only reply has been that he is
waiting for President Carter's final
proposal for dealing with illegal aliens

-VA
eye..

thought little more about it, thinking
Kenneth had invited the Gingleses to
join them.
Minutes later, Kenneth arrived and
the four couples sat down to dinner. The
fellowship lasted well into the evening
before all had headed for home.
As they were getting ready to wash
and put things away, Kenneth
happened to remark to Sue, "I didn't
know Rob and gren were corning.
-When did you invite them?"
"I didn't," Sue exclaimed. "I thought
you had."
++++++
At just about this moment, Rob and
Gwen also were appraising the evening
at their home. "I thought you said we
were invited for coffee and dessert,"
Gwen said. "Why, that was a fullcourse dinner. I have never seen as
much food in my life."
They were silent for a few moments,
then she asked again, "Are you sure it
was Sue Hoover who called this
afternoon?"
"I thought it was," Rob replied.
"Could it have been Sue Adams?"
Gwen wondered. Sue (Mrs. Leon)
Adams is the mother-in-law of their
son, Johnny. "It could have been," Rob
admitted.
At first, he was reluctant to call Mrs.
Adams to find out, but about 10:30 p. m.
he did and sheepishly asked, "Sue, did
you call us this afternoon and invite us
to your house tonight?"
"I sure-did!" Mrs. Adams exclaimed.
"Where on earth have you and Gwen
been? I've been waiting for you for
three hours!"
++++++
Thoroughly embarrassed by the
mixup, Rob explained what happened
and all was laughingly forgiven.
A few minutes later, Gwen was on the
phone apologizing to the Hoovers for
unwittingly "crashing" their dinner
party. No problem, she was assured. It
was" a'fun evening. They'll have to do it
again some time.
Since then, however, Rob has been
extra careful to get complete
identification from callers whose voices
he didn't fully recognize on the phone.

Letter To The Editor

Thanks
Dear Editor:
We would like to take this opportunity
to thank everyone who has helped us
during our June Dairy Month
celebration.
We would like to especially thank the
Jim Stahler family for having Dairy
Day at their farm; Ryan Milk and W.B.
McCuiston for milk for Dairy Day;
AMPI for cheese and Carl Moore for his
Help on Dairy Day; Steve Erickson of
Dairymen, Inc., for his help and
donation of cheese for Dairy Day.
We would also like to thank the
merchants of Murray for their
assistance, WNBS for having us on the
breakfast show and The Murray Ledger
& Times for their coverage during June
Dairy Month.
A special thanks goes to all the
advertisers who supported the special
Dairy Month Section published by The
Murray Ledger & Times.
We would also like to acknowledge
the local businesses who donated door
prizes for our recent dinner. They are
Dairy Queen, Burger Queen, Burger
Chef, Seven Seas, Captain D's, CornAustin, Bel-Air Decor, Juanita's,
Woods', Shirley's, Calloway Co-op;
Farmington Feed Mill, Ward-Elkins,
IGA, Storey's, Big John and Bamboo
Garden.
I would also like to add my personal
note of thanks to all dairymen's wives
for helping during the month.
Sincerely
Beverly Shelton
Chairman,June
Dairy Month

and that he depends on state agencies to
obey the law.
Sureck said unemployment offices
often send illegal aliens out to fill jobs
that have often just been vacated by
other illegals apprehended by federal
officers.
Martin Glick, director of the
Let's Stay Well
California Department of Economic
Development conceded that state
unemployment officers do not report
illegal workers to the INS.
"We must preserve the integrity of
the system so people will give you full
and honest and complete information
when you ask them for it. So we don't
turn over the names," said Glick,
adding,"We just ask the questions. If a
Q: Mr. S. D. states that he
person says 'I am a U.S. citizen,' that's
a relative who is a heavy
has
the end of it. Always has been."
of alcohol and has
drinker
+++
to have high blood
found
been
CRUMP'S GRASS
pressure. He wants to know if
ROOTS COMMENT
it could be caused by the long
Illegal aliens who get past the Border
use of large amounts of
Patrol of the U.S. Immigration and
alcohol.
Naturalization Service are referred to a
job by the U.S. Employment Service. A
A: Mild to moderate use of
proposed law would make it mandator
alcohol appears to have little,
for an employer to demand proof of if any, tendency to elevate
citizenship
from
prospective. blood pressure, though it may
employees, while a federal government be debated whether a cause
agency can find a job for those who, and effect relationship exists
between hypertension and the
„
enter the country illegally.
consumption ot large amounts
How silly can we get?

I

Notebook
By GENE MeCUTCHEON

Murray Ledger & Vagilirr
Soon to begin appearing on this page
is the syndicated column "Inside
Report" written by Rowland Evans and
Robert Novak.
The new public affairs column
written by this hard-driving team of
Washington-based reporters is being
added to this page in response to
numerous requests from readers for
additional columnists.
The dual authorship of this column
has a distinct advantage. While one
travets—on fact-finding missions
throughout the U. S. and the world, the
other keeps a sharp eye on fastdeveloping national events on Capitol
Hill.
They pool their sources and their
talents for incisive reporting and the
result makes their column just what
called, an "Inside Report."
Within a matter of days, the first of
the frequently-appearing columns will
make its debut on this page. Watch for
it — and tell us what you think.
0+0
Then there was the,story about the
head of a conglomerOr' who was
fighting his case in1tF3-71'ax Court.
"As God as my judge, I do not owe
this tax," the industrialist told the
judge.
The judge looked down from the
bench and said, "He's not. I am. You
do."
0+0
A chigger doesn't bite ydu, he doesn't
sting you, he doesn't hibernate in your
skin. Honest. That's what Jay Hensley,
of UK's Cooperative Extension Service
department of public-information tells
us.
Instead, he spits up a smidgen of
foreign-protein enzyme and waits for it
to dissolve a speck of skin. Then he
sucks up the dissolved tissue and hops
back into the bushes to digest his meal.
That, according to a UK Extension
entomologist, is how chiggers operate,
Hensley says.
The entomologist, Wes Gregory,
explains that the terrible itching comes
from your body's reaction to that
foreign protein. All various types of
home and commercial remedies can
hope to do is give you some temporary
relief until the skin heals, he.says. That
nail polish you dab over the spot doesn't
suffocate the chigger, because he's not
there. It just keeps air from hitting the

Isn't It The Truth
Hindsight is a good thing, especially
when it is used to measure the good or
bad performances of yesterday as a
means of looking into the future; but
when hindsight comes in a pants suit
-then it had better be good, or its future
is likely to be bad.

Bible Thought
For there is no respect of persons
with God. Romans 2:11.
God is not concerned with sour
,ocial 0,economic sf:fur of hfc
is only concerned that you know
Jesus Christ, whom to know is if,
eternal.
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irritated skin and setting off the itching.
Then again, Gregory adds, the nail
polish itself might further traumatize
that sensitive area.
And so, says Gregory, the best
defense is prevention. Treat yourself
with a good insect repellent before you
go into the back country or berry patch.
Spray your clothing around the edges
and wherever it is tight against the
body, around waist and leg openings,
sleeves, bra straps, socks, etc. Spray
insect repellent around the exposed
portions of your body if you go barearmed or bare-legged( hich, he says,
.ay them well,
isn't a good idea) — s4
especially behind the elbows and knees.
How big is a chigger? According to
Gregory, he's not. This reddish coloredsix-legged mite, a larvae of the family
Trombidiidae, is so small he's
practically out of sight. If you have 2020 vision and look very closely in the
right place, you might possibly see him.
Otherwise, you'll need a magnifying
glass, or a microscope if you want to
.. count all his legs.

10 Years Ago
Pvt. Clarence L. Bramley has
completed
a
nine
weeks
communications center specialist
course at the Army Southeastern Signal
School,Fort Gordon,Ga.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Alice
McClain, Nolan Lee Joyce, and Mrs.
Donnie Tucker.
Boy Scout Troop 45 held its
"Huckleberry Finn" campout at the
Cravens Creek Day Use Area on
Barkley Lake in the Land Between the
Lakes.
Dr. and Mrs. 0. C. Wells have
returned from a visit with their son,
Fred M. Wells and family of Cincinnati,
Ohio.
Miss Barbara Hale showed slides of
her travels in Europe at the meeting of
the Goshen Methodist Church WSCS.
She is from Paducah.

20 Years Ago
The Murray Lions Club will present a
concert by the Singing Speer Family on
June 22 at the auditorium at Murray
State College.
A. B. Crass is now taking an
electronics technicians course at the
Naval Station at San Diego,Calif.
Jerry M. Ford, H. L. Ford, and Ray
Henderson, all from Calloway County
who are serving with the U. S. Navy
Fleet off the Pacific Coast recently
visited Portland, Oregon, during the
annual Rose Festival.
Miss Wilma Boyd and Mason
Billington were married June 14 at the
Memorial Baptist Church.

30 Years Ago
Pictured today are Jack Belote, Ed
Frank Kirk, Neal Bunn, Billy Crosswy,
David Winslow, Frank Lancaster, Sam
Boyd Neely, and Grover Wood James
making plans for Jaycees Beauty
Contest on June 23 at the Varsity
Theatre, Murray.
Dr. B. V. Ferguson of Fort Smith,
Ark., will be the speaker at the revival
services to be held at the First Baptist
Church, according to the pastor, the
Rev. B. B.Sawyer.
Lt. Jean Ryan has been discharged
from the Armed Services after serving
'for two years in Japan. He is now
visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs. John
G. Ryan.
The McCallon family reunion was
held June 15 at the Murray City Park.

AlcoholAnd Blood
Pressure Elevation
By F.J.L. Blasingame, M.D
of alcohol.
A study was recently
published in The New England
Journal of Medicine of about
84,000 men and women to
whether
a
determine
relationship existed between
their consumption of alcohol
and their blood pressure. The
g oup was classified as nondrinkers, mild, moderate, and
heavy drinkers, the latter
being persons who admitted
that theyconsumed three to
five more drinks per day.
Irrespective of age,.race, sex,
smoking, coffee use, obesity

or education, heavy alcoholic
consumption showed a close
association With high blood
pressure.
The investigators admit that
many questions remain
unanswered and that heavy
drinking and hypertension
may exist together but not
necessarily be related. Those
persons who said they abstain
or drink less failed to show a
significant relationship between alcohol intake and high
blood pressure.1
Occasionally,' an acute
drinking bout may be

associated wan an elevation or
blood pressure, though not
necessarily so.
Because of the large
number of persons involved in
this study, the authors concluded that heavy drinking
had to be considered a risk
factor for high blood pressure.
Of course, regular consumption of large amounts of
alcohol has other potentially'
harmful effects, such as
damaging the liver and
nervous system. Hypertension
may be adversely affected by
heavy drinking.

Li
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Baptist School

For the Best Value

Not Accredited

where
Hurry to Roses
you'll find these great bargains
and so much more!

LOUISVILLE, Ky. 1AP —
As far as the state is
concerned, the 170 children
who attended the Metropolitan
Baptist School here last year
didn't go to school at all.
They are cinisiiiered truant,
says the Rev. Bob Brown,
chairman of the Kentucky
Board of Educatioir which has
refused to accredit the school.
That means the youngsters
aren't eligible to transfer to
otlier schools unless they
repeat the grades they
completed at the Christian
academy in schools that have
been accredited by the state,
Brown said Monday.
Brown said the state board
decided not to accredit the
school, which was created
after court-ordered busing
beea:, here two years ago,
beta tvw of its unorthodox
teaching methods and because
it uses books that are not on
the state's approved textbook
list.
The school's headmaster,
Doug Winstead, acknowtextbooks
its
ledged
stress the Biblical theory of
creation and ignore the
evolutionary concept. And he
said that won't change,
regardless of what the. state
hoard says.
Antibusing leader Robert
DePrez, who paid $1,500 to
send his three children to the
school this past year, said he
believes the school was
singled out because of its
religious philosophy.
"The only reason they're
coining down on Metropolitan
is because my kids are in
there," DePrez said. "This is
an issue of freedom of
religion.
4
"They are not charging that
these_kids are not getting an
education. They are messing
with a constitutional issue,"
DePrez said. "Now,they say
'we're going to make you
teach evolution in a religious
school' and they condemn you
for teaching religion."
DePrez said busing was one
issue that led to creation of the
school "but I think the main
reason it was formed was
because the members of the
church wanted their children
to get a good Christian
education.
"What really burns me up,
they are coming with a
religious issue, and I think

At lastcopies with a
difference
you can see
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done
already
they've
everything else to us, and to
take religion iway is a little
too far," DePrez said.
Bi own said the religious
issue was not the main reason
the board refused to accredit
the school.
•
-Their books are not on the
state approved list," Brown
said. "They put all their
children together, in what
they call offices. A child sits
and faces the wall and reads,
and they write answers. The,
have a 'floating' teacher.
There are no grades, no
teaching."
The childreii are considered
truant because •'under state
law all children between 6 and
16 must attend an accredited
m•hool," Brow. said.
Winstead said he won't
Change the ''way things are"
and that the school will use the
same textbooks next year,
regardless of what the state
board says.
-We don't like the fact they
are saying the kids are
truants," Winstead said. 'One
of the reasons is that we
weren't using approved texts.
"We're using texts made by
Christian educators and they
do give the Biblical viewpoint
and not the -evolutionary
'theory, and we want people to
know that," Winstead said.
"We are using the Biblical
basis for science courses and
other things we are teaching."
The children, in grades 1
through 12, are taught in the
Winstead
room,
same
explained, but "each ctld is
given something to do.'
"We put the kids in offices,
and they work in apackets.
They have material to, read,
answer questions about it, do
checkups on it, and when they
have finished their work they
score their own work and
correct it and then hand it in to
the supervisor," Winstead
said.
Each child advances at his
own speed, the headmaster
said.
Brown said the children who
attended the school probably
will end up repeating the
grades they completed. He
said the - thool cannot be
accredited as long as it uses
the textbooks that teach only
the Biblical theory of creation.
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Toiletries Galore - from Landers There's mouthwash, skin
oil, stick
cream, bath
deodorant, shampo, bubble
bath, creme rinse and more.
(Sizes range from 2-oz to 16oz.) They'll make a difference
in the way you look and feel.

Four of your
favorite Rock
Groups on Albums
or 8-track Tapes..
•Captain & Tennille
"Come in from the Rain"
•. Album

or Tape

499

•Eagles
"Hotel California"
4"
.. Album or Tape
• Kiss
"Rock and Roll Over"
•

.1

nips.*

16-0Z. SUAVE
SHAMPOOS

AQUALIA. L'OREAL.
SKIN LOGIC

"
. Album -3", Tape -4

47

The moisture equalizer
that protects skin and
allows it to breathe
naturally Patented for
mula delivers 24 hour
moisture control Leaves
skin softer and smoother
1 12-oz (net wt )

•Boston
... Album.3" , Tape - 4"

KODAK
FILM
426

EACH

Choose Baby Sham
Balsalm and
Poo
Protein Shampoo or
Shampoo
Daldruff
Something for all hair
types from Suave 16
It oz each

Badminton
Set

EACH

SAVE 56'

Council To
Meet Tonight
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP) —
The Governor's Design
Advisory Council will hold a
special meeting tonight in the
House Chamber of the Old
Capitol, to discuss plans for
the proposed Commonwealth
Parking Garage in Louisville.
The state has announced
plans to build the garage in the
area bounded by Market and
Main streets and Third and
Fourth streets in downtown
Louisville.
The plan would involve the
demolition of several historic
buildings, and has created a
controversy among residents
of the area.
Alternate plans have been
prepared by the city of
Louisville, Jefferson County
and by architect Glenn
Hubbach, which will be
presented to the design
council along with the state's
plan.

C110 a C126 Kodacoior II
film for Instamatics6 Twenty
beautiful color prints to each
roll

GIRLS KNEE-111

SOCKS

2

LUCITE
HOUSE PAINT

LUCITE
WALL PAINT

897

748

300 HEAD SELL

Rt. 2, Willow Springs, Mo.65793
.
Phone:.(417)469-2029

DISH CLOTHS
100% Cotton multi-colored
dish ckiths. Exclusive of
decoration Package of
eight Stock, up now while
selection is good

CIRCUS PEANUTS PLANTERS SNACKS
Choose Circus M & M
Peanuts or Circus
assorted colored M & M
Peanuts Both in net
weight 10-ounce bags

Planters
Crunchy
6 -43z
Products
Cheat Curls 8-oz Com
Chips. or Tot Tony
Twist (net wts I All in
resealable cwis

$

Prestone

997

LANDRACE
2S-Boars
20 Open Gilts

HINDS FARMS

$1 00

NORELCO
COFFEE
MAKER

AT THE FARM

For a free catalog containing
performance
testing data, pictures and
other information, call or
write:

pr.

IT
SL

Wednesday, June 29-6:00 p.m.

CROSSBREDS
25 York-Landrace
Bred Gilts
100 Open Gilts

Set for four players Includes 4 rackets, stakes,
net and two shuttlecocks in
a plastic zippered case

With Embroideried 'Fops

HOG SALE
HAMPSHIRE
40 Bred Gilts
25 Boars
YORKSHIRE
15 Bred Gilts
25 Boars
25 Open Gilts

Landers
Toiletry
Products ...
They make a
ditference ...

_77.7

AMTI Fit[Eji

Aar. Bali

• . _

-

Reg $39.7

fty

LUNCHEONETTE SPECIAL
Prices Good Wed. & Thur.

TWIN BURGER & COKE
—Jo'?

125
Reg 1.84

•
POLYESTER DOUBLE KNIT

MATERIAL
$1 38

DOME
UMBRELLAS

99°

PRESTONE
ANTI FREEZE

344
Beg 358

Rig :88

Central Center

Prices Good Wed. & Thurs.

Hours: 9-9 Mon.-Sat. 1-6 Sunday
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Twins, Reds Gain Wins
In Park League Games
The Tw ins and Reds picked
up Park League wins Monday
afternoon.
The T w ins ;Tubbed the Cubs
49-21; in the• opening contest.
and
Underwood
Toii
'ham) each had five
hits for the Tw ins while Chad
Darner, Mark Miller, Pat
Upton. Dave Whiteford,
Da% id ()verby and Don Brock
all had four hits. With three
tuts %%ere Sean Moore and
Sl Ott I .ance while Mickey
Brow n added two and Jason
Woods along with Richard
Stout added one hit.
For the Cubs. Jody Burkeen

Baseball Standings
B), The Associated Press
American League
East
.W L Pct. GB
Boston
38 25 .603
35 29 .547
Bait
111 30 .545 3'2
N York
29 31 .483 7'
Cleve
31 35 .470 812
Milwkee
28 35 .444 10
Detroit
24 38 .387 13'2
Toronto
West
Chicago
35 28 .556
Minn
36 29 .554
31 30 .508 3
Calif
Texas
31 30 .508 3
31 32 .492 4
K.C.
29 34 .460 6
Oakland
31 39 .443 7"2
Seattle
Monday's Results
Cleveland 8, Toronto 5, 11 innings
Boston 4, Baltimore 0
Detroit 2, New York 1
Oakland 7, Chicago 1
Texas 2, Minnesota 1
Seattle 4, Kansas City 2
Only games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
Cleveland Waits 3-0) at Toronto ( Garvin 7-4), ( n )
Boston ( Tiant 4-5) at Baltimore Martinez 6-4i, in)
New York (Guidry 5-2) at Detroit ( Rozema 6-3),( nrti
California (Ryan 9-6) at Chicago (Stone 7-5), in)
Oakland (Mitchell 0-0) at Milwaukee,(Slaton 5-6 1, I n)
Seattle (Abbott 3-6) at Kansas City (Colborn 7-71, in)
Texas !Alexander 6-3) at
Minnesota ( Zahn 6-5),in)

and Tracy Banks had five hits
while Dana Pea, John McMillen and Lee McManus had
four hits. With three hits were
Chris Nix, Shey Ellis, Ashby
Barnes, Jason Hunt and Tony
Cloys. Darren Clark rounded
out the attack for the Cubs
with two hits.
The' Twins are 3-6 on the
season while the Cubs are 1-8.
In the second contest, the
Reds upped their season mark
to 5-4 with a 19-13 win over the
Mets.
Brooks Barton and Ricky
Moss each had three hits for
the Reds while Mike Kondratko, Greg Futrell, Mitch
Cauley,, Mark Wallace, and
Jeff Rogers had two hits. With
one hit were Shane Morris,
Eric Grogan, Jeff Swan. Jeff
Durham and Donnie Alley.
For the Mets, Tony Wade
and Mike Bucy had three hits
while Rodney Skinner, Jared
White, Mike Garland, Fred
Jones and Robert Weatherly
all had two hits.
Joey McCallon and Jeff
Watson added one hit apiece
for the Mets.

sports
Miierray Ledger & Times

Violence Crossing Over And
Infiltrating World Of Sports
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
If it was just some crank
who telephoned the FBI last
Sunday and warned that
Hubert Green was going to be
shot during the final round of
Golf
Open
U.S.
the
Championship - and let's
hope it was a crank - it was a
macabre joke indeed.
At the same time it was a
stark testimony to our mores
and warped tastes.
We have become a people
who don't simply tolerate
violence, we let ourselves
become immersed in it. From
the time we are told fairy tales

Pill-Pushing Dr. Mandell Feels
Justified,'Helping Cure Pain'

SAN DIEGO (AP) - doses to a person one is
Football is a game of attempting to cure of a habit is
pressures, fears and pain, not an unsound medical
especially for the San Diego technique. Administrative
Marguerite
Judge
Chargers in 1972, says a Law
psychiatrist accused of Geftakys will make a
administering pep pills to the recommendation on his future
squad.
to the California Board of
It was difficult to believe Quality Assurance.
Mandell was fired from the
the pain involved with this
profession," Dr. Arnold team in 1972 when revelations
Mandell said Monday when he abouttidrug use in the sport
testified at a hearing on came to light, some in his
whether, his medical license book.
should be lifted.
"Players suffered periods of
Turn-Around
amnesia; Whole sides would
be blue. Joints were swollen.
COLUMBIA, S.C. ( AP1 - A
Ankles were badly twisted,"
player-turnedfootball
said Mandell, author of "The
star in a single year
baseball
Nightmare Season."
signed a Chicago Cubs
In addition, the players
contract Monday, giving up
and
perform
to
demands
faced
years of college eligibility
two
many were uneasy about their
to turn professional.
futures in the game, he said.
Randy'Martz was assigned
National League
The
pressure.
"Peer
Midland in the Texas
to
East
pressure to play. Pressures
National
W L Pct. GB from
and League by the
coach
the
The Cubs had
team.
League
Chicago ,40 22 .645
management. Pressure from
of
native
the
Phila
35 28 .556 5it the fans. Pressure not to be made
Elizabethtown, Pa., their first
Pitts
33 29 .532 7
cut from the team," he recited
choice in the free agent draft
S Louis
34 30 .531 7
when he resumed the stand for
last month.
N York
28 36 .438 13
seven hours.
Martz was 14-0 for the South
Montreal 27 35 .435 13
"The players would tell me,
Carolina Gamecocks this
West
'Doc, if I lose this job, I'll be
Los Ang
44 22 .667 - lucky to get another as a season and was the ace of the
Cinci 34 29 .540 8/
2 bartender,' It was hanging team that finished second in
1
S Fran
31 36 .463 13','2 over their heads-fear," said the College World Series.
S Diego
31 39 .443 15
the psychiatry department coNew Coach
Houston
28 39 .418 16'1 chairman at the University of
Atlanta
23 43 .348 21
California at San Diego. •
CHICAGO ( API - Willy
ltilionday's Results
When he was recruitedU by Roy is the new head coach of
Houston 6, Montreal 3
former Coach Harland Svare, the Chicago Sting, the North
• Philadelphia 10,Cincinnati4
Mandell's job was to correct American Soccer League club
Atlanta New York,ppd.,rain drug abuses by players. He
has announced.
Pittsburgh 5,San Diego 3
was
abuse
drug
said
Roy, previously an assistant
Chicago 10, San Francisco 9, widespread before his arrival
coach, replaces Bill Foulkes.
12 innings
as advisor to the team in 1971. A club spokesman said
Los Angeles 9, St. Louis 3
take Monday that Foulkes gave
would
"Players
Tuesdey's Games
.
sleeping pills at, night," he personal
for
reasons
Houston (Forsch 4-4) at Mon- said. "Then, several hours resigning.
treal (Rogers 8-5), in)
before the game, they would
The Sting is 4-10 this season.
e Cincinnati ( Moskau 0-0) at take amphetamines, and
Philadelphia (Lerch 5-2 ),(n)
at
hgain
sometimes
nta (Messersmith 4-3) at halftime." _
New York (Matlack 3-7),(
Mandell also produced
Pittsburgh (Candelaria 7-2) records showing two team
at San Diego (Jones 4-71, in)
doctors in 1968 and 1969
Chicago (Krukow 5-4) at San purchased more than 63,000
Francisco i Curtis 1-1), in)
sleeping
amphetamines,
St. Louis (Denny 7-2) at Los tablets, pain pills, muscle
Angeles (Rau 6-1 ), in)
relaxants and upset stomach
A tryout camp for baseball
Wednesday's Games
remedies.
players will be conducted by
Chicago at San Francisco
"There were no controls on the Cincinnati Reds on
Houston at Montreal,(n)
amounts and on quality," said Thursday, June 30th, at
Cincinnati at Philadelphia, Mandell. And he said that Louisville, Kentucky. The
in)
players wanting pills could get camp is open to boys from 16
Atlanta at New York,(n)
them easily "from physicians, to 22. High school sophomores
Pittsburgh at San Diego,(n) teammates or the streets."
and juniors are also urged to
St. Louis at Los Angeles,(n)
In probing the mental health attend.
of players. Mandlll said he
Reds Scouting Supervisor,
found many, espeuially the Chet Montgomery, will
older ones, who beli*ed they oversee the tryout, which is
yo. . "get scheduled from 10:00 AM to
needed pep pills ,
psyched up - get on their 4:00 PM at Derby City Field,
game. The players didn't off Watterson Expressway.
think of amphetamines as
be
will
Montgomery
drug abuse. They thought of it assisted by scouts Bob
as a work-related drug. It was Jamison and Dave Southard.
all part of the survival ethic."
All eligible players are
MICHELSON'S
In 12 days of hearings, requested to furnish their own
f-c(
has personal gear - shoes,
Mandell's attorney
le?
; IBelffY
A.. ...
attempted to show that uniforms, gloves. The Reds
administering large drug will provide bats and
baseballs.
In addition, players will be
See Marjorie Major
responsible for traveling and
Travel Consultant
living expenses, if any, unless
FAR LANDS
they are signed to contracts
TOURS, CRUISES, HOTELS MOTELS, CAR RENTALS,
with the Cincinnati Reds
ALL YOUR TRAVEL NEEDS. 4e-tairmi
organization teams.
No Charge by us.
Players must be 16 years of
Price sante as direct.
age to be eligible and all
For Information and
American Legion players
Trowel Literature call
1.
must have written approval
from their Legion Coaches or
753-40G0(4646)
White Nevi* Office ItuAliag,
Post Commanders, if at711 Mein Street
tendnace at the tryout is in
direct conflict with American
Legion activities.

Tryout Camp
For Reds Set
In Louisville

TIMEX
REPAIR

TRAVEL AGENCY

•
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Billy Martin Survives His Ordeal
With Jackson, Will Remain On Job

about Red Riding Hood's
grandma being eaten by the
wolf until we grow up
watching slain Indians and
bullet-riddled gangsters clog
our TV sets, we seem to thrive
on spectacles of horror.
So it isn't so difficult to
imagine that three guys were
in a saloon belting beers and
watching the big sport show of
the day on television, when
one of them said:
"If this guy Green wins, he
costs Me a grand - I got my
dough on Tom Weiskopf."
"I don't like the guy,
anyhow," adds another. "I
don't like all that Irish green."
"I got an idea," says a third.
There are sinister whispers
overheard by a girl friend,
raucous laughter and the
three of them rush to their car
and head for Tulsa.
Now we turn back to reality.
The phone rings in the FBI
headquarters in Oklahoma
City. A frantic woman says
three friends who have been in
trouble with the law are on
their way to Tulsa to shoot
Green on the 15th green_
"Would the FBI please stop
them before it's too later
One can imagine the
consternation among golf
officials at the swank
Southern Hills Country Club
where Green, a rangy
pro ' from
tournament
Birminghamn, Ala., was
artistically fashioning his first
major triumph.
"What should we do?" was
the obvious question as Frank
"Sandy" Tatum, Harry
P.J.
and
Easterley
Boatwright, the U.S. Golf
Association's top brass,
summoned in club officers and
security chiefs.
"Got to tell him," one USGA
man reasoned rightfully. "He
must be given the right to say
whether he wants to go on
under the circumstances."
The decision was made.
Green hardly blinked an
eyelash. "Let's go on," he
said. "Its probably nothing."
Surrounded by a beefed-up
patrol of policemen with crash

helmets and guns, and with
the FBI using the ABC-TV
facilities to screen the gallery,
Green played and won.
Nothing untoward happened.
Now one can just see the
facile brains in Hollywood
churning. "Hey, guys, what a
great idea for a movie. We'll
call it 'Death on the 15th
Green."
The movie moguls have
chilled us with "Towering
Inferno," "Earthquake,"
-Jaws" and "The Deep."
They have reached over 4nto
the sports realm for luch
blood-curdling fare as "Black
Sunday," a tragedy-marked
Super Bowl in the Orange
Bowl.
„.•
The power of - suggeition
brings kooks out of the
woodwork. We've had enough
genuine problems without
fabricating disasters that lay
eggs in feeble minds. It took
just one hijack to spawn
•
dozens.
Hey, guys what say, let's
cool it?

DETROIT (AP) - The
headsman will have to wait for
another day.
Feisty Billy Martin has
escaped the axe. Suddenly the
New York Yankees baseball
manager feels "very much
more relaxed."
The question remains,
however, whether Martin was
given a reprieve or whether
Yankee management ever
actually intended to fire him
-as had been reported.
Gabe Paul, president of the
Yankees, denied the reports.
He said at a 10-minute news
conference in • the Tiger
Stadium press box Monday
night that Martin would
remain New York's manager.
Yet, Paul said, -We don't

Cubs, Reds Winners In
. 1-Ball League Contests

The Cubs and Reds gained
wins in T-Ball League action
Monday.
The Cubs upped their season
record to 8,-1. with a,414-33 wio
over the Yanks, Who are .1-7.
All of the Cub players had
four hits. They included Jason
Sammons, Don Easley,
Stephanie Sammons, Cary
Story, Bruce Thurmond,
Jenny Darling, Chad Woods,
Tripp Nix, Monty McCuiston,
Andy Rickman,Shane Nance,
Mark Watkins and Jimmy
Hill.
Sammons ancr11111 each had
Happy Over Trade
three homers while Story and
Nance had two.
PHILADELPHIA i AP) - For the Yanks, Johnathan
Veteran safety Bill Bradley' Burkeen, Michael Brock,
said his trade from the Mark Miller, Amy Wallace,
Philadelphia Eagles to the Kevin Barrow and Bill FanMinnesota Vikings is "like drich had four hits while
going from Class B ball to Aaron Brun, Jamie Futrell,
Class A."
Russ McCutcheon and Brian
Bradley, 30, the Eagles' Carroll had three hits. With
leading pass interceptor with two hits were Mickey Hill,
34 in his eight seasons here, Dean Shumaker and Dustin
was sent to the Vikings Harrell.
Monday for an undisclosed
Carroll had two homers, one
draft choice.
a grandslam.

In the second contest, the
Reds edged the Cards 31-30.
Both teams were 3-6 on the
season.
Angela Woods and Stephen
Lovett both had four hits for
the Reds whil Justin Crouse,
Eric Hogancamp, Michael
Fulton, John Kind, Frank
131austein, Andy Marello and
Chris Hays all had three hits.
With two hits were Jimmy
Stahler, Mickey Carson,
Stephen Downey and Charlie
Marello.
Fulton had two homers
while Lovett, Hogancamp and
Hays all had one. The homer
by Hogancamp was a grand-••
slam.
For the Cards, Michael
Hopkins, Chip Adams, Matt
Shipwash, David Potts,
Tommy Atkins and Korey
Morton all had three hits.
Kyle Farrell, Kevin Tucker,
Clint Hutson, Trey Fitch,
Hope Hargrove and Sean
Morton all had two hits. With
one hit were Greg Moffitt and
T. J. Gradishar.

managing."
Rumors that Martin was
about to lose his fourth major
league managerial job began
circulating Saturday after he
pulled high-priced right
fielder Reggie Jackson from
the lineup in Boston. Jackson
have
to
appeared
nonchalantly let a bloop hit
become a double.
He and Martin nearly came
to blows when Jackson went
into the dugout.
Martin, however, did not
fault Jackson for losing a
Mickey Stanley ball in the
lights in the seventh inning
Monday night. The ball fell in
for a double and led to the 1-1
tiebreaking run.
Paul sloughed off the
Jackson-Martin flareup in
Boston.
"No one incident will
determine whether a club
would keep or not keep a
manager," Paul said. "Things
like this are of great
importance and we are now all
happy. We consider Mr_rtin
the best manager- in major
league baseball."
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YAZOO
The Original Big Wheel Mowers
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Try A Yazoo On
Your Home Turf
or the
Front-Cutting
Industrial Tractor

Yanks, Pistros
Win Kentucky
League Games
The Yanks and Astros
maintained their winning
ways in Kentucky &ague
action Monday night.
In the opening contest, the
Yanks upped their season
record to 6-1 with a 17-4 win
over the Cubs, who remain
winless after seven outings.
Alan McClard hurled the
first four innings for the
Yanks and did not give up a
run while earning the win.
The Yanks scored five times
in the first with Mark West
getting things started with a
two-run single. The Yanks
made it 6-0 with a run in the
second before posting eight in
the third. Alan McClard had a
two-run single and Jerry
McCuiston had an RBI triple
in the third for the Yanks.
Scott Nix paced the Yanks
with three hits while Alan
McClard and John Mark Hall
each had two hits. Mark West
and Jerry McCuiston each
added one.
Tracy Butkeen had two hits
for the Cubs while Quentin
Prescott, Jeff Kenyon and
Jimmy Stalls all had one hit.
In the nightcap, the Astros
held a 3-0 lead going into the
top of the sixth but then the
Reds came up with four runs
and took a 4-3 lead.
But in the last of the sixth,
with two on and the score tied
at 4-4, John McFerron bunted
and the throw home went wild,
allowing Gabe Amos to score
the winning run for the Astros.
Amos hurled five and twothirds innings to pick up the
victory. Amos fanned nine
batters.
Amos, John Mark Potts and
McFerron each had one hit for
the Astros while Davtd West
and Jeff Clendenon had one hit
apiece for the Reds.

have votes of confidences."
He said there was a "very
short" meeting in the
clubhouse before the Yankees'
2-1 lass Monday night to the
Detroit Tigers. It was to clear
the air on the Martin situation.
-No, I wouldn't say it was a
vote of confidence," Martin
said. "They just said I'm their
manager. They told me I'm
in
manager
best
the
baseball."
"There were a couple other
things they wanted me to do,"
the volatile, 49-year-old
Martin added. "For instance,
I missed a meeting. I know I
should have been there. That's
something I'll have to correct.
Otherwise, there were no
my
about
complaints
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MOWS AROUND A POLE in one pass, and on to the
next A.clean job with one man
Y•3I

MOWS UNDER HEDGEROWS,low-hanging trees and
shrubs A clean job with One man.

MOWS UNDER GUARDRAILS and cleans right up to the
Posts A clean job with one man

WATER'S EDGE is no place for a belly-slung mower. But
the Yazoo mows it safely A clean job with one man

at
IFTV7111
M ASTE'R
MOWER

Murray Supply
Lawn & Garden Center
202 E. Main - Murray - 753-3361
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Phillies Finally Beat
Reds, Cubs Win Again

spmirrroayrts
Ledger & Times

Twins And Reds Winners
In Little League Play

By BARRY W1LNER
"John told me I was rocking
The Cubs took a 9-8 lead in
AP Sports Writer
in my motion," Kaat said the top of the ninth
on
It was a long time coming, after
his nine-hitter. "That Murcer's double before San
but the Philadelphia Phillies gave
the hitters a timing Francisco tied the score on
finally defeated the Cincinnati device.
Now I'm startIng from Clark's two-out double that
Reds. And the Phillies' Jim a
The Reds came back with five in their half of the fourth to
dead position."
scored Gary Alexander.
Kaat finally threw another
make it 9-6 but in the last of the fourth, the Cubs posted three
Mike Schmidt and Larry
Astros 6, Expos 3
complete game.
and the game was tied.
Bowa homered in Kaat's
J.R. Richard pitched an
Since Aug. 26, 1976, the
In the top of the fifth, the Reds finally put the game away
support. Bowa's third home eight-hitter, striking out nine
Phillies had dropped nine run
with six runs. Todd Harrison had a two-run triple while
Jim
of the season marked a and walking three. Joe
Outland and Rodney Lamb added run-scoring singles for the
consecutive games to he career
high for the slap-hitting Ferguson aided Richard, 6-6,
world champions. Cincinnati
big hits.
shortstop.
with a two-run double in the
The Cubs added two in the last of the fifth but could get no
topped the Phillies in the final
seventh inning that drove closer and the game was called
three regular season games
because of a curfew.
Elsewhere in the National
For the Reds, who are now 6-3 overall and 2-0 in the second
last year, three times in the League, Chicago edged San home the decisive runs.
half, Steve Vincent, Todd Harrison, Jim Outland and Rodney
National League playoffs and Francisco 10-9 in 12 innings,
Richard
provided
an Lamb all had two hits.
in the first three meetings this :Houston topped Montreal 6-3,
Jeff Humphreys, Rodney Robinson,
insurance tally in the ninth by
Eric Poole, Mike Young and Jeff Downey all added one hit.
season.
Pittsburgh snapped a seven- clouting his first
homer of the
For the Cubs, 3-6 overall and 1-1 in the second half, Tom
Then came Monday night's game losing streak with a 5-3 season.
Whitlow, Billy Collins, Mike Davis all had two hits
10-4 Philadelphia victory over defeat of San Diego and Los
while
Pirates 5,Padres 3
Mark Jackson and Kevin Richerson had one hit apiece.
Cincinnati as Kaat, 2-5, hurled Angeles slammed St. Louis 9Phil Garner's solo homer in Jackson
batted in three runs.
first complete game since 3. Atlanta's game at New York
the eighth inning snapped a 3-3
The Twins and Reds picked up high-scoring wins in Little
Aug. 3, 1976. Kaat gave credit was rained out.
tie for Pittsburgh. The Pirates
League action Monday night.
to former pitching coach
were helped by consecutive
Cubs 10, Giants 9, 12 innings
In the opening contest,the Twins ripped the A's 13-2.
Johnny Sam.
throwing errors by San Diego
Bobby Murcer drove in sixStuart Alexander went the distance on the hill for the
runs with a three-run homer shortstop Bill Almon in the Twins. He fanned nine men and walked just two. He
had a
and a three-run double, but the fifth.
perfect game going until the top of the fourth when he walked
Cubs didn't beat the Giants
Pittsburgh's Kent Tfltulve, Russell Garland.
until Mick Kelleher's two-out 4-1, got relief
Alexander then lost his no-hitter and shutout when Harry
help from Rich
triple in the 12th inning scored Gossage, who
Weatherl
y of the A's smacked a towering shot out of the park.
earned his 11th
In the Junior Girls' Softball Joe Wallis.
save with two shutout innings. But the Twins were ahead 11-2 and the game was already
League,the Reds defeated the
decided.
Dodgers 9,Cardinals 3
Chicago moved ahead 4-0,
Aces 14-13 Monday in a
The Twins had scored one in the first-then added five in the
Rick Rhoden became the
helped by Murcer's homer,
marathon game.
National League's first 10- second with the key hit being a three-run triple by Roger
Dunn. Dana Pearson added a run-scoring single.
Sue Nall had a homerun for then the Giants rallied to take game winner with the help
of
the Aces and Stacy Smith a 5-4 lead. Jack Clark's pinch- four Los Angeles home
For the season, the Twins are 8-1 and they are 2-0 for the
runs.
second half. The A's are 3-6 overall and 0-2 in the second half.
knocked a three-run homer for hit three-run homer in the Rick Monday hit
two and
sixth, his fourth round-tripper
the Reds.
Tim Brown collected two hits to pace the Twins while
Steve Garvey and Dusty
in four games, put San
Roger Dunn, Jimmy West, Stuart Alexander, Tim Wright,
Baker
each.
one
EDITOR'S NOTE — U in- Francisco on top.
The ace right-hander David Snow and Dana Pearson all had one hit.
formation is received by 9:30
The Cubs grabbed a 6-5 lead
For the A's, Russell Garland, Harry Weatherly, Kelly
carried
a four-hit shutout into
a. m. the morning after a in the eighth on Jerry
the ninth inning but then Calvin, Krit Allbritten and Mike Montgomery all had one hit.
game, we can run stories on Morales' two-run homer but
In the nightcap, the Reds struggled to a wild 15-11 victory
the softball play in the city the Giants moved ahead 8-6 surrendered three runs, the over the Cubs.
final two scoring on a single by
leagues. U we do not get the with the help of a pair of
The Reds led 4-1 after two frames but in the home half of
Information, then we have no Chicago errors in the bottom pinch-hitter Ted Simmons.
the third, the Cubs scored five times and went up 6-4.
way of writing stories. M. B. of the inning.

Reds Defeat Aces
In Softball Play

Major League Leaders

Connors Has British
Up In Arms Over Snub

By The Associated Press
National League
American League
BATTING (150 at bats)—
BATTING'(150 at bats)— Trill°, Chi,
.364; Parker, Pgh,
Carew, Min, .381; Bostock, .361; Luzinski
, Phi, .340;
Min, .349; Fisk, Bsn, .343; EVIentine,
Mtl,
.329;
Singleton, Bal, .340; AWoods, Simmons StL,
,
.327.
By JEFF BRADLEY
doubles titles here from 1914 to
Tor,.331.
Connors, nursing a cracked
RUNS—Winfield, SD, 56;
AP Sports Writer
1934 and who hobbled onto the bone in the thumb on his right
RUNS—Fisk, Bsn,50; Ruth, Smith, LA,
54; Griffey, Cin,
WIMBLEDON, England center court on crutches to hand, was also unpopular with
Cal, 47;Carew, Min, 47; 50; Morgan, CM,
48; Parker,
(AP) — Jimmy Connors, the take her place among the 43 his first-round opponent. Their
Bonds, Cal, 44; ReJackson, Pgh,47; Rose,
CM,47.
world's No. I tennis player Wimbledon champions who match was postponed until
NY,43; Randolph, NY,43.
RUNS
BATTED
and the No. 1 seed at the were
honored in
RUNS BATTED IN—Hisle, IN—Burroughs,
pre- today at Connors' request
Atl, 56; Wimbled
on championships, is tournament ceremonies. Each while a special splint was
Min, 60; Rudi, Cal, 53; GFoster, Cin, 55; Cey,
LA,55; no
longer No. I with the received a commemorative fitted onto his thumb.
Ystrzmski, Bsn,47; Rice,Bsn, Garvey, LA,
55; Winfield, SD,
British.
medal from the Duke of Kent,
44; Munson, NY, 44; Bonds, 61.
In a display of what the cousin of Queen Elizabeth II.
Said his British opponent,
Cal,44.
Connors, meanwhile, was Richard Lewis: "I'm quite
HITS—Carew, Min, 98;
HITS—Parker, Pgh, 91; English regarded as bad
Yount, Mil, 81; Bostock, Min, Griffey, CM,85; Winfield, SD, manners, Connors snubbed practicing on an outside court sure that if I had been the
80; Rice, Bsn,79; Money, Mil, 83; Tmpleton, StL, 82; Rose, the royal family, the All- with his friend the Nastase. player with the bad thumb,the
77; Chambliss, NY,77.
CM, 80; Garvey, LA, 80; England Club and the tennis He had not even replied to the match would not have been
public Monday when he failed club's invitation to join the put back."
DOUBIF-S—Lemon, Chi, Madlock,SF,80.
Connors was not available
McRae, KC, 18;
18;
DOUBLES—Cromrtie, Mtl, to turn up for the Parade of parade and a special luncheon
ReJackson, NY, 17; Burleson, 72; Reitz, StL, 22; Rose, CM, Champions marking the for champions. Connors won for comment.
Bsn, 16; Yount, Mil, 16.
20; Luzinski, Phi, 19; Parker, opening day of Wimbledon's the men's singles title here in
Nevertheless, tournament
centenary.
1974.
TRIPLES—Carew, Min, 13; Pgh,19.
"If a charming 85-year-old
He sent no apology or officials expected him to be on
Cowens, KC, 7; Rice, Bsn, 6;
TRIPLES—Winfield, SD, 6;
Randolph, NY,6; Bonds, Cal, Brock, StL, 5; Mumphry,StL, lady on crutches feels proud to explanation for missing the court today for his first match.
Peter Wilson of the Daily
5; Remy,Cal,5; Bostock, Min, 5; Tmpleton, StL, 5; Almon, take part in the centenary parade and when asked by a
celebrations," said veteran newsman why he was absent; Mirror, who first covered
5.
SD,5.
HOME RUNS—GScott,Bsn,
HOME RUNS—Burroughs, tennis correspondent Laurie he said: "Maybe I was seeing these championships 48 years
ago, said of Connors: "His
18; Rice, Bsn, 16; Zisk, Chi, Atl, 18; GFoster, Cin, 18; Cey, Pignon of the London Daily my doctor."
Maj. David Mills, secretary behavior equals the worst I
16; Hisle, Min, 16; Gross,Oak, LA, 16; Luzinski, Phi, 15; Mail, "It is inconceivable that
remember
at
15.
Schmidt, Phi, 15; Garvey, LA, a young man cannot bother to of the All-England Club, said can
walk a few hundred yards with the championship committee Wimbledon."
lk STOLEN BASES—Remy, 15; Smith, LA,15.
a bad thumb."
had met and decided not to
Cal, 22; Patek, KC, 19;
The big upset in Monday's
Pignon was referring to 85- give Ccnnors his medal
JNorris, Cle, 17; LeFlore,Det, STOLEN BASES—Taveras,
action was the defeat of No. 414; Rivers, NY,14; Page,Oak, Pgh, 28; Cabell, Htn, 24; year-old Elizabeth .Ryan, the because of the American's
seed Roscoe Tanner, upset 3-6,
Cedeno, Htn, 23; GRichards, American who won a record 19 "extreme discourtesy."
14.
6-4, 6-4, 8-6 by Br ish Davis
PITCHING (7 Decisions— SD,23; Morgan,CM,22.
Cup player John LI • . The
Tanana, Cal, 11-3, .786, 1.81; PITCHING (7 Decisions)—
other seeded men's singles
ToJohnson. Min,7-2,.778,1.68; Rau, LA, 6-1, .857, 4.15;
players engaged on the first
Guidry, NY, 5-2, .714, 2.53; RReuschel, Chi, 9-2, .818, 2.54;
day all won. The first round of
DSutton,
Tidrow, NY, 5-2, .714, 2.65;
LA, 8-2, .800, 2.48;
women's
singles
gets
Littell, KC, 5-2, .714, 3.14; Candlria, Pgh, 7-2,..778, 2.07;
underway today.
Burgmeier, Min, 5-2, .714, Denby,
7-2, .778, 3.73;
3.26; Crimsley, Bal, 6-3, .667, Rhoden, LA, 10-3, .769, 4.21;
The Meta moved into first place in the Pony League Mon4.12; Cleveland, Bsn, 6-3, .667, Carlton, Phi, 9-3, .750, 3.23;
Bawling
day night by claiming an 11-6 win over the Philo.
Billgham,CM,8-3, .727,3.88.
3.26.
Both clubs came into the contest with a 4-2 record.
Standin
gs
STRIKEOUTS—Ryan, Cal, STRIKEOUTS—Rogers,
Kim Wilson was the winning pitcher, scattering eight
hits
Friday Morning
167.; Tanana, Cal, 117; Mt1,- 96; PNiekro, Atl, 94;
while striking out 12 batters for the Mets.
Ladies League
Palmer, Bal, 92; Blyleven, Koosman, NY, 85; Richardl
Both teams scored three in the first inning but then in
Team
the
Htn,82; Halicki. SF,81.
Tex,91; Leonard, KC,84.
last of the third, the Mets added three more and pulled
Keys Used Cars
9
3
out to
McCuiston Auto E/ec
7
a6-3 lead.
9TFA Insurance
8
In the last of the fourth, the Mets scored three more and
Paradise Kennel
5
I.
the
Tower Sports Center •
7
game was never close again. The key hit in the three
Smiths
Poultry
-run,
.4
fourth inning for the Mets was a two-run single by
High Team Game SC",
Tim
McCuiston Auto Elect ..
803
McAlister.
MF
A
Ineurnace
.
583
Is Changingifheir Nome To
Rich Rollins had a two-run homer in the sixth for the
McCuiston Auto. Elec.
574
.
Mets
High Terri Game MC
and in the top of the seventh, Robin Roberts hit a solo homer
McCuiston Auto Elec. .
817
for the Philo.
McCWston Auto Elec.
783
Smiths
Poultry .
778
Rollins paced the 11-hit Met attack with three hits and
four
High Team Series SC,
RBI's while Wilson also had three hits. Kevin Calvin
McCuiston Auto Elec.
1750
We are adding new iines of office products
added a
Smiths Poultry.. .
1599
pair of hits while McAlister, Donnie Thompson and Mike
and equipment to our existing lines in order
AfFA Insurance
1574
Gough also hit safely.
High Team Series MC,
to serve your needs better. We appreciate the
MeCulaton Auto Elec
2777
For the Philo, Tun Foster had three hits while Eddie
Smiths Pou/try
warm, friendly reception we have received
2223
RhodeT,Itobin Roberts and Marty McCuiston all added two
MIA Insurance
2144
since we have been in Murray and are looking
High hid Game SC.
hits.
Mary Smith
199
forward to many years of service to you. We
In the second contest, called after five innings,the Orioles
Mary Harris
179
will still be at the same address;
Jean Bland
168
slammed the Dodgers 15-2.
High Ind Game HC
Scott Hill went the distance for the Orioles and gave up just
Carolyn Bomar
721
Jean
Bland
217
two hits while striking out five. He was backed by 18 Oriole
Mary Smith
215
hits.
MO Ind Series SC:
Mary Smith
544
The Orioles scored four in the first with the only RBI hit
Mary Harris
478
being a single by Scott Hill. In the,second, Don Hargrove
Jane Parks
Ifigh Ind Series
knocked in two with a double.
Carolyn Bomar
877
115 S. 4th Street
Leading 8-1,the Orioles put the game away with seven runs
Helen Utile
806
Jean
Bland
586
in the fifth. Todd Bradshaw and Tim Falwell had two-run
hits
High Averages
in the frame while Gary Starks and George Bell each
Mary Smith
Murray, Ky.
179
Lois Smith
154
knocked in one rim with hits during the inning.
Mary Harris
150
Starks and David Story had three hits apiece for the Orioles
Jane Parka
147
Phone 753-1763
Judy Hale
143
while Scott Hill, Bell, Falwell, Hargrove and Paul Austin all
Helen Utzle
142
had two hits. With one hit were Gary Sims and Bradsha
Judy Kemp
138
w.
Carolyn Bomar
1/7
For the Dodgers, Eric Lovins and Tony Herndon picked
Beverly Glian
up
136
the safeties.
Jean Blanll
135

Bosox Pitchers Share
In Glory With Hitters
pitchers combined to check
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
A's 7, WhiteSox I
AP Sports Writer
Light-hitting Rob Picciolo Minnesota despite 12 Twins
You know all about the collected three hits, including hits. Toby Harrah homered
Boston Red Sox' hitters. How a triple and a double, and for the Rangers, who were
about a few kind words for Rodney Scott had a double and held to four other hits by
their pitchers?
two singles to lead a 16-hit rookie Paul Thormodsgard.
Mariners 4, Royals 2
"We have a lot better staff Oakland attack that ended the
Steve _Braun doubled,
than people think we do," A's fivegame losing streak
slugger Carl Yastrzernski said and Chicago's four-game tripled and scored twice and
Lee Stanton drove in three
Monday night. "When you winning streak.
runs as Seattle withstood solo
pitch in Fenway Park, your
Rangers 2,Twins I
earned run average is
Dock Ellis and three relief homers by KC's Tom Poquette
and Hal McRae.
automatically
one run
Indians 8, Blue Jays 5
higher."
Ray Fosse's bases-loaded
The Red Sox were in
triple in the 11th inning gavt,
Baltimore's Memorial
Cleveland its fifth consecutive
Stadium
rather
than
Fenway's friendly confines as
The Ilth Annual National victory and third in a row
Rick Wise hurled a two-hit, 10- Baseball Tournament will be under new Manager Jeff
strikeout shutout in defeating held in Louisville, Kentucky,' Torborg. Frank Duffy's
second home run of the season
the Orioles, 4-0.
July n through August 2.
pulled the Indians even in the
The Red Sox' fourth
Three Divisions, ages 14-16,
consecutive triumph and 10th 12-13 and 9-11, will compete. eighth and Toronto took an
in 11 games boosted their lead Any team or a team selected early 4-0 lead.
in the American League East by you from the best players
to 3'7 games over both the of your area is eligible to
Sign Player
Orioles and the New York participate in a one-game
CINCINNATI ( AP) — The
Yankees, who lost to the elimination tournament. The
Cincinnati Bengals' have
Detroit Tigers, 2-1.
winning
and
runner-up signed wide receiver Alex
Elsewhere, the Oakland A's players, managers, coaches,
Percival. a 12th-round draft 4
whipped the Chicago White and bat boy of each team will
choice from
Morehead
Sox 7-1, the Texas Rangers receive individual trophies.
College.
edged.the Minnesota Twins 2- - Teams from Ohio, TenPercival, 6-foot-1 and 180
1, the Seattle Mariners nessee, Indiana, Illinois,
pounds, had two exceptional
downed the Kansas City Missouri, Georgia,
and seasons with Morehead,
Royals 4-2 and the Cleveland Kentucky participate
in the according to Bengals General
Indians outlasted the Toronto tournament. For additiona
l Manager Paul Brown.
Blue Jays 8-5 in 11 innings. -formation contact C.
F.
"He was an outstanding
California and Milwa ee Schildt, President, National
receiver and has very good
were not scheduled.
Baseball Tournament, 406 speed," Brown said Monday
The Red Sox, who set a Breckinridge Lane,
following the announcement of
major league record by Louisville, Kentucky 40207.
the signing.
hammering 16 homers in three
games against the. Yankees
over the weekend, settled for
just one this time — Butch
HObson's ninth of the season -.giving them a record-tying 22
in six %allies. But JIM Rice
tripled home a run and
Yastrzemski doubled across
two more in an 11-hit attack.
Wise, who was banished to
the bullpen from May 3-June
8, allowed doubles by Mark
Belanger in the third inning
and Lee May in the seventh.
The veteran right-hander's
Three tender pieces of Ocean
strikeout total was the best in
Cod Filet Breaded and deep-fried
his American League career
to a golden brown Served
with your choice of
and one short of his National
potato and a thick
League high.
slice of Stockade
Tigers 2, Yankees 1
Toast A $248
New York right fielder
Reggie Jackson lost Mickey
value for only
Stanley's fly ball in the lights
for a seventh-inning double
and it led to the winning run.
INCLUDES
Bel-Air
Meanwhile, Mark Fidrych
Shopping
held the Yankees to three
Sated and
singles.
Center
Drink
Jackson's boo-boo followed
a leadoff walk to Jason
Thompson. Aurelio Rodriguez
promptly singled home the
THE FAMILY STEAKHOUSE
tiebreaking run.

Applications Being
Taken For Tourney

Put a little
sizzle into your
Wednesday.
Fish Filet Dinner!

$179
Free

!RUM N
TOCICANI

MAKE A NOTE ...

YOU SAVE MORE at . .
va."" KEY TO VALUE

Mets Leaders In Pony
League, Edge By Phils

Pool Office Equipment & Supplies

Regular & Oily

short& CONDITIONER
sassy
SHAMPOO

s Regular
Extra Body Building
Extra Conditioning
7 oz

CAGLE BUSINESS SYSTEMS

1

No Pero x i de
Color Lotion
Washes Away
Only The Gray

F-8-16
516 W. Main
Murray, Ky.

RED'S

YOUR KEY TO VALUE
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Classified

Linewalker Anxious As Pipeline Begins

me pipeline terminus of Three massive mainline
14 Want To Bill
2 Notice
2 Notice
6 Help Wanted
Valdez at 700,000 barrels per ptunps produce pressure of up
AUTOMOBILE TOW bar.
FREE I.I.N.NONS. Learn
day - the maximum daily to 1,200 pounds per square
HORNBUCKLE Barber
apTAKING
NOW
, crewel
needlepoint
Complete. Will pay up to
amount that West Coast inch. Booster pumps capable
Shop. Open 8-1 Monday
the
plications for
embroidery, crochet
$60. Call 753-9232.
refineries can handle - and of pumping 19,500 gallons per
Closed
and Tuesday.
positions.
following
and smocking. Rug
then eventually to 1.2 million minute will back them up,
Wednesday. Thursday 15 Articles For Sale
hanng,
Homemaki
the
by
on
cutters,
pressure
day
Yarn
per
maintaining
yarns.
barrels
Saturday 8-3. Hair cut
meal
and
chore
hook
SALE - AIR Condyman,
$2.98. Make latch
line.
wintertime.
$1.35. Shave $1.00.
fellowdelivery. Contact
ditioners. While they
and
rugs and pillows for half
The oil is to gush into
McGill
Murray Calloway
last all deluxe models
the price of pre-cut
linewalker Harry Robertson storage tanks at Valdez by
BETHEL CEMETERY.
Citizens
Senior
cent
per
with variable speed
County
15
yarn.
will head crews walking and early August. The first tanker
Donations needed for
or
7th
South
20$
Senior
black
9 position thersure
at
fans,
Alaska's
Office
make
to
with
to
discount
alongside
loaded
riding
.art13-07-rn g
Bethel
year
5
mostat,
call 7534929 for inCitizens. House of
the first run is a smooth one. gold is to head south four or
Send conformation. Dateline for
guarantee on comThousands in Fox
They watch the pipeline five days later," if all goes,"dwitir b fat' to Janet
applications June 24,
pressor, 6,000 BTU,
Meadows, South 16th St.
closely, probing at it with according to plan.
- Rowland, c-o Robert
$169.95, 10,000 BTU,
1977.
Murray's Newest Yarn
What happens to the excess 4.- Rowland, Route 1, Box
electronic wands.
$239.95, 17,000 BTU,
Shop. For lesson inAlyeska, the consortium of barrels of oil that the West
266, Almo, Ky.
Answer to Monday Puzzle
FULL TIME permanent
$319.95, 20,000 BTU
formation call 753-3855.
eight oil companies that built Coast refineries cannot handle
in
position
office
Crossword Puzzler
$329.95. Wallin HardMaster Charge, Bank
and operates the line, is anybody's guess. It may be
moon mmnmm
FOR
WATKINS
BPOCBM
Murray. Pleasant
30 to 45 shipped through the Panama
ware, Paris, Tenn.
take
will
Americard.
it
estimates
DOWN
Products.
Contact
ACROSS
PC ACM OMR BR
with
conditions
working
to
it
or
oil
of
Coast,
drop
East
first
the
the
to
for
days
Sandarac
1
Canal
,R
MINNIMMR
Holman Jones, 217 South
1 Skill
tree
GLASS
excellent fringe
mn nmn
4 Flying
PLATE
MR
reach Valdez on Prince may be traded to Japan for
13th, phone 753-3128.
2 City in
mammals
mm Mil
commamm
Shorthand
benefits.
we also buy
showcases,
.
oil.
Sound.
William
Nevada
Mideast
8 Supplicate
WO UUU IMO BO
3 Powerfui
preferred. Send resume
12 Unit of
used showcases. Call
The 100 reporters and others
UGC onmonmnnn
persons
Portuguese
NO
to Box 574.
UBU BR
753-1836.
4 Wagers
start-up stood near the dull
at
currency
UMUOUROU 003
5 Ventilate
I 3 Ireland
gray length of pipe that
6 Handles
UU UMU UOU MN
14 Evaluate
TOBACCO AND tomato
WEEKLY
6200.06
ring
7 Fur-bea
extended from the gravel
UUUUUU MUMMA
15 Emmett
IS NOW OPEN
mammals
16 Compositions
sticks. 13 cents each.
=UMW UMWM
stuffing
pump
the
POSSIBLE
beneath
workpad
8 Clergymen
18 Wanders
UNTIL
'\T
nurse
Call 489-2126 or 435-4263.
MIDNIGHT
Ceremony
selfthe
a
Send
of
28
first
Ethopian
envelopes.
the
9
to
station
20 Century
labor I
29 Vehicle
title
plant
stamped
the
addressed
lifting
supports
44
Slave
elevated
Dine
30
10 Devoured
EVERY FRIDAY
21 Compass
ELECTROLUX
45 River in
32 Keeps
envelope to Fischer
11 Affirmative
point
hot oil line overperrnafrost.
France
repossessed with new
33 Torrid
22 Possessive 17 Preposition
127,
Box
Enterprises,
46 Nuisance
They were listening.
38 Printer's
AND
SATURDAY
19 Pronoun
pronoun
Also with
guarantee.
Deposit
47
measure
Eureka, South Dakota
22 Electrified
23 Son drink
"Will we be able to hear it?"
481011100r of
37 Strike out
new 5 year warranty on
particle
NIGHT.
_27 Bitter vetch
57437.
Falsehood
49
asked one reporter.
38 Conjunction
24 Exclamation
29 Race of
Super J. motor unit. Call
4.1 heethyt%4
50 King
. TV
i/
:
1
i• 7
40 Essential
25 Depression
lettuce
"You'll hear it," McGill said ::
Arthur's
pie
Easy41
Region
1-443-6469 in Paducah
26
needing
Chemical
30
NEW BUSINESS
' COLOR PORTRAITS,
lance
with a smile, referring to the *:*!;:;:;:;:;:;::;:;:;:;::;:;:;:;: By MRS. W.P. WILLIAMS ;';';';';';';'c••••••••••• •.11
43 Registered
27 Direction
compound
Ask for Jim Mason.
Ky.
full
or
Part
managers.
ound
31 Three-toed
first of three 2,000-p
9 10 ii
f5;;Til;
• bring us yours for extra
ill 2 3 ig MI5 0 7 .
sloth
experience
No
time.
Sometimes we buy a shrub a bit of protection.
plastic "pigs" the oil was to
FOOD STEAMER, hot
copies. Made from any
32 Hurried
N.e..eN04
Married
.....
necessary.
M13
Most nursery catalogs tell
.
12
33 Possesses
push through the line. The pigs and wonder why it doesn't do
size into any size.
dog cooker, meat slicer,
For
34 compass
plants
preferred.
the
which
in
couple
zone
the
often
act as buffers between the oil well. One factor that is
15
24 cents,8
as
point
low
glass mugs. Call
Wallets
.lights,
is
good
it
a
753and
appointment call
nillorivt.
35 Beef animal
...•••••.•• and a quantity of nitrogen overlooked is whether or not will grow well,
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
436-2533.
19
16
plants
0.40M""
37 Speck
buying
in
note
to
thing
0687.
zone
ow
*XII
to
suited
is
plant
the
"00%SA t:it7(.7. used to cleanse the inside of
_
*OW%
38 Greek letter
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
We are in zone seven, which you have never grown before,
2i
against
39 Temporary
OUTSIDE DOORS for
parking
Free
753-0035.
"
MINIM the line and guard
g§
in
miles
shelter
hundred
extends from North Carolina for a few
ADDRESSERS WAN
29
Zirt 30
explosions.
mobile home. One girls
en2
rear
40 Old timer
our
use
lot,
the country either direction can surely
Sitif•
(colloq
TED IMMEDIATELY!
Each pig has two notched straight across
bike, Peafowl. Call 474trance.
:0M0004
difference.
a
make
31 U
41 Three-toed
South
Texas.
Ill
northern
32
Work at home - no ex4s
wheels that strike the inside of into
•kl.••
2297.
sloth
I have never had an Ivy
and Virginia are
36
42 Seed
in Mark
STATED
35
perience necessary JESUS
helping linewalkers Kentucky
Zt:37
line,
the
as northern Leaved Geranium until this
coating
well
as
included
excellent pay. Write
r,XIN keep track of the leading edge Mississippi, Alabama and week when I bought a lovely 7:6, 7 and 9. "Well hath
TRUCK LOAD Tire Sale.
44 Bar legally
AP:41 •....064 of oil.
CO
47 Wood
American Service, 8350
prophesied of
Esaias
4 ply polyester, white
46
45
a
in
one
colored
orchid
. 42 /3
fragments
Georgia. I think it is an ideal
Park Lane, Suite 269,
you hyprocrites, as it is
When the pig burst from the zone in which to live, as most hanging basket. I had seen
wall, premium grade,
51 Hasten
otio si
.54.3
52 Ireland
47 411 49
Dallas, TX. 75231.
written, This people
pad insulation, it plants will thrive in our them, but had never pargravel
tread depth.
heavy
12-32
YJ•Ti.
disk
Solar
53
honoreth me with their
sounded like a madman climate. Even some of the ticularly noticed them. They
54 Worm
A78:13", $18.06 plus
52
ME
.....•
55 Pedal &ads
1?!(11
lips, but their heart is
LICENSED Practical
hammering on the inside of a semi-tropical shrubs will get are truly beautiful and so well
$1.74 FE Tax, E78rI4",
56 Unaspirated
•iv.ill
% 56
.4'.:
:•
•
:
55
far from me. Howbeit in
57 Soak
nurses and experienced
+^
garbage can.
$19.42 plus $2.30 FE Tax,
4:05.
through our winters with quite adapted to a hanging basket.
vain do they worship
Di tr by inked Feature Syndicate, inc.
nurse aids. Apply at
They come in several colors,
F78x14", $20.15 plus
me, teaching for docall so sturdy, yet so fragile
personnel office Murray
$2.44 FE Tax, G78x14"
comthe
County
trines
looking.
Calloway
NIAROE,HANP\ /79
HERE'S YOUR DRIVER,
or 15", $21.38 plus $2.60
/6,aco
I think hanging baskets are
mandments of men. Full
Hospital.
FE Tax, H78x15", $23.32
MRS. NELSON...
MARCIE,qOU
MR5 BAKTLEq
a wonderful idea. They can be
well ye reject the
plus $2.85 FE Tax,
MAPE IT TO
NER DRIVER!
on a
anywhere,
almost
hung
nts of God,
commandme
PART TIME experienced
L78x15", $25.76 plus
Tt4E FiRST
big screw from the ceiling of a
that ye may keep your
bookkeeper. 15 hours
$3:13 FE Tax. Wide ones
TEE...
proch, or hung on a bracket
own tradition." For
per week. For more
with raised white letfrom the side. I saw one
information
further
contact
G70:14" or 15",
information
ters,
41,'
recently hanging from the
,
consult your Bible, for
$2.87 FE Tax,
office,
Citizens
Senior
plus
$28.85
curtain pole in a living room.
I i•drGe'''')
assistance call 753-0984.
or 15", $32.48
753-0929. Submit apG60x14"
One
greenery.
Some are all
plications to Senior
plus $3.08 FE Tax,
that I have is a Hoya,a spotted
- 2r
ALL KINDS of greeting
L60x14" or 15", $33.85
Citizens Office, 205
shiny leaf that gives a breath
and
June
notes
7th.
Deadline
$3.58 FE Tax.
cards,
South
plus
room.
a
to
of freshness
I HAVE A
--ABOUT THIS
(
24, 1977.
stationery. Oven mitts,
Truck tires - Hi way
Petunias in baskets are
GUARANTEED
COMPLAINT-giant forks (for kitchen
tread. 700x15", 6 ply,
et/
lovely too, but they have to be
PRE - SHRUNK
HELP WANTED afuse), scrub pack. Check
$24.03 plus $2.83 FE Tax,
day, or they will
each
picked
Sie't
45.6 DRESS
ternoons only. Must be
750x16", 8 ply, $31.10
for more new items.
stop blooming. I must confess
over 21 years of age.
plus $3.59 FE Tax,
Phone 753-1712 or see at
that I prefer one that takes
Four to 5 hours per day.
1624 Olive after 4 p. m.
H78x15", $31.13 plus
care of itself a little better.
Five days per week.
I looked through a catalog a
$3.25 FE Tax. Tractor
few days ago and was
Must be reliable and
type, 700x15", $28.04
SALE
fascinated by the Chrptan,
responsible. Call 753plus $3.16 FE Tax.
Summer Clothes
themums. Page after page of
4652.
8 ply, $37.45
750x16",
de
Must(OI
them, every type imaginable
plus $3.95 FE Tax,
!INT
PLA
Ti Nuke Item
COM
.von
and every color of the rainI 7
FULL TIME babysitter.
L78x16", 8 ply, $41.25
Fee hi
DEPT.
.mmommoro
t977 UMW Feature Syndicate. Inc
bow. Some are smaller and
Needed for infant. Start
plus $4.12 FE Tax.
rd
Arr=to
or
are wonderful for porch
while
August or early Sepgood
Prices
ArWE
CAN
11.
WI4A-r"
5rOP
HATE Y
window boxes. if you have a
TI,. Tooth Shop
be
reliable
Must
tember.
lasts.
stock
present
TAL.,
EA
DON'T
LIKE IZ1,5PT
ThIl* CIZA5a
spot that is in the sun con564 IA&
responsible person. Call
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
'
A9C-T 71EEVEN
NOW? A 'NICK,
1,)ET .rae
it hard for
tinually, m
-p.-)
rocr,z
753-5717.
6,EsEZA;_
JUICYTALK
akint grow, try
some things
FOR SALE used air
ABOUT
PLJT .J5
Chrysanthemums. They love
conditioners. We also
FOOD'
ON
b.""A%
111
4
,4
sun,although they will grow in YOUR NEED is our
MANAGEMENT
buy used air con•
c•
NEEDLINE,
concern.
places that have sun only half
Dill Electric,
ditioners.
TRAINEES
753-6333.
a day. They like plenty of
753-9104 or 753-1551.
well
be
to
position
need
Management
but
water,
now open with Elecdrained.
iffi
he llailir
a
FOR SALE: Rex Rotary
5011 IASII
trolux. If accepted, exI guess we will have to
APVINIVIP
D-280 copy machine.
101
opcellent
earning
continue to give our gardens
You'll find it in the Navy.
Call 753-6460 M. W.
$125.
exciting
a
to
have
we
portunities while learYou'll travel
plenty of water until
11
1
.
411
places. Work on space age
F. days.
When
ning.
qualified
good thorough soaking rain.
benefits.
equipment. Get top
you
will
attend
We need to have it rain for
career training and a great
SHUTTERS - black
future. For more information:
get
to
training
order
in
management
days
several.
THEN
1'L-L
-FANTA5TIC...OVER
plastic. Sizes 39 through
detttrn
soaked
school.
Following
40.11
ground
the
FOR
MY5ELF.
ZOO YEAR AGO,
Call veer NAVY INCRUITIlt et
67
inches. Inquire at
dry
a
often
and
apgraduation
is
June
ON
FEET,
deep.
',OUR
THE 911-1 PHANTOM
502-4434219, eel called.
ALL OF YOU'
Lumber
Murray
TOPPLED THE IDOL
pointment as a branch
month, but this year it has
ZAA L
V.
Company 104 Maple or
manager, $300 per
outdone itself.
week
call 753-3161.
guaranteed
But the rains will come,they
3 Card Of Thanks
Want
available.
always have.
THE FAMILY of Wayne
stable, career minded
CLEAN CARPETS the
person willing to give
Duncan would like to
save and safe way with
full conunittment. Call
express our sincere
ADVERTISING
Blue Lustre. Rent
1-443-6460. Ask for Jim
appreciation to all our
electric shampooer. Big
DEADLINES
Mason.
friends & neighbors for
K, Bel Aire Shopping
All display ads,
Au Equal Optiertveity 80the many acts of kindCenter.
eassified displays
4m
0
ness showin to us during
and regular display,
the illness di death of our
5 electric
.
REMINGTON 2
must be submitted
loved one. To Dr.
9 Situations Wanted
typewriter. Just like
by 12 noon, the day
Lowery ,& ICC nurses
new. Make offer. Call
I TbLD HIM yes Bu'I WS
)
° YOU TELL HIM(WHAT.
before publication.
WILL BABYSIT. Days or
medical staff at
and
w,LLING To Lis7E.,
753-8200.
reader
TURNED DOWN
All
some evenings. ExTo ANy LtEs THE
Murray Calloway
PPR JURY DUTY
classifieds must be
perienced. References.
OTHER SIDE WAN-E.:"
County hospital, thank
LARGE TABLE saw. Call
TODAY
submitted by 12 noon
_
Call 753-3747.
TO TELL
436-2652 after 5.
you for all you did. Our
before
day
the
special thanks go to the
publication.
IT'S INEXPENSIVE to
J.H. Churchill Funeral
clean
Home, Rev. McKinney,
rugs
and
Rev. Allen and Mr. Gus
upholstery with blue
Robertson Jr. for the
Lustre. Rent electric
beautiful service renshampooer. Western
dered. We also want to
Auto, home of "Wishing
thank everyone for the
Well Gift Shop."
flowers, cards and
Area Distributor for Rand Mcprayers that carried us
NEW SOUND CAMERA
Nally Maps. No selling. Service pre-established accounts
of
our
time
through
and projector. All
t
Hwa
-ERE
15.5orkET
ANYTPING Ti
TO AVOID
Investment $2500 to $12,500
YOU
sorrow, God bless each
equipment for home.
secured by inventory and
BUT
-OH,
WANT"YOU
I
WANTlr
AIRG/JAA•
KNOW
equipment. Write, include
and everyone of you.
Me.YOUNG PE-OPLESound
movies. Kodak
1M
ASHAMED
FOGARWTHEY'LL.
name, address, telephone and
I'LL SAY'
Family ; of Wayne
I MUST- HAVE A WORT, >COPE
camera. Bell and
News, Society and
3 ref. to Personnel Director.
pcm
NAMCO, 3926 Montcliar Rd.,
Duncan.
WIT1-1 MY ASSOCIA-fr. STDPIDr753-1918
Howell projector. New
Sports
FOR
Birmingham, AL 35213, or call
used tiwce. $200. Call
collect(205470-4221
Retail Display ad5 Lost And Found
753-7765.
vertising 753-1919
Classified) Display,
LOST SMALL dog, black
14 Want To Buy
AVAILABLE
NOW.
Classified, Circu/otiwith
hair
fluffy
long
Urethane
foam.
All
the
and
Business
on
WOULD LIKE to buy
sizes, all densities. Cut
white spot on chest.
be
may
Office
registered wire haired
to your specs. West Ky.
Wearing flea collar with
reached on 753Fox Terrier puppy. Call
Answers to Spitz.
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
tags.
1916 and 753-1917
753-5669.
Avenue. 753-6767.
Reward. Call 753-4829.

something more than an
PRUDHOE BAY, Alaska
empty steel tube. Oil forced
Al'I - Linewalker Bob
below the
deep
runs
from
first
McGill has handled
permafrost was pumped into
iii ArL;entina, north Africa an/S
Holland, but he paced like an the line.
By late today, the oil will be
expectant father as he waited
the
to Franklin Bluffs, a
halfway
through
flow
to
oil
for
construction camp about 30
trans-Alaska pipeline.
-TI,at's exactly how I feel - miles south of Pump Station
No. 1, moving at a rate of
like an expectant father," said
the husky, silver-haired oil 300,01:10 barrels per day
the
hour,
per
miles
as
1.1
Monday
about
veteran
indu•tr
Co.
he waited for North Slope Alyeska Pipeline Service
said.
crude to bel.an moving south.
In the next phase of
Minutes later, the 800-mile,
$7.7 billion pipeline became operation oil will be gushing to

.:.
arden Pathl,
4 - ,,.,••.:.
,i:t.f,T-).(4
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16 Home Furnishings
SALEM MAPLE half bed
and new box springs and
mattress. Used one
week. $125. Slightly used
dinette set, cost $90, will
take $50. Call 753-0653.
USED 15 CUBIC ft. deep
freeze. Call 753-7137.
30" COPPERTONE gas
stove. Nice $60. Call 4362658.
COUCH AND CHAIR,$30.
Call 474-2357 after 5 p.
m.
AUTOMATIC ..dishwasher. $50. Call 7533704.
GOLD VINYL platform
rocker, desk, dinette set,
spring and mattress,
humidifier, bookcases.
Call 753-2727.
FOR SALE DROP leaf
dining table. Four
chairs, limed oak finish.
Excellent condition. $65.
Call 753-1513.
FRIGIDAIRE
electric
range, 30",
gold.
Frigidaire air conditioner, 17,000 BTU.
Both in excellent condition. Call 753-7412.
19 Farm Equipment
GRAIN
CLEANER,
cleans garlic out of
wheat, cleans corn and
soybeans, also AgriProducts. Call 753-3000.
WILL SELL or buy used
or new farm machinery
on Hardin 80 East. Call
437-4801.
•
BALER TWINE, 9,000 ft.
per bale. Premium
quality
guaranteed.
$10.99 per bale. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
D-6 CATERPILLER 9-V
Series. Hydraulic,
shittle gears, oil clutChes. Call 474-2337.
1965 CASE DIESEL. New
clutch, new front tires.
Very good condition.
Call 436-2538.

22 Musical

29 Mobile Home Rentals

BALDWIN
Acrosonic
piano for sale. $500. Call
436-2117.
CONRAD'S PIANOS Organs, Kimball and
Baldwin, Lowery-Story
and Clark. Largest
selection in Western
Kentucky,
753-1424,
Olympic Plaza, Murray,
Ky.
24 Miscellaneous
CUSTOM MATTRESS
made any size for antique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
all
mattresses,
Healthopedic or foam.
Also see their elegant
gallery of furniture,
Bamboo, Wicker and
Brass. WISES WEST
KY. MATTRESS AND
FURNITURE
1136
South 3rd, Paducah.
Phone 1443-7323.
26 TV Radio
BLACK AND white T.V.
Very good cbndition.
Call 753-8103. ir
FENDER
STRATICASTER, $300.
Fender jazz bass, $250.
Woodson bass amp,
$450. Call 753-6666 ask
for Mark.
SONY TC 580 reel to reel,
tape
deck.
Many
features. Real bargain.
Call 753-0239.
27 Mobile Home Sales

YARD SALE, 510 South
ltz LAKEVIEW lots on
6th,
Friday
and
canal. Restricted area.
Saturday, 9-5. Old
Plenty of shade trees.
wooding carving tools,
Water paid. Ready to
pair of old vases
build. Call 753-4821
Czecho-Slovak Amphore 1. 5 pieces of
carnival glass, pony FOR SALE TAYLOR
TWO BEDROOM trailer
STORE, 8 miles out of
head,
good
luck,
Murray. Call 753-9964.
at Shady Oaks. Call 489peacock at urn, vintage
2533.
rose bowl, vase with
imperial
marking. TWO ACRES %%ith a 2
12 X 60 TWO BEDROOM
Large old piece of
bedroom mobile home.
trailer. Furnished.
tapestry. Lots and lots of
New septic tank and
Approximately 5 miles
other items.
well, also has a block
North of Murray off 641.
barn. Good building site.
Real
43
Estate
Call 753-4661.
$8,500. Call 753-7323 or
ANTIQUE
LOVERS
489-2508.
TRAILER FOR RENT.
DELIGHT. Early
See Brandon Dill at Dills
Victorian 5 bedroom
NEED ROOM KO••EX-,,,
Trailer Court.
home on Main Street.
PAND? This Ts thi
Built in 1917 and known
place! Three bedrooms,
MOBILE HOMES and
as the Bradley home,
mobile home spaces for
2 bath brick home with
this is one of Murray's
large living and dialing
rent, at Riviera Courts.
most elegant older
Call 753-3280.
room. Eat-in kitc9ien.
homes. Features include
Big den. Carport. plus
hardwood floors, in30 Business Rentals
double garage and attricate carvings on
tached workshop with
NEW
MASONRY
stairway, mantles and
shower. Corner lot, 150'
building. Several 14' x
baseboards. We would
x 185', with fenced
24' storage bays with 10
love to show this home to
garden and fruit trees.
ft. overhead doors,
you. Give us a call at
Located at 1301 Kirkconcrete
floors,
Kopperud Realty, 753wood. Call or come by
fluorescent lights and
1222. We provide the full
105 N. 12th, Boyd Majors
wall outlets. Will rent
range of real estate
Real Estate, 753-8080.
singly or in multiples.
services.
BRAND NEW office
space with central heat
and
air,
private
restroom, parking
space. Located on Ky.
121 South, in Murray
City limits.
STINSON REALTY CO.,
Phone 753-3744. Member
Multiple Listing Service.

TWO BEDROOM furnished. With garbage
pickup arid water furnished. 114 miles out of
city limits. $50 deposit
and $110 a month. Call
753-5405 after 6 p.m.
TWO BEDROOM house.
Immediate possession.
$100 a month and $50
deposit. Call 753-2920.
36 For Rent Or Lease

1967 12x 50 EMBASSY,all
electric,
furnished.
Nice. $3500. Call 7532762.

NEW IDEA 2 row corn
shelter. Pull type. Like
new. Call 753-2276 after 6
p.m.

FOR RENT OR LEASE,
retail store building on
south side court square
Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft.
Call Dal Boyd, 1-2472833.
38 Pets Supplies

1974 12 x 60 2 bedroom
trailer in Coach Estates
Mobile Home Park.
Good condition. Par- REGISTERED
ST.
FOR ALL YOUR fencing tially furnished. Trailer
Bernard puppies for
sale. Call 1-901442-8075.
needs. Call AAA Fence has central air conSupply Co., 1-444-6865, dition, storm windows,
underpinning,tie downs, AK C REGISTERED
Paducah, Ky.
and concrete steps,
German
Shepherd
20 Sports Equipment
washer and dryer inpuppies. Six weeks old.
cluded. Also metal
GOLF CLUBS - Wilson
Female, $50. Male $65.
storage building. Call
X31. Used one summer,
Call 753-3938.
762-2886 before 4 p.m.
just like new. Irons 2-9,
and 753-0894 after 4 p.m. AKC
also sand wedge and
MINIATURE
Schnauzer. Call 435-4481
putter. Woods 1-4 plus
covers and bag and 2 1973 VINDALE 12 x 65
40 Produce
wheel bag boy cart.
with 7 x 14 expando
Retail for over $400.
living room and 3 x 8 tip
LARGE TAME plums.
Asking, $200. Call 753out in bedroom. ComCall 753-4725
8200.
pletely furnished and
41 Public Sales
carpeted. Also utility
•
WATER
BICYCLE,
shed, air conditioned
LPN
STUDENT'S
aluminum floats 10 ft.
and underpinned. See at
Rummage Sale - A little
long. Two passenger,
258 Riviera Ct.
of Everything - very
double pedal. Factory
inexpensive. Saturday
made. $200. Call 436FOR SALE or for rent
morning 25th, starts 7:00
5431.
1973 12 x 65 mobile home
a.m. - all afternoon at
on lake. Call 436-2625.
the American Legion
16 FT. STARCRAFT
Hail. Everyone
travel trailer, sleeps 6.
4-8 WIDE, one bedroom
Welcome!
Fully self contained.
trailer for sale. Ideal for
Call 753-1202.
lake. Call 436-2306. '
YARD SALE. Thursday,
Friday and Saturday. 96. Highway 94 East.
Turn at Whites Electric,
Watch Repair and Jewelry Repair
5th trailer on left.
-' Stone Setting
Something
for
everyone.
Prompt Service

Furches Jewelry
113 S.4th

753-2835

FREE
Termite
Inspection
Certified By EPA
Avoid Costly Home Repairs

Kelley's Termite & Pest Control
P3.., owned eta operated over 20 yoers. Do pot sign any contract
until )ob Is fshed

100 South 13th St.

Phone 753-3914

Roaches Silver Fish and Shrubs

Marian

PEST

A

COMM*.

49 Used Cars & Trucks

43 Real Estate

TWO BEDROOM, all
electric air condition,
garbage pickup and
water furnished. Mile
out of city limits. One or
2 adults, no pets. Call
753-5405 after 6 p. m.

34 Houses For Rent

BEAUTIFUL 12 x 60
mobile home, 100 x 300
shaded lot. Very welr
built with extended
living room, complete
with house furniture,
shag carpeting, washer
and dryer, central air
underpinned
and
hurricane straps. Also
garage. Located in
Hazel, Ky. 753-2213 or
492-8320.

"P
I1°3
41.Publ,c Sales

MOVING SALE 902 South
17th. Wednesday and
Thursday. 7-3. Furniture,
bicycles,
dehumidifier, toys,
books, childrens clothes,
Jr. golf clubs, shoe
skates, baby equipment,
household items.
YARD SALE, 25" RCA
TV in very good condition. A good piano just
been tuned. Almost new
tricycle, small child size
yard swing, summer
and winter clothes, toys,
some
kitchen
accessories, etc. 253
Riviera Ct. On Thursday
afternoon
23rd
on
Friday 24th all day. Call
753-5519.
THREE PARTY Yard
Sale. Antique
glassware,
books,
clothes, lots of junk. 8 till
Monday, Tuesday and
Wednesday. 20, 21, and
22nd. 107 South. 15th,
West Side Beauty Shop.

MR. L'S Restaurant
located at 16th and
Olive. Includes all
equipment, much of it
new. Has new electric
Bar-B-Que pit. Doing
good business. Mr.
I.yon's health is bad and
doctor has ordered him
to quit work, so a real
bargain can be bought.
Call us for appointment.
We have a list of all
equipment. Guy Spann
Realty, 901 Sycamore,
753-7724.

337 N. Poplar-Benton

527-1468 7539625
,Q
DARRELL COP( ea:.

44 Lots For Sale
FOR SALE - Panorama
Shores. 100' x 120'. Near
water. $1000. City: water.
Perfect for lake home.
Call 753-5717.

REP,LT (.1 P5

46. Homes For Sale

South

1216 at Sycamore

TELEPHONE 7511861

THREE
BEDROOM
home in nice neighborhood near university.
Roomy home
with
central heating and air,
wall-to-wall carpeting,
franklin fireplace.
lovely landscaping and
located on quiet street.
Priced at only $34,000.
Phone Kopperud Realty,.
753-1222 or'drop by our
conveniently located
office at 711 Main St. We
are working hard to
provide the best service
to you.
JUST LISTED - 4
bedroom brick home on
2'2 acres located approximately 4 miles
from Murray. Lovely
yard with lots of fruit
trees, grape arbor, large
garden area and small
barn for horses. Priced
to sell fast at only
$32,000. Phone Kopperud
Realty, 753-1222 for
more information on
this choice listing.
MOBILE HOME with
Florida
room
overlooking lake with
beautiful view located or
two wooded lots. We also
have a "mushroom"
designed to fit a rugged
site. Ideal for beach
house. Call Loretta Jobs
Realtors at 753-1492.
ON COLDWATER Highway, one mile from city
limits. House and lot
with four car cleanup
shop in rear. Priced in
low 20's. Waldrop Real
Estate, 206 South 4th,
753-5646, after hours 7537249.

Wilson
Insurance and Real
Estate Agency, Inc
202 Seerth 416 Street
norm 733.37ô3

CORNER LOT, 110 x 120
• three blocks from
University. $5,500. Call
753-0089. '
VINE, WELL bunt brick
home on Sycamore at
7th. This four bedroom
home is on a huge lot 175
X 435). This home has a
full basement, porch,
two car brick garage. To
see this reasonably
priced property call
John C. Neubauer,
Realtor, 505 Main St.,
753-0101 or call Brice
Hatterree, 753-5921.

SPACIOUS HOME adjoining University.
Excellent for home,
rental or day care
center. Under $30,000.
Call 753-9799.
HAZEL, NICE frame
house with new-paint
and new roof, three
bedrooms
downstairs
and one upstairs, with
extra large lot. Price in
low teens. Call 492-8417.
SPACIOUS
THREE
bedroom brad; with 2
baths, family room,
central air and heat,
central‘7a-cuum, built in
appliances, large
closets, slate foyer, 2 car
garage and large patio
are a few of the
highlights of this 1850 sq.
ft. home priced at
$47,900. Call 753-8432 for
an appointment.
THREE
BEDROOM
brick, central heat and
air. 929,900. Call 7536387.
BY OWNER, 2 bedroom,
404 South 10th. Call 753-5076.

1973
CHEVROLET
pickup. Cheyene Super.
Air and power. Red with
gray interior. Radials.
Big block engine with
headers. Good gas
mileage. Call 354-8222
after 4 p. m.
1969 DODGE PICKUP,
318 automatic, power
steering, and factory air
with topper. Call 7535913 or 753-7865.
1966 CHEVY SUPER
Sport, $900. Call 753-7713
after 2 p. in.

GREMLIN
1972
Automatic
Transmission and radio. good
gas mileage and tires
priced at $850.00. Clean
and good condition_
Must see to appreciate.
Call 753-8432.
•

50 Campers
YAMAHA MINI Enduro.
CAMPER
WHITES
Motorcycle, trailer., 197.
SALES located 4 miles
Honda 550k four with
East of Murray, on
windjamm r. Call 753Highway 94 toward
,2226.
Kenlake. Both new and
1972 YAM %BA 350, $250 or
used. Rank financing
trade fir ttpper for long
available_ Open 7 days
wheel base truck. Also
ro.r week. Call 753-0605.
four 950 x 16 mud tires.
$50. Call 753-8915.
1975 l'HAMI,Eft. 17½
HONDA 3601, brand new, foot, self-contained
Sleeps lr, Call 354-8063:
only 500 miles. $795. Call
753-9920

1974 ZIA 903 Kawasaki.
Excellent ondition. Call
1-901-247-.9.
HONDA
1974
750.
custorni7ed. must sell
$1100
Inquire
at
University Gulf.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
NICE 1973 Montego GT,
factory air, power
brakes & steering, extra
clean Call 753-0698.
1971 TOItiNri (;T. Power
steennc ;lir. 2 door
hardtop I) trk Green
5.'" '7 after 4.00

E)
51 Senoces Offered
CUSTOM UPHOLSTERY
of any kind. Phone 7539753.

51 Services Offered

DOZER WORK. Light
cleaning and grade
work. Call Ken Dix, 7532329.

CARPET CLEANING
experienced,
very
reasonable rates,
references, free
estimates. Quick drying.
Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.
ELECTRICAL WIRING home or industrial. Call
Charles Cooksey after 6
p. m. 436-5896.

FENCE SALES
AT
SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for
free estimates for your
needs.
l',AINTING, best
references
furnished.
ran
- -PAINTING interior and
exterior. Commercial or
residential. For free
estimate, phone Atkins
Paintibg, 437-4534.
CUSTOM HAY bailing
and custom combining.
Call 753-8090.
ROY HARMON FOR
Cabinets, Remodeling,
Mill work, Furniture
repair, combination
windows and doors. Call
753-4124.

FOR SALE
Thirty acres located 31
/
2 miles
West of Murray on Highway 94. This property is
completely protected with Highway 94 on the
North, a restricted subdivision of the East, a
water shed lake on the South, and a road on the
West. City water and Southern Bell Telephone
serve this choice property, also Southwest
Elementary School is only a mile or so away ideal for a country home or subdivision. Phone
753-5686
KODAK
DISTRIBUTOR POLAROID
EVEREADY
KEYSTONE
WANTED
WESTINGHOUSE
HOLSON ALBUMS
ir,d,.,,oual Male or Female neectel tu ,
pe,t .,rne to d•s
,,bute world famous Koctair film and other photo products
through company established locations Allase this your
Year for independence 34995 00 investment Guaranteed 12
"IOW f1 merchandise reporthilse agreement

CALL Mr Martin(Ton Email 1 moans 1200 Of C011411C1 4014 22* 11S1
Monday tafriday.9sm to 6 pm Sat 9am to i pm EST

wrm.

51 Services Offered

1970 FROLIC camper 24'. GLASS WORK, mirrors,
Good condition. Call 498- aluminum store fronts.
auto glass, plexiglass,
8397.
plate, window glass, and
glass showcases. M and
VENTURE, 18' pop up. G Complete Glass,
Sleeps 8. $1400. Call 753Dixieland Center 7539799.
0180.

1970 BUICK GRAND
Sport
convertible.
Automatic, air, rocket
BY
wheels. AM-FM tape. GUTTERING
SEARS, Sears seamless
Call 753-8301 days; 753,r gutters installed per
0825 nights.
,,'our specifications. ('all
- Doug Taylor at 753-2310
1972 CHEVY C-10 pickup. .4. ler free estimates.
manual
shift
and
INSULATION BLOWN in
brakes. 48,000
-by Sears save on these
Good truck. Call 753-'
high heat and cooling
9349. Reduced.
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for frea!
1962 FORD Galaxie 500.
estimates.
292
engine: Good
mechanical shape. Call
CUSTOM CARPET Care.
753-5045.
Steam clean one room at
8 cents per sq. ft. and we
1974 MGB convertible.
will clean the hallway
Excellent condition. Call
free,
limit 4 x 10. A 10' x
753-7758 after 5 p.m.
10' room would only be
$8.00. Call 753-0359.
1972 FORD LTD four
door, hardtop. Reduced
LICENSE
ELECto 91275. Air conditioned
TRICIAN and gas inand all power. Call 753stallation
will
do
0855.
plumbing, heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 7531972 VEGA GT Hat7203.
chback, power and air.
$450 Call 436-2427
DOZER, LOADER,
backhoe work. Grading,
1973 CUTLASS Supreme.
hauling,
and
Power and air. Sharp.
bushhogging. Free
1968 Ford Galaxie 500
estimates. Call 436-2382.
Power and air, clean.
Call 753-4358.
PAINTING, interior and
exterior. By the hour or
1976 GRAND PRIX,
job. Free estimate. Call
power steering, power
753-8343.
brakes, air, AM-FM
stereo, tape, excellent
MOBILE HOME anchors,
condition. Call 753-4331.
underpinning, awnings,
roofs sealed, and Alcoa
1969 CAD
aluminum house siding
C Coupe
DeVille, 2
& trim. Call Jack
hardtop.
All powe
Glover, 753-1873 after 5
ir, silver
blue
or weekends. ,
hite vinyl
top.
nt Condaion.
FOR A FREE estimate
00 Phone 1354-6217 aft r 4 p. m.
on all stump removal,
contact K and S Stump
Removal, 435-4343 or
1969
VOLKSWAGEN,
753-9490.
good motor. Call 7539799.
GENERAL BACKHOE
work, graiel hauling
CJ5 JEEP 70 model. Call
and top soil. Call Joe
753-0148.
Beard, 436-2306.
1969
TWO
DOOR
Chevrolet
Impala. INSULATE NOW attics
blown 16 cents sq. ft.
Power steering and
Walls equally low
brakes, new tires.
priced.
Finance
recently overhauled
available.
Free
Call 753-4828 after 3 p
estimates. Call 753-3316.

NEW BRICK home,
energy
efficient.
Wooded 3 acres, 12
minutes North Of
Murray. 641. Call 527- 1968 CAMARG reeds
1087.
work. Call 767-2512 between Sand 7 p. m.
47 Motorcycles

1973 HONDA 350,. Good
condition $500. Call 7530320 or 733-8090.

50 Campers

FIRESTONE PHOTO CO.,
FIRESTONE BUILDING SINCE 1946
162 N 3rd St. Columbus Oho° 4321S

HAVING TROUBLE
getting those small
plumbing jobs done?
Then call 753-6614.
AUTOMOTIVE
AIR
conditioning. Need air
condition
part
on
weekend? We're open 7
days a week. Call 4742748 or 4744848.
NEED TREES cut, or
light hauling. Call 7534707.
LICENSED
ELECTRICIAN prompt efficient service. NO lob
too small. ('all Ernest
White, 753-0605.
PAINTING, INTERIOR,
exterior. Sheet rock
finishing and dry wall.
10 years experience.
Call 436-2563, Ralph
Worley.
FOR BACKHOE and
bulldozing needs. Call
437-4533 or after 8 p. in.
354-8161 or 354-8138.

NEED AN EXTRA hand
to haul hay afternoons
and Saturdays" Call 7535621.

QUALITY SERVICE
Company Inc. Air condition sales and service. Modern sheet
metal
department.
Larry
Wisehart,
President. Phone 753-

SIGN PAINTING. Call
between 7-10 a iii. 7539998
SMALL SIZE dozer-ideal
for spreading, leveling,
backfilling. Call 753-7370
or 753-0129.
COMPLETE 'MOBILE
home repair service.
Kat:tory trained, anchors, roofs sealed,
plumbing, parts. Call
753-3309.

WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry, work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co., Route 2,
Box 409A. Paducah, Ky.
42001, Phone day or
night 442-7026.

RENT RINSENVAC
No slaw as it yiersorlr method
dearii carpets as

EASILY311 pm.? porta,kr peen
rioure arts a., rhr orpt
EFFECTIVELY(Yon. orm‘
aol 5ee0 drown 1,1 and
.n a vv.sne40

ECONOIKALLYcrans the ear
woros.ont,
ai
a'
,Afar or tha Cost
crou savt UP 10

FOR YOUR septic tank
and Oackhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-2586.

425 00 Pit 400O1

I. & M Blacktopping, seal
coating and repairs. F'or
estimates call 753-1537
- - ------*/
1
4

Rent tar only 812 00 a day
11444-Air Decor Store
4.414 Owner 711 1641

K and N
Repair
94 fad

111 1323

Lawn mower end inieU
repair Rebuilt lawn mowers,
$75.00 and ee
Riding
necrivers, 5100 vett up

YOUNGBLOOD Roofing,
or roof repair. Built up
roofin, residential and
commercial.
General
carpenter work. Call
436-2712, after 6 pin
ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, heating.
Call 474-8841.

WILL HA901. LIME or
white rock or sand. Call
753-6763. Roger Hutson.
753-4545.
54 Free Column
FREE - Eight week old
male puppy Part bird
dog Short white fur with
tan markings. -Call 7539-196
01,-THOOK
males, :i females Thr
months
old
Half
'ti es a p t. a k
Ba
Hetriever,
ormed.
distemper and hepatitis
shots Call 4:tri-2634 after
r; pIll

Save! Save!
20 Mile
Free Delivery
Floored. reedy to woe. Or boy a you Wild end sore. Complete
end reedy to assemble Ira up to 24s60 stonderd, but will precut
any she needod. Shop the rest thee, come to Custom Built and
buy the best for less.
allommommIR01157-064 IWO REITA-111t BLIU.011145 753-0911

RONALD SMITH
PLUMBING CO.
We Specialize in Well Pump's
Dealer for

Sta-Rite Pumps

753-2921
Ky Master Plumber No

4452

LOW COUNTY TAXES
Three bed:oom brick home in SherwisK1
•
has 2 lovely baths, dining room with beautito.
chandelier, family room with fireplace. wall
wall carpeting, builtdri kitchen with one
bricked. Central heat and air, attached gar.,
large utility room which could be used as stud:.
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Deaths and Funerals
Mrs. Clyde Warmack Roy Gordon Dies At Funeral Is Today
Hospital Today;
Dies At Hospital;
For Eva Rowlett
Graveside services for Miss
Funeral Thursday Eva Rowlett of Cherry Street,
Rites Wednesday

For Mrs. Lax

Mr. Futrell, Father
Obie Gardner Byars
Of Murray Woman,
Dies With Funeral
Dies On Monday
Gilbert Futrell, father of
Services Today
Mrs. Richard W. ( Annie )

Horace Andrus Dies
In Detroit; Brother
Of Murray Woman

Word has been received of
The funeral for Obie Gard- the death of Horace Andrus,
ner Byars is being held today former resident of Calloway
at two p. m. at the LeDon County, who died June 13 in
Chapel of Ridgeway Mor- Detroit, Mich. He was 82 years
ticians, Paris, Tn., with burial of age.
to follow in the Bradley
Mr. Andrus is survived by
Cemetery.
his wife, Mrs. Carrie Andrus,
Serving as pallbearers are and one daughter, Mrs. Marie
Richard Paschall, Roy Moore, Trussler, Southfield, Mich.;
Orivs K. Wilson, Jimmy two stepsons, Ray Waters and
Priddy, Thomas H. Priddy, James Waters, both of
and Hafford Priddy.
Escondido, Calif.; three
Mr. Byars, age 84, a sisters, Mrs. William Outland,
resident of Paris, Tn., and a Murray, Mrs. Lola Jones,
retired farmer,died Sunday at Nashville, Tn., and Mrs. 'vie
8:50 p. m. at his home. Born Mangrum, Detroit, Mich.; one
January 25, 1893, in Calloway brother, Harris Wilson Clark,
County, he was the son of the Detroit, Mich.; four grandlate David and Mary Cole children; eleven
great
Byars. He was a member of grandchildren.
the Puryear Baptist Church.
Funeral services were held
He is survived by his wife, last Thursday and burial was
Mrs. Jessie Wilson Byars, to in the White Chapel Cemetery,
whom he was married on Troy, Mich.
February 21, 1936; one
daughter, Mrs. Celie Addle
LAKE DATA
Valentine, Puryear, Tn.;
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m.
three sons, Chesley P., 358.8, up 0.1.
Charles H., and Billy G.
Below dam 302.5, down 0.5.
Byars, all of Paris, Tn.;
Barkley Lake. 7 am. 358.7,
twelve grandchildren; up 0.1.
Below dam 302.9, down 0.1.
seventeen great grandSunset 8:19. Sunrise 5:37.
children.

Knight of Murray, died
Monday at eleven a.m. at the
Parkview Convalescent
Center, Paducah. He was 77
years of age and a resident of
Street,
211_
Slaughter
was a
retired farmer and livestock
dealer. Born June 16, 1900, he
was the son of the late Robert
M. Futrell and Annie May
Martin Futrell.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Myrtelle Hamilton
Mayfield;
Futrell,
two
daughters, Mrs. Knight,
Murray, and Mrs. Augie
Schiller, Paducah; one son,
Del Fotrell, Rockville, Md.;
one brother, Ben Futrell,
Phoenix, Arizona;
two
grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Wednesday at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Byrn Funeral
Home, Mayfield, with Bro.
Harvey Lynn Elder and Dr.
John Huffman officiating.
Burial will follow in the
Highland Park Cemetery at
Mayfield.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
The Mayfield man

MOVING SALE
Conrad's i Moving Back
To Paducah

Everything in the Store
Must Be Sold
At Drastically Reduced Prices

Pianos

Reduced Cs

mi;( h

Os

40000

$

188

Organ
Savings on

Lowrey
Organs Start at

CONRAD

s200°°

PIOARNGOASNasnd

's

Olympic Plaza

Jack Tyler

of

WASHINGTON ( AP) — The
Carter administration is
considering a new variation of cents for the states, whose gas list
honors at Western Kena rejected 3-cent per gallon tax revenue would drop as tucky University for the
1977
casoline
was
conserved,
to
gasoline
its
and a spring semester.
replace
tax on
proposal for a standby 5-cent half-cent for nonnuclear WKU students
achieving a
research
and grade point
tax killed in Congress two energy
average of 3.3 or
weeks ago.
above out of a possible 4.0
source cautioned
But rheent'
"We have not completely devei°P
average are eligible for the
assuming
against
this
would dean's list.
come to grips with the best
way to deal with it," an he the allocation in any Carter
administration source said proposal. "We're just starting
Monday night. "But we're to regroup," the source said,
considering some form of the referring to work left to be
'Rostenkowski 3-center' that done on the administration's
failed the first time — getting response to the ways and
RICHMOND, Ky. (AP) - means rejection of its 5-cent Beginning next
that re-introduced."
year, Eastern
The source said the proposal.
Kentucky
University
Theafter the rejection, graduates will
administration
has not
sport the latest
decided what new variation pf White House Press Secretary in lightweight fashion— paper
the 3-cent tax to propose..The Jody Powell said angrily that caps and gowns.
tax was suggested originally the committee had the first
The EKU Board of Regents
by Rep. Dan Rostenkowski, D- responsibility to come up with approved the change because
IU., as a measure to conserve an alternative. He called it of spiraling rental charges on
gasoline and finance mass -absolutely asinine" to ask more conventional graduation
what the administration's attire. The paper-base outfits
transit and energy research.
Carter's standby tax was !Lest proposal would be.
will be sold to graduates for $6
In a :telephone interview apiece, with the
rejected 27 to 10 by the House
cost added to
Ways and Means Committee Monday, Rostenkowski said the existing graduation fee.
on June 9. It would have added he is aware the administration
5 cents a gallon to the present is interested in his proposal.
think the three cents is
4-cent federal gasoline tax
each year the nation failed to still alive," he said. "I hear a
President's lot of people still talking about
the
reach
it in the Ways and Means
conservation goals.
Carter proposed rebating Committee...."

Paper Caps, Gowns

the tax

alternative.
Rostenkowski, a member of
the House Ways and Means
Committee, Auggested the 3cent tax increase, effective in
January."We really didn't get
down to how to distribute the
Rostenkowski
revenue,"
• some
recalls,
but
congressmen said some of the
money should be used for
public transportation.
None of the money would
gone into rebates.
The committee rejected
Rostenkowski's measure on a
25-11 vote the same day it
turned down the Carter
proposal.
One reason for the defeat
concern
was
byrepresentatives from rural
areas that much of the money
would go to big cities with
mass transit systems, like
Chicago and New York.
Although the ways sad
means panel report on its
action makes no mention of
specific revenue allocation,
the administration source
recalls that one penny of the
As

an

NEW YORK 1AP) — With
Alaskan oil finally headed
toward the lower 48 states,
here is a brief question-andanswer primer on the
situation:
Q: When will all that
Alaskan oil result in tower
prices at the gas purrip?
A: Probably never. Because
of the extremely high
transportation charges, about
$6 per barrel for Alaskan oil
instead of 50 cents per barrel
for other domestic oil, the
federal government plans to
allow oil companies to charge
the highest possible price for
the oil. That price is about $14
per barrel, the same as
currently paid for foreign oil.
The transportation charges
proposed by the oil companies
— which not only drilled for
the oil but also combined to
build the pipeline — have been
called too high by the Justice
Department. But no matter
how the dispute is resolved,

Despite Their Problem,
Family Wants To Stay

revenue to energy

savers.

Questions, Answers
On Alaskan Pipeline

Six Named To
UK Dean's List
Six
Calloway
County
students were among the
more than 800 named to the
dean's list at the University of
Kentucky for the 1977 spring

semester.
Named for

the academic
were
Michele
Richardson, daughter of Mr.

honor

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Despite the destruction of two
family stories by bombs and
arson, the Shalash family is
determined to remain in
America.
"We came to this country to
enjoy the American life. As
Palestinians, we have no other
home than America," said one
of the Shalash brothers, who
refused to give his name for
fear his store would be the
third to be destroyed.

Officials said both fires at
Griffith's

were

arson,

although no official report has
been issued.

the price almost certainly will
be the same as for foreign oil.
Q: But with all that
additional oil, shouldn't there
be more gasoline and other
products, and therefore lower
prices?
A: You would think so, but
there's another complication.
When the pipeline reaches full
capacity by mid-1978, 1.2
million barrels a day of
Alaskan oil will be heading
south towards the West Coast.
But refineries able to handle
the high-sulfur Alaskan oil
already are working at full
capacity and have no room for
the additional oil.
Q: What will be done with
it?
A: Alaskan oil will replace
foreign oil, mostly from the
Middle East. The price will be
the same, but the money will
stay in the United States. To
refine the high-sulfur oil,
plans call for shipping much of
it through the Panama Canal
to Gulf Coast refineries, but
experts aren't sure if there are
enough tankers available to
handle the load.
Q: You mean they spent $7.7
billion over 10 years to build
the. trans-Alaska pipeline and
now can't figure out what to do
with the oil?
A: Essentially, that's
correct. Oil companies hoped
to build pipelines.from the
West Coast to the Midwest or

Abdel struggles with the
English language, but his wife
Coast.
But
Associated Gulf
The
told
Press last week that she felt conservationists have stymied

the second fire had something those plans, althoigh some
to do with the convictiOns of proposals are still alive.
Q: How about those rumors
Garrison and Covington.
All six Shalash brothers, of payroll padding and other
including one who arrived in financial misconduct? How
America just two weeks ago, much did all that add to the
through the ruins of pipeline's cost and the amount
Abdel's market last weekend.. I pay for the oil?

and Mrs. Bethel C. Richardson, Rt. 7: Sally Matarazzo,

The Shalash Market, owned
by Omar Shalash, was

sifted

daughter of Dr. and Mrs. S. M.
Matarazzo, 1602 Keenland;
Vicki Boyd, daughter of Mr.

destroyed
by
bomb
last

A: It's hard to say. Critics
"We came here to maxe
money and America gives you charge that many millions of
the opportunity to be someone dollars were wasted through
if you're willing to work at it," the pipeline company's head-

and Mrs. Hubert Cothran, 1500
Parklane; George Allbritten,
of'
Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Allbritten, 309 N. 6th; Jeffrey
Kurth, son of Mr. and Mrs.

son

Lloyd S. Kurth, Rt. 4, and

Tim
Philpot, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Lawrence Philpot, AL 1.
To be honored by their
deans, students must achieve
a high academic standing
based on a 4.0 grading system.

a

dynamite

September.

Clarence
Covington
and
Donald Garrison, owner of a
rival market, were sentenced
to five

years in prison in
connection with that incident.
But the day after the
sentencing, a small fire was
discovered at the Griffith
Market owned by Abdel.
That fire did little damage,
but early the next morning,
the building

was

gutted by

flames.

long plunge to finish the 800"We want to make America mile job.
But the firm, Alyeska
our home. We didn't come
here just to make money and Pipeline Service Co., insists
that it did a commendable job
then go away."

the unidentified brother said.

The brother said that Abdel of finishing a much-needed
came to Lexington 362 years project on time and under
ago by way of Brazil, bringing extremely difficult working
about $80,000 with him. Most conditions. The company says
of that was invested in the
Griffith Market.

that whatever was spent was
needed to keep labor peace
and for unique equipment.

•

Stock Market

_

Prices of stock of local interest at noon
EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger &
limes by First of Michigan. Corp. of
Murray,are as follows
Heubiein Inc. ...... .
McDonalds Corp
Ponderosa Systems .
Kimberly Clark.
.
Union Carbide .
W.R. Grace
Texaco ..... ...
General Elec.
GAF Corp.... .
Georgia 'Pacific.
Pfizer
Jim Walters
Kirsch
Disney
Franklin Mint

X'. unc
46'.
9'. -t.
EN -i-ta
51,0 -Li
2SS -- L.
56S —at
IN +sa
31'. +14
nt., +4,
154 -La
36.1

+41

Prices of stocks of local interest at
noon today furnished to the ledger &
71rnes by 1 M.Simon Co are a% f011OWS:
Indus Av.
Airco
Am. Motors
Ashland Oil
A. T.& T
Ford Motor
Gen. Dynamics
Gan. Motors
Gen. Tire
Goodrich
Gulf Oil
Prom.aft
Quaker Oats
Republic Steel
Singer MIg
Tappan
Linton
Zenith Radio

4 S.
32'6 -L•
4". .41
34'6 -41
62'1
56 Lz inc
69.
N'. inc
51P6 -"41
28'6 +
221 +41
Z.. -Li
23L, -^
10 "41
17,, Inc
220
.

Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service
June 21, 1977
Kentucky Purchase Area Rog Market
Report includes? Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 592 Est. 500 Barroklift.t
Gilts .50 lower Sows mostly steady 50
higher
l-2 200-Z93 Ito.
944 00-4429
US 1-3 200-240 lbs. .
$43 50.4400
US 7-4 240-260 lbs. ..
$42 75-13 50
US 34100-290 lbs
..
$41 75-42.75
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs.
533 00-34 00
US 1-3 300-450 Its. $34.00-35 00 few 3$ 50
US 1-3 450-650 ilia
i'15 00,
35 50
US 2-3 300-50011m
832 00-33 BO
Boars 25.00-26 00

PICKENS
ELECTRIC SUPPLY
901 Arcadia
Murray, Kentucky

s,.,,,,,„,

Centra4
ShOPP."9 C.'",

master charge

, u.c.
s......,
,. .•
BANMSMERICAPC

Cheatnut Stmet

a,

I Across From New City-County
Park)

Ate

Aquarius.
"Toronada"
THE
The best thing
COOL ONE
that's happened
since the invention
ofthe bath.
Cooling fan
casts a warm charm
from a bygone era!

A beautiful, one-piece, acrylic tub/
shower combination. It's strong,
yet light. No seams so there's no
grout. Elegant seashell sculptured
seat and shelves. Offered In a variety
of decorator colors. Stop by for a
look, and pick up our free brochure.

acrylic by

AQUARIUS

A&G's faithful replica of yesterday's ceiling
fan is both functional and decorative. Rotatblades provide cooling comfort-with an
intriguing lighting effect just as pleasing.
Uses lithe power...does a big cooling job. A
real energy saver. Comes with a variable
speed selector and fight switch. Beautifully
hand'finished walnut stained blades accented with fine cane insets. Other finishes
and decorator colors available.

200 R.P.M. at full speed
Clilyl 3 amps on 110V at full speed
(ticid 1 2 amp with 200 watt bulb/

Prices...
(Continued From Page Ii
In another development, the

Used Wurlitzer

Lowrey Organs

To WKU Dean's List

Winchester, son
Mr. and Mrs. Buford
Rostenkowski tax would have
Winchester, 706 Fairlane
gone for mass transit; 1 kt
Drive, Murray, earned dean's

Murray, are being held today
Mrs. Clyde Lizzie Nichols)
Roy Gordon of 807 North at one p. m.at the Murray City
Warmack died Sunday at Sixteenth
Street, Murray, died Cemetery with the Rev.
seven p.m. at the Henry this morning
at 7:10 at the William Hornbuckle ofCounty General Hospital, Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah. ficiating. The Rutledge
Paris, Tn. She was 61 years of He was 61 years of age.
Funeral Home is in charge of
age and a resident of Paris,
The Murray man had taken the arrangements.
In.
total disability retirement on
Miss Rowlett, age 77, died
The deceased was born
May 18, 1971, from his position Saturday morning at the
October 13, 1915, and was the as maintenance foreman
with Murray-Calloway
County
daughter of Ava Cole Mizell, the Murray Division
of the County Hospital. She was the
who survives, and the late Tappan Company where
he daughter of the late Mr. and
Tolbert H. Mizell. She married had been employed since
July Mrs. Presley Rowlett, and is
Buren Nichols on September 31, 1946, the
year the local survived by one sister,
21. 1931. and he preceded her stove manufacturing
com- Catherine Jones, Murray, one
in death in 1962. She married pany began
operation in --Aincle, George Rowlett,
Clyde Warmack on May 13, Murray.
Illinois, and several nieces
1
1974.
Mr. Gordon was a membex. ancl nephews.
Warmack
Mrs.
was a of the
Unity Cumberland
longtime employe of Salant Presbyterian
Church in
and was a member of the East Marshall
County, and of
Wood Church of Christ at Alford Lodge
No. 925 Free and
Paris.
Accepted Masons at Aurora.
She is survived by her An Army veteran
of World
husband and mother; two War II, Mr.
Gordon was born
Final rites for Mrs. Vella
daughters, Mrs. Ave Sue June 17,
1916, in Marshall Lax are being held today at
Clark, Route One, Henry, Tn., County, and
was the, son of two p.m. at the chapel of the
and Mrs. Elizabeth Price, Rhoda Watkins
Gordon, who Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Route Two, Big Sandy, To.; survives, and
the late Jesse Home with Bro. John Dale and
stepdaughter, Mrs. Jane Gordon.
Bro. Ewing Stubblefield ofMcFarland, St. Louis, Mo.;
The deceased is survived by ficiating and the singers from
stepson, Joe Warmack,
Knoxville, Tn.; two sisters, his wife, Mrs. Pearlene Inman the Seventh and Poplar
Beatrice
Mrs.
Parker, Gordon, Murray; his mother, Church of Christ providing the
Mansfield, Tn., and Mrs. Mrs. Rhoda Gordon, Murray song service.
Interment will follow in the
'
Route Two; one daughter,
Evelyn Howard Thompson,
Route Two, Buchanan, Tn.; Mrs. Max (Virginia) Morgan, New Providence Cemetery.
Mrs. Lax, age 86, died
three brothers, Kenneth Kirkwood Drive, Murray; one
Mizell, Nachester, Tn., and son, Steve Gordon, Hazel Sunday at 5:30 p.m. at the
Charles and William Mizell, Route One; four grand- Westview Nursing Home. She
San Antonio, Tex.; seven children, Tim, Ricky, and was the wife of Cleve Lax who
grandchildren,-three great Laurie Morgan, and Scott died February 29, 1968, and
was a member of the Blood
grandchildren, and two step Gordon.
Funeral services will be River Church of Christ.
grandchildren.
She is survived by three
The funeral will be held held Thursday at ten a.m. at
Wednesday at ten a.m. at the the North Pleasa_gt Grove daughters, Mrs. Omrie Hart,
chapel of the McEvoy Funeral Cumberland PrOrloyterian Route One, Buchanan, Tn.,
Home, Paris, Tn., with Bill Church with burial te follow in Mrs. Robert Downs, Murray,
Mrs. Velma Jackson, Paris,
Nicks officiating. Burial will the church cemetery.
Friends may call at the Tn., and Mrs. Buren Erwin,
follow in the Van Dyke
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Hazel Route One; one son,
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the Home after ten a.m. on John. Lax, Murray Route
Four; seventeen grandWednesday.
funeral home.
children; twenty-seven great
grandchildren.

Final Rites Today

Winchester Named

Administration Now
Considering New Tax

753-1424

Commerce Department
revised upward for the second
time its estimate of growth in
the Gross National Product
for the first quarter.
The department said
Monday that the GNP, the
total value of goods and
services in the economy, grew
at a 6.9 per cent rate in the
first quarter. It had been
figured at an annual rate of 5.2
per cent and 6.4 per cent in
previous calculations.
'The new figures indicated

the economy showed solid
growth in the first three
months of the year after an
increase of only 2.6 per cent in
yie fourth quarter of 1976.

2

$ 8500
Special
Excluding Red& Black)

All Price Rang3s In Vanities

Open:
7 a.m. til 5 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
7 a.m. til Noon Saturdays

...
1,..

it

N
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DAIRY SECTION

The Dairy Farms Of Calloway County
The top Jersey producing
herd in the state of Kentucky is located two miles
north of Murray owned and
operated by Keith and
Katie Letterman and his
brother Tim. Letterman
50
Brothers
milks
registered Jerseys.
Keith and Katie have two
children David 6, and April
15 months.
Star-Lu Dairy Farms
began about 27 years ago.
It is owned by Charles B.
Stark and family, with a
Registered Holstein herd.
They-milk about 70 cows
at all times. Mr. and Mrs.
Stark have two children
Jerry and his wife Melisa
who live on the farm,
Sandra 19, a Freshman at
Murray State, and the
reigning Kentucky Dairy
Princess.
The Paschall's Jersey
Farm is owned and
operated by Carves and
Darlene Paschall and is
located about 7 miles
southeast of Murray on the
Green Plain Church Road.
It is a family operation
with their son and daughter
helping with chores. Alene
a Ai& at Murray State
and Kenneth will be a
senior at Calloway High
School.
The Paschall's have been
in the dairy business for 22
years and have been selling
Grade A milk to Dairymen,
Inc. for 19 years. Their
herd consists of 85
Registered Jersey cows
and 63 heifers. Presently
they are milking 70 cows on
DHIR official test.

They have two daughters
at home Janet 16, and Jill 9
years.

Thomas H. and Imogene
Palmer operate a dairy 1.3
miles south of Kirksey,
they call it "Seldom Rest,"
which applies to them and
the cows. They have been
inbusiness full time since
1959. They milk 35-40 cows
with 18,313 lbs. milk
average. The Palmers
have two daughters both
married and living off the
farm, Carolyn and Aileen
Leslie — married to
brothers.
Rogers and Shelton dairy
is located 11
/
2 miles south of
Lynn Grove. Michael and
Beverly Shelton took over
the 27 year old family
milking operation 51
/
2 years
ago, with a rolling herd
average of 16,009 lbs. of
milk. Michael is milking 50
Registered Holsteins,
selling milk to Associated
Milk Producers, Inc. since
it organized. Helping with
the chores that go hand in
hand with the dairy are
Lisa and Mike Rogers.
Michael and Beverly have
two daughters, Kimberly
Jo, age 4, and Valerie
Dawn, 17 months.
Jim and Judy Stahler
operate a dairy farm
located three miles from
Murray on south 121 highway. They have been
dairying for 10 years. The
dairy consists of 250
holsteins, of these the total
milking herd is 120 with a
milking herd average
15,500 lbs. Ju-Ma Double S
Farm is associated with
AMP!. Total farm consists
of 405 acres.
The Stabler family

Douglas Tucker has
owned and operated a
dairy southwest of Kirksey
for 24 years milking Jerseys. Douglas and his wife
Evelyn
have
three
children. Mr. Tucker milks
approximately 80 cows.
Clyde E. Vaughn and his
wife, Helen, have a dairy
farm three miles east of
Dexter. He has been
milking 13 „years and is
presently milking 36 cows.

June Dairy Month celebrates a magic birthday number, 40, this year. The nationwide observance was
started in 1937 to call attention to the US(' of dairy
products during summer months when cows reach
their highest production period.

Teddy and Ruth Potts
operate a dairy near
Coldwater. For 15 years
Teddy has milked Jersey
cows, at present he milks
45 top producers.
Teddy and Ruth also
have a new daughter,
Susan 2 months.
Harley Barnett of the
Shiloh community for 16
years has milked Jerseys.
He is milking 25 cows.

Murray State University
Dairy on College Farm Rd.
has been run by Dan
Galloway and wife Nita for
two years, prior to that
Danny milked for nine
years with his father. They
milk 71 Jerseys at the MSU
farm. Danny and Nita have
one little boy Brent, age 2.

Cecil and Josephine
One of the county's
Cleaver
milk 23 Jerseys,
newer dairies is owned by
they are located one mile
Robert and Sue McKinney
Northwest
of
Almo
and children Karen 14, Bob
Heights. Assisting with the
12, and Doug 8. Milking 40
milking is Darrel and
consisting
of
cows
Shelia
Cleaver.
Holsteins, a few Jerseys
and Gurnseys. Their farm
Alrick Fitzhugh and
is located 3 miles east of
Erfamily have made dairy
Dexter.
farming their business.
For eight years Larry
and Marilyn McKinney
have milked Holstein and
Jerseys. They are located
southwest of Lynn Grove
community. They milk
about 60 cows and at the
same time they are
training their son Dwain 7
years, and Mitzi 3, to help
with chores.

James and Yovlanda
Grooms milk 64 Jerseys
and Holsteins. Their farm
is located 4 miles west of
Hazel.

For Robert and Euple
Rowland milking is part of
their life and has been for
20 years. The Rowlands
milk 45 Holstein cows.

consists of Jimmy Ray 5,
and Jayson Daniel, 11
/
2
years.
Edison and Annie Mae
Hopkins owns a 21-year-old
dairy in the Coldwater
community. The Hopkins'
dairy consists of 51
Holstein cows and is a
_ member of Dairymen, Inc.

The Fitzhugh's have been
milking Hosteins for 14
years and are now milking
120 cows. Their farm is
located 3/
1
2 miles southeast
of Murray on highway 121.
Mrs. Fitzhugh says the
dairy has helped put their
children through school.
The Fitzhugh children are:
Loretta 18, Mark 16, Karen
15, Darla 14 and Donna 12.
Dennis Tidwell has been
engaged in milking Jersey
cows for the last 10 years.
He is presently milking 68
cows. Dennis, his wife
Joyce, and two daughters,
Staci and Sheri,live 3 miles
southeast of Lynn Grove.
Larry Dee- Pritchard
operates a Jersey farm one
mile north of Lynn Grove.
He has been milking for 17
years and at the present
time is milking 17 cows.
Albert Lee West dairy
farm is located 3 miles
south of Lynn Grove and he
milks 33 Jerseys. For the
past nine years he has sold
Grade A milk.
For 19 years Edward
Collins has been milking
Holstein cows. Collins is
located 11
/
2 miles northwest
of the Penny community
and milks 26 cows.
James and Janice Wilson
started milking 8 years
Continued On Page 3

r

4#ee'ro
Congratulations
Dairy Farmers!

Congratulations

Dairy
Farmers

We appreciate all the
hard work you do to keep
supplying us with tbe delicious products we love.
Your good milk production figures have added money to your community's,economy.
The Right Equipment For Yot. r Needs

Farm Bureau

ENE

Insurance

753-4703
Ray T. and Terry Broach

McKeel Equipment Co., Inc.
503 Walnut

753-3062
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Dairy Farms...

I Love

Continued From Page 2
ago. The Wilson farm is
located 11
/
2 miles from New
Concord off of Highway
444. James Pat is milking
23 Jerseys at this time.
They have one child,
Kathy, ase 5. ,
One of the top Holstein
herds in our county is
owned by Max and Linda
Oliver. The Olivers farm is
located I Y2 miles southwest
of Kirksey. The °livers
milk 64 cows and have been
in the milking business 26
years. They are members
of
Associated
Milk
Producers, Inc.
For 26 years Baron and
Betty Palmer have been in
the milking business. For
the past 13 years their son
David and his wife Paula
have been in partnership.
The Palmers are located
41
/
2 miles north of Penny on
the Airport Rd. At the
present time they are
milking 80 Jerseys. Charles
and Michael Palmer young
sons of David and Paul are
learning the milking
profession:
The Blalock, & White
Jersey herd is considered
one of the top blood line
herds in the nation. The
herd was established 30
years ago. Paul Blalock,
Otley White and Mike
White milk 106 cows. The
dairy is located 5 miles
south of Murray.
A new dairy in Calloway
Co. is owned and operated
by Tidwell Brothers
milking 76 Holstein cows on
their farm, two miles
northwest of Lynn Grove.
Tidwell Brothers consists
of Larry and Maria Tidwell

By Betty Palmer
and their daughter, Cathy,
age 4. the other partner in
the operation is Tim and
wife, Sandra, along with
their son, Randy, age 10,
and daughter, Anita, age 6.
James McCallon and
wife, Nadine, of the Lynn
Grove community milk
approximately 25 cows.
James has been in the
milking business 20 years.

I love the life that we live on the farm.
I love the cows that we milk at the barn.
I love the calves that I have to feed.
I love the garden and sowing the seed.
I love the sun and the sky of blue.
I love the work that I have to do.
-I love the hen with her motherly way.
I love the kittens that frolic and play.
I love the horses that graze the field.
I love the harvest with bountiful yield.
I love the rest at the ending of days.
I love the farm first,last and always.

Milk Measures Up!

1977 Salute to Dairying
M llllll

J. D. and Patsy Orr along
with children, Phillip, 13,
who does most of the
milking, and Tommy, age
11, reside in the Harris
Grove Community. The
Orr's milk 35 to 40 Jersey
cows.

lllllllll nillllll nillllll mem lllllllll

lllll muumuu!'lllllllllllllllll r

To the dairy farmers of this area, whom we
know as friends, neighbors and customers,
we say "Thank You"... for supplying all of
us with the health-giving nutrition and
delicious flavor of dairy products. . . for
building farm income, improving business
and boosting our local economy.

Homer and Frances
Williams along
with
Homer's brother, Harold,
located 14-mile east of
Coles Campground Church
are milking 30 Jersey and
Holstein
cows.
The
Williams
have
been
milking for 30 years.

Thank you, too, for the opportunity of serving you. We're ready. . . with complete
banking services for all your financial
needs.

James and Bette Tucker
operate a dairy farm
located about 21
/
2 miles
northwest of Kirksey. They
have been selling Grade A
milk for 13 years. They
have three children, Larry
and Jerry, who both farm,
and Debra, a senior at
Calloway County High
School. Their herd is
composed of Jerseys and
Holsteins, the majority of
which are registered. They
have shown Jerseys in
local, area, and state
shows. They are members
of DHIA, Purchase Parrish
and
State
Jersey
Organization, and State
and National HolsteinFriesian Association.

We
Salute
You!
Nardin Grain Elevator, Inc.
Wayne Feeds
Seed,Feed, Fertilizer
Custom
Grinding, Mixing
We're Buying
Soybeans, Corn, Wheat
Jerry
nimbi*

Hardin Grain
Elevator, Inc.

4374140

Jock
D4mniPin

Bank of Murray ca;r
FDIC

•
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DAIRY SECTION

Remembrances
Of A Past
Dairy Princess

Dairying From
The Wife's
Viewpoint
By Imogene Palmer
Dairying, in my opinion,
is a skilled full-time
business. There is a difference in dairying and just
milking cows; but, either
way, it is hard, confining
work. The true dairyman
will show special interest
and understanding in his
cattle. This special interest
will bring my personal
rewards and a larger net
income.
I think a woman almost
has to take some degree of
,interest in the business if
for no other reason than to
make the devoted hours
tolerable. Some wives give
moral support, others give
help during emergencies,
then there are the partner
wives who take a great
share of the respsonibility.
I
am
not
too
knowledgeable when it
comes
to
crops,
machinery, or balancing
rations. All those jobs
belong to my husband. I am
the one who talks to the
animals - yes, they do talk

back in their own way. We
understand what is expected of each other, and
they respond to me with
calmer dispositions and a
little extra milk.
My belief and philosophy
•-9oneerning our business is
the same as that of W. D.
Hoards, noted author and
farmer. "The rule to be
oboerved on this farm at all
times toward the cattle,
young and old, is that of
patience and kindness. A
person's usefulness in a
herd ceases at once when
he loses his temper and
bestows rough treatment.
People must be patient.
Cattle are not reasoning
beings. Remember that
this is the Home of
Mothers. Treat each cow as
a mother should be treated.
The giving of milk is
function of motherhood;
rough treatment lessens
the flow. That injures me
as well as the cow."
With this philosophy, I
carry on daily making
what contribution I can to
the business.

By Jane H. Steely
County Extension Agent
for 4-H

Mr. L V. Jones of Mayfield is the official DHIA Supervisor for the dairymen of Calloway County. There are
12 dairy herds participating in DHIA testing

Dairy Association
Holds Dinner Here
The Kentucky State
Dairy Princess and a Hickman County dairy fatcner
were the guest speakers at
a barbecue held Saturday
night at the West Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition
Center.
Miss Sandra Stark,
Kentucky State Dairy
Princess, and Thurman

Farris, a dairy farmer
from Clinton, spoke at the
affair, sponsored by the
local chapter of the
American
Dairy
Association Auxiliary.
Beverly Shelton is
chairman of the local
auxiliary. Several dairy
farmers and their families
attended the barbecue
supper Saturday.

•
-as-,

Our
Congratulations
to all the Dairy
People during
June Dairy Month

p.

Salute to Dairymen
We appreciate all the
hard work you do to keep
supplying us with the delicious products we love.
Your good milk production figures have added money to your community's economy.

4

The Dairy Industry contributes much to building
this community's economy,improving local business
and farm income. And our local Dairymen & women
play an important role in seeing that all products are
processed and prepared under the best possible
conditions...supplying us with a variety of farm-fresh,
protein-packed foods every day.

Ryan Milk
Co.
E. Chestiest

June is Dairy Month!...A
slogan repeated many,
many times each year. For
me in 1963 it was a slogan I
lived and breathed every
day. The honor of serving
the Kentucky Dairymen as
Kentucky Dairy Princess is
one which I have recalled
with pleasure since that
time.
February 8, 1963, began
my year of activities. I
succeeded Calloway
County's Maririell Myers,
and many were indeed
surprised that 1st District
had won two years
straight. The
honor
returned to Calloway this
year with the crowning of
Sandra Stark.
The Kentucky National
Jersey Show began my
summer activities. After
this event began a
whirlwind of appearances.
We began in the Purchase
Area and moved across the
state. The big event in the
Purchase was a gigantic
parade. Each county dairy
princess, district princess
and state princess, along
with milk trucks from each
dairy in the area and even
a few "01 Bossy" the cows
began early in the morning
touring the whole Purchase
Area. The caravan began
in Paducah and ended late
in tie afternoon with tired
and blistered dairy pm-

ceases at Benton. A stop
was made at each county
seat and activities were
planned in each town.
Milking contests with the
county judge and mayor
were always interesting.
Ice cream eating contests
and dairy princess contests
were other activities
sometimes held.
Other
events
held
throughout the state were
numerous civic club dinners, radio, t.v., appearances, newspaper
interviews, parades, and
dairy days. One thing there
was not was free time!
Dairy days were usually
held on the court square
and always began with a
parade. There was always
many activities which
included all types of contests and other events
planned by the local
committees.
At that time, there was
an
American
Dairy
Princess. This contest was
a week long affair and was
held at Miami Beach,
Florida. This was indeed a
delightful
experiencemeeting girls from all over
the county with the common interest in dairying.
June Dairy Month has
changed over the years.
The number of dairymen
has declined since 1963.
The population of America
has increased, but the need
for the nutritional value of
milk and milk products will
ever be present.

753-3812
liodostrisl Mood

Calloway CountySoil
Improvement Assoc. Inc.
7S3-2924
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Metrics Coming To Milk
Metrics are coming. Already U.S. road signs note
mileage in kilometers and miles; a woman's measurements
.are given in centimeters and inches; and gallons of milk
have been listing liter measurements for many years.
Consumers will eventually find the one gallon milli jug
gone from .,iry shelves, replaced by a 3.8 liter container
(its metric equivalent). And they'll buy cheese by the gram
instead of by the ounce.

U.S. Goes Metric

tr

ty
a

The dairy industry is just one segment of American
business facing a switch to the metric system of measurement. The United States, one of the,last holdouts to
metrication, made the commitment to change when President Ford signed the Metric Conversion Act in December
of 1975. The new law allows the government to plan and
coordinate a voluntary changeover to the metric system.
How did it all start?
The metric system itself dates back to 1790, when the
French Academy developed a system of measurement
based on dimensions of the Earth. Prior to that time, traditional
systems were based on the human
body and lack any rational means of conversion from
one unit to anot er
The new sy tem was simple to work with and spread
rapidly through Europe and other parts of the world. By
1900, 35 nations were using the metric system. When the
U.S. finally decided to go metric it was one of only four
countries still using alternate systems of measurement.
How will the shift to metrics affect agriculture in
general and the dairy industry in particular.

Hard or Soft
Metrication can take place on two levels —"soft"
conversion which means no change in existing equipment
or packaging 4et than relabeling with metric measurements; or "hail:" conversion which involves actual alteration of equipment. .Most of the changes expected to take place in the
agricultural community are of the "soft" variety.
Soft conversion is fairly easy to accomplish and is
already underway in many industries and governmental
agencies.
The Department of Agriculture, for instance, has been

issuing data and research publications in metric form
since early 1976. World trade data were already expressed
in ,metric terms and most USDA scientific measurements
were switched to metrics years ago. Conversion of domestic produrticm -data used by farmers and. consumers
began at the ,start of 1977.
This means U.S. farmers have to start thinking in
terms of quintals and kilograms per acre rather than bushels or bales per acre and cents per pound.

Dairy Makes Switch
The dairy industry has also made some changes that
can be termed soft conversion. Many dairies, for example,
now market cottage cheese in cartons labeled 454 grams
instead of one pound.
"Hard" conversion would bring some basic changes
to the dairy industry.
Dairy farmers would be paid for their milk by the
kilogram (.45 of a pound) instead of by the pound. Bulk
tanks and tank trucks would have to be recabbrated as
would flow meters, storage tanks and gauges at the milk
processing plant.. Milk cases of new dimensions would
have to be designed to adapt to the lICW metric paeliages

P.C.A. Proudly Salutes
The Dairy Farmer.
Whose standards and hard work do
so much for both the health and the
wealth of this community.

Metrics Will Make It Easier
A sudden conversion of all products to the metric system would be costly, but is not likely. A gradual shift is
more probable, according to the United States Department
of Agriculture (USDA).
Will agricultural producers face any long-lasting difficulties? No, says a USDA spokesman. Scales and containers will have to be recalibrated. However, the metric
system will be easier to use because it requires fewer
calculations.
In fact, says the spokesman, the next generation will
probably find it hard to understand why Americans put up
with the present system as long as they did.

Nooellit

305 N. 4th

roduction
ssociation

Jackson Purchase PCA

7534802
Keys F. Heel
Richard Price
Field Office Mgr.
Field Representative
Anita MeCollon - Secretary

a

From the heart of the
a
11

/)lational Farmers Organization
PLUS
the betterment of the
farmer and his family

EQUALS
QUALITY MILK
PROpUCTS
For everyire from the
tiny babe to grandma
sponsored by the

NATIONAL FARMERS ORGANIZATION
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'Peck Order' Exists In Dairy Herds
By Nevyle Shackelford
UK College of Agriculture
In the comparatively
new science of ethology,
which delves into the
behavioral secrets of
animals, it has been
discovered that just as in

some human societies, a
"peck order" exists in
some animal societies
This peck order is highly
undemocratic and acsome
to
cording
ethologists,
is
most
pronounced in flocks of

"Mealtime Mastery" Makes
Mastering Mealtitnes Easy
Over 400 easy-to-prepare,
kitchen tested recipes using
dairy products in everything
from appetizers to desserts
are available in "Mealtime
Mastery," American Dairy
Association's (ADA) first
new cookbook in 10 years.
The 224:page-illustrated
book took over six months
to prepare. Besides full color.
photographs of food dishes,

it contains hints on the care,
storage and use of dairy
products; metric information; definitions of preparation, mixing, cooking and
utensil terms; ingredient
substitutions and equivalents, a complete description of domestic Cheeses;
and other interesting and
informative features.
A plasticized cover and
special spiral binding enables "Mealtime Mastery"
to be opened easily and lay
flat for the homemakers
convenience.

chickens and in herds of
dairy cows. Like most
creatures that run in herds,
schools, or flocks, or
whatever, dairy cows seem
to set up a rigid social
hierarchy in which every
COW has her place. She is
number one cow to all the
other members a the
herd below her, but submissive to all the stronger
cows above her. There is
always the number one cow
in the herd and she is the
undisputed boss. She gets
free and uncontested access to the best feeding
spots, the best shade, the
choicest place in the
milking line-up, and any
other privilege she may
choose to establish as het
own.
By the same token,
dairymen say, there's
always the cow at the
bottom of the order. She

has no privileges, defends
nothing, and simply takes
what the others leave
behind, or are willing to
share with her. Sometimes,
rather than to start a
squabble with a cow above
her, she will wait until all
others have satisified their
hunger at the feed bin.
A cow establishes her
rank soon after she joins
the herd, and once it is set
it isn't likely to be
challenged until another
newcomer tries to find her
place in the social order.
Status, dairymen say,
seems to depend mostly on
ability to butt, push and
shove. Audacity and daring
are much more important
than an ability to make
milk. As a matter of fact,
the high producers are
found as often at the bottom as at the top of the
social order.

Something else odd about
some dairy herds. In most
large herds there is a
"public servant" cow. This
cow is a friend to all and
any other cow, regardless
of her place in the social
order, can come to this
public servant for a
refreshing face washing.
In answer to a gentle
nudge, the servant will turn
and lick the head, face, or
neck of her herd mate.
of
Another
aspect
"organization," dairymen
notice among grazing
cows, is a rest period after
about an hour and a half of
feeding, Often they will
congregate, combine their
flyswatting strength for 15
or 20 minutes and let their
food settle a bit before
starting out again to pick
grass.
Animal psychologists are
at a general loss as to the

reason for the peck and
butt order, and what that
unknown quality is that
allows one cow or one old
hen to abuse and humiliate
all the others with irnpunity. But on one thing
they are pretty sure, the
dominance order is a series
of reactions conditioned on
fear and pain.
And something else a
mite strange - the
dominance order is rarely
present in wild 'nature.
Wild packs, prides; flocks
and herds usually have a
leader, but the leadership
seems to be based on
respect and affection and
not on fear or strength'as in
domesticated flocks.
In many respects animal
behavior and human
behavior are closely
similar. The question is,
are animals like us or, are
we like animals?

Individual copies of
ADA.s new cookbook sell
for $2.75. This-includes postage or shipping charges.
Send check and order to:
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Afealtime Mastery
American Dairy Association
P.O. Box No. 72I-1DM
Rosemont, Illinois 60018
Offigr-rxpires December 31, 1977.

What better time for us
to "Salute" all the fine
Dairy People in our area.
We Think
"You're The Cream of the Crop"
Stop By & See Us For

Milk Keeps
America
Strong

v Pick-Ups
v Grain Beds
v Big Trucks
v Lime Spreaders
v El Caminos
Salesmen: Hugh Wright. J. H.

A. C. Butts
And Sons
Feed-Seed
Fertilizer-Groceries
Grain Storage
Grinding Mixing
Fulton

Jan Dalton. Mickey Boggess

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc.

Mill Phone
901 479-2641
Store
502 472-3751
•I•,,,,,,vii,.reerv!w•-•

a

641 South
•

..

753-2617
,

114
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Dairy Facts and Fancies

It's A Great Life
By Judy Stahler
So many times friends
and strangers ask us just
how can you stand those
long hours, constant
confinement, and heavy
task load that goes with the
dairy farm. If you can't,
you get out, but if you can
you reap the harvest of one
of the greatst occupations I
know today - life on the
dairy farm. That's what
life is all about — doing
what you and your family
want to do, and I can truthfully say, no man or woman
ever entered the dairy
business without that
strong will to succeed and
endure any hardships that
might entangle their faiths,
, hopes, and dreams.
Ail-fies, the days are long
'
IP%and everyday at our farm
begins at 4:30 a. m. with
the clicking sound of the
milking machines getting
ready to extract milk from
129 cows. This milking
process will continue until
8:30.
What's next
clean up.
For no one ever taught that
cow that when she enters
the milking parlor to wipe
her feet, to eat with her
mouth closed so no feed
falls on the floor, and to
remember that the ladies
room is located outside.
Because of her untidy
ways she will cause us to

But on the other hand
spend another 45 minutes
cleaning up after her so
that when 4:00 o'clock that
afternoon comes, we will
meet again, same place,
doing same thing, milking.
Between
the
two
makings comes the time to
continue the other tasks of
feeding the calves and dry
cows, cleaning barns,
repairing equipment, and
doing field work.
No one day ever brings
the true feeling that
everything
done
got
because each day has its
own energy and time losers
such as equipment failures
and those unforseen events
when 50 to 100 cows decide
to change pastures without
the dairyman's approval.
But that's part of the
business. Maybe by 8:00 p.
in. the milking machines
silent,
will
become
signaling that another day
is ending for us.
I must confess that from
those long horus comes a
good feeling of doing
something you enjoy doing.
In what other business can
you see the happiness,
excitement, and joy of a
child's face as he or she
watches life take place as a
new calf is born and to see
the tender love of a mother
taking her motherhood
task so seriously.

comes the stress of sadness
that one often faces when
we stand by helplessly as a
calf dies, or watch the best
cow in our herd be put to
rest. This becomes part of
our life that we so often
want to forget.
All in all it's a great life,
because it offers each
member of our family a
chance to grow as an individual with special interest and responsibilities.
Best of all it provides us
with the togetherness that
make the dairy life special
and the opportunity to
work, share, laugh, cry,
and enjoy happiness at its
best

• Careful research, improved methods of
in agriculture through the him ties of
selection, breeding and feeding have
over half the men who have held that
made the dairy cow the world s most
office. Front the first, George Washing.productive source of milk. During the
ton. to the 39th, Jiipm Carter, 23 U.S.
past 150 years milk production per cow
Presidents were raised on, Owned ()Ihas jumpea from an estimated 1,5(X)
ran farms.
quarts annually to over 4,500 quarts!
• Each morning, America's 300,000 dairc • The most prolific dairy 'stud bull in the
country, Paclamar Astronaut, has sired
farmers start their cow herds on the
over 100,000 offspring. lie is estimated
first of two daily trip. through the
to have a female descendant in one of
milking parlors. Within hours, 3/
1
2 milevery three dairy herds in the U.S.
lion gallons of milk and milk products
These cows produce more than 600 milwill be delivered to families across the
lion quarts of milk in one year, enough
country:
.to supply every American with three
• The American Presidency is firmly rooted
glasses of milk a day for a full week!

Milk Measures Up!

The Baby Calf-E
By Betty Palmer
The grandest sight there is to me Is to see the little calf-e,
Head sticking 'neath the stable door
Wanting milk-time to come once more
To see its head and hear its moo,
Feelings giv'n - nothing else will do.
A pretty sight, it is to me To see the little baby calf-e.
AU1111iiiii1111111 lllllll
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Salute to Dairying

Going
to work for...

more nutritious,delicious dairy
foods and more dairy dollars

Freon health-giving_ milk and natural butter to flavorful cheeses and popular KC cream, those wonderful dairy
foods that start with the cow depend on some help from others, too.
Modern farm machinery helps.. to produce and harvest feed crops faster and better.., to care for the cow and

We
Salute

to mak her...to make dairy farming more practical and profitable.
But that's just part of the story It's the roan who cares for the cow... the dairy fanner_ who makes the difference
— with his hard work, his knowledge, experience and sound business management
We're proud to salute you, dairy farmers.. and proud to serve you with more efficient more productive farm
equipment for every dairying need.
Stop buy and talk with us about those combines and corn heads.

all the

Dairy People
during

June Dairy Month

Stokes Tractor It
Implement Co.

Kirkland Trucking, Inc.

MF

Jerry Kirkland (Swear)

1, Box 287
Murray, Ky. 42071
Route

Phone 489-2667

Industrial Rood

Massey Ferguson

753-1319
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Modem Dairy Farm Is S

Steve Crabtree cleans off the ot at th
County.

Tim Letterman walks through pastureland at the Letterman dairy farm in
Calloway County.

A sample is taken for analysis as milk is picked up at the
Carvis Paschall dairy farm.

These photos taken at varbus dairj
County very clearly show that there
than just milking cows. The modern d
many different tasks in an effort to ms
and profitable operation. Ditty farms
at a moment's notice to insure that str
are being maintained. Also, the dairy f
evidenced by the number of wives al]
farm.

c

Larry McKinney and his son start the sileage feeding conveyor belt at their dairy
farm in the southwestern part of Calloway County.

An automatic feeding system at the Teddy Potts dairy farm
allows selective feeding for productive cows.

A new modern storage tank is used to store milk at the Dennis Tidwell dairy
farm.

Michael Shelton prepares to begin
in the Lynn Grove area.

DAIRY SECTION
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; Still Family Operation

off the ot at the Blalock-White dairy farm in Calloway

I at variteis dairy farms throughout Calloway
show that there is more to a dairy operation
ts. The modern dairy farmer must be adept at
in an effort to maintain an efficient, sanitary,
ion. Dairy farms are subjected to inspections
to insure that strict quality control standards
Also, the dairy farm is a family operation, as
ober of wives and children who work on the

epare to begin milking at his dairy farm

Imogene and Thomas Hugh Palmer operate the SeldomRest Dairy farm in Calloway County.
Kathy Stubblefield feeds a pair of calves at the Stubblefield
dairy farm.

David Palmer, County Agent Ted Howard, and Baron Palmer
pastureland at the Palmer dairy farm in Calloway County.

James Tucker operates the artificial insemination service in
Calloway County.
Dada and Donna Frtzhugh work in the milking o7eration at the Htzhugh Dairy
Farm, Highway 121 South.

•
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U S. Dairy Industry More Than 350 Years Old
By Nevyle Shackelford
UK College of Ag.
Along with being the
month of roses and brides,
June is also the month of
the dairy cow and for more
than 350 years this gentle
farm animal has contributed tremendously to
the agricultural economy
of North America.

Historians say that the
dairy industry had its
beginnings in this country
one cold, blustery day in
March 1624. This was when
the good ship, "Charity,"
late of Devon, England,
sailed into the harbor of
Plymouth Colony with a
bull and three heifers on
board — the first of such
animals to arrive in the

Program For Field
Day Announced
The
University
of
Kentucky's College of
Agriculture will present
information-covering most
phases of managing a dairy
farm at the annual dairy
field day June 24 at the
University's Coldstream
Farm two miles north of
Lexington.
A tour of the research
facilities, with 12 information stops, will begin
at 9:30 a. m. eastern
daylight time, says
Garland Bastin, UK extension specialist in animal
sciences. Staff members
from the departments of
Animal Sciences,
Agricultural Engineering,
Entomology
and
Agronomy will be on hand
to report on research and to
present information
dairymen can use on their
farms.

Topics include calf
housing, forage production
and utilization, fly control,
mastitis prevention, heat
detection and reproductive
efficiency of cows, waste
management,
nutrition,
and milk quality as it affects cheese. Presentations
on forage will cover small
grain silage, alfalfa pest
control, tall fescue improvement and the effect of
plant maturity on the
quality of hay, pasture and
silage.
Following a noon lunch
on the grounds, Charles A.
Lassiter, head of the
Department of Animal
Sciences at North Carolina
State University, will
discuss the role of research
and extension as they apply
to the operation of a dairy
farm. Lassiter is a former
.taff member of the UK's
College of Agriculture.

64,
june Is

Colonies.
These animals were
imported by Edward
Winslow, who later became
governor of the Plymouth
Colony. The existing
governor, William Bradford, in taking note of the
arrival of these animals,
described them as "the
first beginning of any cattle
of that kind in the land."
With each arriving ship
the cattle numbers grew
and at the time were
valued more for their hides
and their worth as draft
ahimals, than for their
milk and butter. As the
story continues, in a few
years the Massachusetts
Colony had its first oversupply of cattle.
By 1632, as an early
history states, there was in
New England not only a
domestic, but also an export demand from the West
Indies. This led to dairy
breeding for sale, but the
market was soon overstocked. The price of cattle
went down from 20 to five
pounds per animal and
milk was peddled for four
cents a gallon.
Cowkeeping in those
early days of settlement
was a far cry from dairy
practices today. In this
effort whole towns would
go together, hire young
men as "cowkeeps," and
pasture the cattle on
common grazing lands. At
that time croplands were
fenced in to keep the cattle

DAIRY MONTH..

a time to say "THANK YOU"
To the dairy farmers of this area, whom we know as friends, neighbors and customers, we say "Thank You- ... for supplying all of us with the health-giving
nutrition-and delicious flavor of dairy products ... for blinding farm income, improving business and boosting our local economy.

Thank you. too, for the opportunity of serving you.

Murray Supply Co. Wholesale Eledric
Supply Co.
Murray Supply Lawn
& Garden Center
206 E. Main

753-3361

out.
The cowkeeps trained the
cows to obey the sound of a
horn and to follow them to
and from the grazing
grounds each morning and
night. A young cowkeep
received 10 pounds for
herding 100 cows all
summer. However, for
each time he failed to bring
in all the cows at night for
milking, he had to forfeit
threepence from
his
salary.
These cows were not the
prolific milk producers
found on most farms today.
Milk yields were extremely
low. As colonial farmer and
writer, Israel Acrelius,
once reported, "Where the
pasture is fair, a cow does
not give less than two
quarts of milk at a time —
that is, twice a day." Cows
commonly
of
today
produce at least 25 quarts a
day and it is not unusual for
a cow to produce twice that
amount. Some exceptional
animals have produced 75
or more quarts of milk in a
single day.
There was not much
improvement in Colonial
cows until after 1790,- whqn
farmers began to produce
forage crops in more

abundance. As the halfstarved animals ate better,
the production of milk
began to increase. Around
1800, more attention to the
breeding and feeding of
dairy cattle began to have
a decided effect on milk
production. Then as time
went on, dairymen became
more and more concerned
about the economics of

their operation. By the
mid-1800's, a top New York
dairy farmer grossed $62 in
butter, cheese and milk
from each of his 41 dairy
cows. This was about three
times the earnings per cow
of the average dairy farmer at that time. It was
from these early beginnings grew today's great
modern dairy industry.

I'm A Milk-Maid
by Betty Palmer
When I arose this morning,
The ground was white with mow.
I peeped from my window,
Thermometer - zero.
Decked on my coat and boots
And tied my head up tight I guess, had I been seen,
I would have looked a fright.
I opened up the door
And made myself go out,
It was so very cold
To frolic all about.
I went to the milk barn Work started for the day,
The cows knew it Wascold
But must be milked anyway.
I'd rather milk too warm,
Than when it is zero When summer comes,I'll change
And wish - that it was cold.

3
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June
Is
Dairy
Month

Bumefte's
Tractor Co.
*Muller Milk Tanks
*De Lavel Milking Equipment
•Monteagle Silos
•Jamesway Unloaders
Full Line

John Deere
Equipment
45-51 By-Pass, Fulton, Ky.

•••
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The Dairy Industry has played a major role in the good health practices of
our nation. We proudly salute you for your continuous contribution to our
welfare.

Murray-Mayfield

West Ky. Rural Eledric
Cooperative Corporation

753-5012
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Sandra Stark Named
State Dairy Princess

Star-Lu Holstein
Farm Established
By Starks In 1950
The Stai-Lu Holstein
Farm *as established in
1950. The farm is a family
farm operated by Charles,
Lou Ellen, Jerry, Melissa
and Sandra Stark. They
have stressed both type
(physical appearance) and
production in formulating
one of the outstanding
registered Holstein herds
in Kentucky. They have 75
mature cows that are
averaging 17,354 pounds of
milk and 634 pounds of
butter fat. This is even
more impressive when you

The Star-Lu Holstein
produced
has
Farm
several outstanding
records during their rather
short existence. The major
or
accomplishment
achievement recently was
when Sandra Stark was
chosen Dairy Princess for
the State of Kentucky for
1977. Sandra has been a
very outstanding young
person and a credit to the
dairy program in Calloway
County.Sandra started at a
very young age learning
about the dairy farm. She

consider the fact that 15
years ago their herd was
producing 9,575 pounds of
milk and 353 pounds of
butter fat.
The farm has developed
twelve 100,01)0 pound milk
cows, four excellent cows
and two gold medal cows.
Star-Lu Farms has sold
bulls to three major artificial breeding estahlishments. Several cows have
been special mated for two
breeding
artificial
establishments.

Miss Sandra Stark
Kentucky Dairy Princess

Pairjthg 10 Years from Now

Sign Of Coming Times
Because of the ever-growing population, the dairy of tomorrow must be designed and located to fit an environment
which will be more urban oriented. Thus dairymen must
adjust their practices so as to live even more harmoniously
with their urban neighbors.
There will be increased emphasis on cleaner environment
and the need to comply with pollution control regulations
on dairy farms. Some states already have regulations specifying pollution controlof both water and air.

• Dairy farms will be fewer but larger.
• The average farm size will have increased from 400
acres to over 500, with some 90 percent being familyowned and operated.
• Farm production efficiency will have increased about
three percent per year, and U.S. agriculture will be more
rimpetitive.
• Milk cows will be Producing about one-third more, per
cow, annually, and milk output per man-hour will have
doubled.
• 70 percent of production will be on $100,000 per year
volume farms, which will number 240,000 or 12 percent of
all farms.
• Equipment will be jumbo, i.e. 400-500 h.p. tractors.
• There will be instant milk cooling with heat exchangers.
• Solar power will be utilized for heat and water heating.
• Automated manure handling systems will process manure to reuse fibers and recycle effluent for potable water
and fertilizer.
• Feed rations will be automatically selected and implemented to separate groups of cows within the herd.
• Costs will be out of sight.
• Land values will be rising almost every year.
• Money requirements will bulge, but money will be
available and farm debt will be up three times to $250
billion.
• Most funding will be by a cooperative farm credit
system since private lenders are bailing out.
• Farm product prices will still be fluctuating but will
have percolated upward.
• Exports will have increased at a slow rate.
• Despite population increasing by 15 million new households, there will be plenty of food (barring disastrous
weather) for all Americans

Dairy Farms
Produced 2,904
Mile Milk River
Many years of success to our Calloway County Farmers
and the Dairy Industry.

TRACTORS

COMBINES
We haw a complete selection of all new
models w 'various options. Free interest
until Sept. 1, 1977 on any new Of used
combine purchased

(June Special!)
Free 36" nding mow wr/ purchase of new
or 14 series combine.
USED COMBINES
P.S. /4e
2 A Gleaner combines
need used
1 I.H.C. 315 Combine
1 combines
1 A.0 72 Pull T e Combine

Complete selection 40 thru 180 H.P. Free
interest on new tractors & equipment
purchased as und Nov. 1. 1977.

GEHL & NEW IDEA
HAY & SILAGE
EQUIPMENT

Let's Trade Now!

Earnie Harrell, Sales 901-642-1242 - Frank
Res_ 901-642-8591

How strong was America's dairy industry in 1976,
in terms of milk produced?
-- A—river eomprised of last
year's total milk output
would measure 2,904 miles
long,41 feet wide and threeancl-a-half feet deep. It
would stretch from Boston
to San Francisco.
If put in gallon cartons
and placed side by side, the
120 billion pounds of milk
produced would form a band
around the world 85 times
at the equator.

tk.

Coles, Mgr.

AUSTIN
SALES
ENT
IPM
EQU
. . .,. . .
..„.
Rising Power
in Farming

544Dresder.1 Hwy.)Paris,Team

4.1150.410Y.1490411

had very good help from
her parents and older
brother, Jerry.
Sandra has been very
active in the 4-H and FFA
Dairy Program. She has
exhibited cattle at several
county, state and regional
fairs. She has won many
awards on her animals as
well as her showmanship
abilities. Sandra has
participated in youth dairy
judging contests and was
on winning state teams in
both 4-H and FFA.She also
represented the state in
to out-of-state contests.
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DAIRY SfCTION

Stubblefield
Jerseys
1927-1977
By Kathy Stubblefield
Stubblefield Jerseys is
owned and operated by the
Bill J. Stubblefield family
of Route 5, Murray. The
farm is located about 6
miles southeast of Murray,
off Highway 121 in the
Cherry Corner community.
Mrs. Stubblefield
is
secretary
at
East
Elementary School, and
they have two children,
Kathy Jo who teaches at
Calloway County High
School and Krit, a
sophomore at Murray State
University.
They own 100 registered
Jerseys and milk from 5055 cows. According to Mr.
Jim Walston, fieldman for
Ryan Milk Company, the
Stubblefield herd is the
only producer for Ryan
Milk Company that has
been in constant operation

since the formation of a
milk processing plant in
Murray 50 years ago.
Stubblefield's father, the
late Porter Stubblefield,
began selling milk commercially in 1927 when the
Murray Milk Product Co.
(the forerunner of Ryan
Milk Co.) was established.
Since that time, the herd
has never missed a milk
check from the Murray
Plant.
The Stubblefield family
are all active members of
the Kentucky Jersey Cattle
Club and American Jersey
Cattle Club, and have
exhibited
registered
Jerseys in the showing for
15 years. The highlight of
their show experiences
came in 1974 when Judges
Sleeping Carolina, a cow
bred and raised on the
farm, was named Grand
Champion of the Kentucky
State Fair.

MILK
MEASURES UP

44*.
fe

PLAN NOW TO
ENJOY THE
BARGAINS AND

' See
how
milk
money
mounts
up
here!

FESTIVITIES OF . . .

JUNE
DAIRY
MONTH

Through your enterprise and efficiency, dairy farmers,
you've done much for the health and wealth of this community. We congratulate you...We wish you continued
success and prosperity, and we'll do our part to assure it,
with higher-interest on your savings.
Let us help you open an account,soon.

• "4

Ott\NO

COM TOM HARRIS

GLEN GOEBEL

Kentucky Dairy Princess SANDRA STARK, Calloway
County, joins June Dairy Month Chairman Tom
Harris, Kentucky's Commissioner of Agriculture,
A D.A. President Glen Goebel, and the doiry formers and Adas of Kentucky in thanking the thousands of Kentuckians, the media, and organizations
participating in . . .

JUNE

DAIRY MONTH

gecleral Savinqs &Xoan

Illarray

Branch

and th•

7th and Main

Anteriean Dairy AsuaarialMn

Estrl

OF KENTUCKY
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Kenneth Paschall
Wins State Award

Kenneth Paschall, left, was presented with a
trophy
and check at the state FFA convention in
Louisville
fune 9. Paschall won the proficiency award
in dairy
production.

4(1 1I1

DAIRY MOIR

We
Salute
:
Jun
is
dLaL
ry
ui
the
month
Dairymen
of
This Area

FARMERS GRAIN
AND SEED CO.

Kenneth Paschall, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Carves
Paschall, has received a
trophy and check for the
Kentucky
State
Proficiency Award in dairy
production.
He
was
awarded the honor at the
state • FFA convention in
Louisville June 9.
This makes the third
consecutive year that a
member of the Calloway
County Chapter of Future
Farmers of America has
won the state dairy
production award.
Previous winners were

Cows In World
History
Webster's Dictionary defines the cow as a "domestic
bovine animal," but that
may not have always been
the case. While some primitive cave paintings depict
scenes of domesticated cattle; others found in Spain
date back to 20,000 B.C.
(determined by carbon 14
analysis of soil, paint etc.)
The scenes depict ancestors
of today's cows being killed
by spears and arrows, evidence of an era of pre-domestication.
Dairying itself has been
around for centuries. A 6000
B.C. stone panel in the ruins
of Babylon s Temple of Ur
shows men milking cows,
and cattle fossils and cheesemaking equipment have
been found in Switzerland
dating to 4000 B.C.
Did you know that butter.,
is a flavor conductor? Yes,
that's why it's a good idea
to brush steaks, ribs or
chicken while they're grilling, with butter barbecue

Railroad Ave. Murray, Ky. 753-3404
Dan Boo:, Owner — Bobby Meador, Mgr.

•

Dollars Spent
For Fertilizer Now...
Can Save You Money...
Make You money

We Salute the
Dairy Farmer
whose high standards end
hard work do so ;nosh for
both the health end the
wealth of this 6i:immunity

Properly fertilized pastures and cropland work harder
to produce more milk from your dairy herd ... and provide extra feed next winter. Saves you buying hay!
Our power-packed feitilizers can enrich your soil with
needed nutrients. . . make pastures pay off in a big way.
Ask about low cost Fertilizer Spreader service, too.

UTSON
Yiertgfrer
Chemical Co. Inc.

753-1933

Steve McCuiston and Krit
Stubblefield.
Kenneth and his father
operate a 170-acre dairy
farm near Hazel consisting
of 140 head of registered
Jersey cattle. They jointly
own a 240 acre farm in
Henry County, Tn.
Kenneth started his dairy
project with one heifer in
1967 and has increased his
herd to 22 Jerseys. The
average production of his
Jerseys is approximately
12,000 pounds of milk and
550 pounds of fat based on
official DHIR tests.
Kenneth will be a senior
at Calloway County High
School this fall where he
will be serving as treasurer
of
the
FFA
and
parliamentarian of the
Beta Club. He also is a
member of the Kentucky
Junior Jersey Cattle Club
and 4-H Club.
He has participated in
several dairy judging
contests in 4-H and FFA.
He has also exhibited his
dairy cattle throughout
Kentucky and i6rinessee.
After graduation from high
schooT he plans to attend
Murray State University
and major in animal
science.

OMIT SECTION

Milk
Measures
Up
We need family farmers to meet the growing
demands of a growing nation - and farmers
need marketing support by Dairymen Inc

Farmer Owned and Controlled
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When Cows Calve Affects Production
Although most dairy
farmers want year-around
milk production, they can
increase milk output and
usually profit by having
more of their cows calve
during the months of
November through May,
says Ken Olson, University
of Kentucky extension
dairy specialist.
He bases this on records
of herds enrolled in Kentucky Dairy Herd Improvement
Associations
(D.H.I.A.). Cows
freshening
during
November through May
produce about six per cent
more milk than those
freshening during June
through October. Also,
prices usually are higher
for milk produced during
the period of November
through May.
To put calving in the
preferred schedule, cows
must be bred frOm the
latter part of January
through the middle of
August. Olson says it
seldom pays to delay
breeding to change the
calving
season.
He
recommends
breeding
cows sooner after they
calve and breeding heifers
at a younger age.

Heifers in Kentucky D.
H.I.A. herds first calve at
an average of 28 months of
age. This means that they
are bred at 19 months —
four to five months older
than necessary.
"With
•good
management, heifers can
be bred at 14 to 15 months
of age," says Olson. "If fed
only reasonably good
roughage with no grain
after four months, Holstein
heifers will weigh about 650
pounds and Jerseys and
Guernseys wilt weigh about
500 pounds. Good dairymen
are successfully breeding
heifers at this age and
size."
•
•
The average calving
interval in the state's D. H.
I. A.-herds is 415 days. With
a gestatia -fieridd•4lf 280
days, cows are open and
unproductive an average of
135 days.
"Even if two services are
required to get cows with
calf and if the average
interval between services
is 40 dys,this would mean
that the cows are not being
bred until 95 days after
calving," says Olson.
"They should be bred 40
days after calving."
Close observation of

cows to determine when
they are in heat is the key
to getting them bred sooner
Olson
after
calving.
reminds dairymen that the
average interval to first
heat after calving is about
48 days and that there is an
average of 21 days between
heat periods.
Calving intervals also
can be shortened by improving conception rates
but this is difficult to do.
When cows are bred during
the heat period is the most

important factor. Research
shows that highest conception rates are obtained
when cows are bred 14
hours after the onset of
heat.
But Olson points out that
dairymen seldom know
when the heat period actually starts. Even if they
did, it would not be practical for commercial inseminators to arrive at the
farm at the right hour to
breed every cow at her best

Celebration Planned
FRANKFORT — Kentucky Agriculture Commissioner Tom Harris has
announced that June 22 will
be Kentucky June Dairy
Celebration in Frankfort,
in conjunction with June
Dairy Month. Harris is this
year's chairman for the
month-long effort to increase public awareness of
the dairy industry.
Harris said the June 22
celebration would be held
at the Capital Plaza Sports
Center in Frankfort, and
would include a free dairy
luncheon,
products
featuring cheese, cottage
cheese, yogurt, butter and,
of course, milk. Dessert
will be the world's largest
ice cream sundae.
Harris said the world
record for an ice cream
sundae, according to the
Of
Book
Guiness
Records, is 3,966 lbs., 12 oz.
record Kentucky's
breaking attempt will be
aimed at 4,000 lbs. "Then,"
Harris said, "the public

will be served from the
sundae."
In addition to the free
lunch and ice cream, there
will be a cow milking
contest between Gov.
Carroll. the Dairy Princess, Commissioner Harris
and others. In ice cream
eating contest is also
planned, with trophies for
the most eaten, by an
overall winner, the oldest
entrant, and the youngest.
The Ehrler hot air
balloon, ''Udder Delight"
will be part of the
festivities, as will Wanda
Greene, a sculptress who is
carving a cow from a block
of cheese.
"We want everyone who
can to attend," Harris said.
"The entire public is invited."
Activities will get underway at 11 a.m. with
Gov. Carroll receiving the
first helping of the giant
sundae .at noon. Free
parking will be provided in
the area between the plaza
building and the river.

Congratulations
During this special month we are happyto—

to our

Local Dairy
People

Once again you've done a fine job.
All year long you've sent an abundance of delicious and wholesome
dairy products to market We thank
you for your continued efforts and
hard work to help keep America
strong

During
our friends and neighbors in the Dairy
Industry.
The quality. of 4merican milk is the
highest in the world!! .4 fact that makes us
ren proud of our dairy people.

"June Dairy Month"

WEST KENTUCKY RURAL
TELEPHONE
CO-OPERATIVE
CORPORATION, INC.
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Milk By Any Other Animal Still Milk
What do lions, camels and anteaters have in common?
They are among the many .animals on earth who produce milk, some of it richer than that ,of cows.
Depending on the type of product desired, there's an
animal milk to suit everv purpose. According to Haivey L.
Gunderson, professor of zoology at the University of Nebraska, there are wide variances in the composition of milk
due to many factors, i.e., growth rate of the young mammals
and geographic climatic conditions.
Because dairymen are paid on a milkfat basis, they might
be interested in knowing the Atlantic gray sears milk is 55.2
percent fat. The next milk highest in fat, at 42.3 percent,

is that of the Fin whale (who produces about 130 gallons
of milk per day).
A lion, in turn, has over four times the milkfat content
of a good dairy cow.
Lower down on the fat scale, but much higher in lactose
levels, is the African elephant's milk. It contains 6.5 percent
lactose. If high solids content is sought, the Atlantic gray
seal's milk is two-thirds solids, more than is found in Cheddar cheese.
Dairymen can be thankful that, instead of roaring lions
and stampeding elephants, they are only dealing with cows
that can sometimes be cantankerous.

We Salute The Dairy Farmers
The Peoples Dank SalutesAllOfOurlocalDairy FarmersAnd
Those EngagedIn The Fine DairyIndusityIn Murr yAnd
Calloway County. We, On Their Behalf, Urge You To Use More
Good, Nutritious DairyProducts AndKeep OurArea Economy
Strong.
0new,
WOW
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